
SEVENTH WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE 
Santa Monica California 

May 5, 1982 

The Seventh World Service Conference was held at the Retail Clerks Union 

Hall in Santa Monica, California. The Conference began on Wednesday 

May 5 and concluded Sunday evening May 9th. Steve Bice was the presiding 

Officer of this meeting. 

Detailed minutes were made of this meeting. 

21 Representatives, or State Delegates were present and made reports at 

the Conference. They adopted major changes in the Service Structure and 

adopted a Narcotics Anonymous Basic Text. 

The following pages contain excerpts of actions taken at this Conference. 

Electiofts of Officers, Nominations for Trustees and financial reports 

of World Service Office and World Service Conference are included. 

The Conference also authorized publication of a monthly N.A. Magazine. 
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The treasurer's report as of 6/8/82, we had an opening balance from 
the previous year of $969.08, as of J/6/82, we had donations of 
$7,211.59. That came to $8,180.58. As of 5(6/82 we had expenditures 
of $4,708.38 leaving us with a balance of $3,472.20. 

Literature Sales 
Donations 
Interest from Savings 

Total Expenses 
Net Income 

BALANCE SHEET 

Checking 
Savings 
Accounts Receivable 
Literature Inventory 
Equipment cost, less dep 
Liabilities 

Total Net Worth 

$53,199.98 
11,726.23 

61.54 

52,361.00 
12,626.75 

$ 1,960.33 
2,361.54 
8,900.00 

11,900.00 
954.00 

none 
26,075.87 

830 Starter Kits were sent out this year @ $5.00 each. 
UPS packages - 1,600 
Letters - 900 

Motion Restated: Would like to support deferrment of WSO Report in interest 
of fellowship questions and would like to ask that the WS Board of Trustees 
sub-committee study be read into the minutes directly before the WSO 
report. Amended Motion: that the study be included in the minutes 
rather than read. Motion passed. 

ELECTION OF WSC -OFFICERS for 1982-83 

~ominations opend for Chairperson 

Bryan nominated Bo S. seconded by Mindy M. 
Bob nominated Joseph P.---Declined. 
Gene nominated Mac.---Declined 
Page nominated Tommy B. seconded by Bob B. 
Chuck S.---Declined 
Gene nominated Bob R. seconded by Lin. 

Each nominee gave brief qualifications. Discussion on how we were going 
to vote. Chuck S. made a motion that we have a secret ballot. Instead 
of voice vote. Seconded. Passed. 

BOB REHMAR elected CHAIRPERSON 

Nominations for Vice-Chairperson 

James nominated Cindy. seconded by Lynn. 
Bryan---Declined 
Bob B. nominated.---Declined 
Bo S. nominated.---Declined 
Lorraine nominated---Declined 
Roy D. nominated---Declined 
Sally nominated---Declined 
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Martin C. nominated---Declined 
Bud F. nominated---Declined 

MAY 1982 

Page nominated George H. seconded by Bob. 

Moved and seconded that nominations be closed. Nominees gave brief 
qualifications. 

GEORGE H. elected VICE-CHAIRPERSON 

NOMINATIONS FOR SECRETARY: 

Gina nominated. seconded 
Nicky nominated. seconded 
Linda nominated. seconded 
Page nominated seconded.---Declined 
Lynn nominated. seconded 

Moved and seconded that nominations be closed. Nominees gave brief 
qualifications. 

NICKY elected SECRETARY 

NOMINATIONS FOR TREASURER: 

Martin C. nominated. seconded 
Kevin F. nominated. seconded 
Bo S. nominated. seconded 

Moved and seconded that nominations be closed. Nominees gave brief 
qualifications. 

KEVIN FAYE elected TREASURER. 

to in WSO report and comments 

Page 2 

Motion: That all materials refered 
following be copied and distributed 
to adjournment today. Discussion. 

to all voting participants prior 
Seconded. PASSED 

ELECTION OF WSC-82-83 SUB-COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS: 

NOMINATIONS FOR POLICY CHAIRPERSON: 

Bob nominated Larry B. seconded by Eric 
Roy nominated Bob G. seconded by Bo. 
Dennis nominated Larry N. seconded by Ed. 

Moved and seconded nominations be closed. Nominees gave brief qualifications. 

LARRY NORTH elected Policy Chairperson. 

NOMINATIONS FOR FINANCE CHAIRPERSON: 

Roy nominated Gary H. seconded by Larry N. 
Bob B. nominated Joseph. seconded by Mindy. 
Sally nominated Bob G. seconded by Julie 
Cindy nominated Martin C. seconded by James. 

Moved and seconded that nominations be closed. Nominees gave brief qualifications. 

MARTIN CHESS elected FINANCE CHAIRPERSON 
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NOMINATIONS FOR LITERATURE CHAIRPERSON 

Bill Z. nominated. seconded by Eric. 
Nancy nominated.---Declined 
Cindy nominated.---Declined 
Page nominated. seconded. 

MAY 1982 PAGE 3 

Moved and seconded to close nominations. Nominees gave brief qualifications. 

PAGE CULBERTSON elected Literature Chairperson. 

NOMINATIONS FOR INSTITUTIONAL CHAIRPERSON: 

Bob B. nominated. Seconded 
Chuck S. nominated. Seconded 
James D. nominated.---Declined 
Roland nominated.---Seconded 
Jack B. nominated---Declined 
Rose nominated.---Seconded 
Gene H. nominated---Declined 

Moved and seconded nominations be closed. Nominees gave brief qualifications. 

BOB BERGH elected Institutional Chairperson. 

NOMINATIONS FOR PUBLIC INFORMATION CHAIRPERSON: 

Joseph nominated. seconded 
Jim M. nominated. seconded 
Lorraine nominated. seconded 

Moved and seconded nominations be closed. Nominees gave brief qualifications. 

LORRAINE DRINKWATER elected Public Information Chairperson. 

Kevin F. made motion to suspend the rules in order to authorize the 
appointment of a sub-committee to review the WSO Report and Trustee 
Sub-Committee Report, and have that committee report back to this 
conference and that the chairman, Steve B., appoint that Committee 
(Service Manual, pg. 36, Item C.) PASSED 

Kevin made a motion that we recognize Don 
representative to this conference. who is 
privileges here. Seconded. Discussion. 

N., N. Neveda Region as a 
applying for voting 
Call for a Vote. passed. 

Motion: to appropriate a budget of $100, per month, upon request, for 
PI Sub-committee. Page Seconded. Amended: by Steve-if funds are 
available. Seconded by Chuck. Call for a Vote. Amendment passed. 
Call for a vote on motion, Passed. 

Motion: H & I Committee work thru the Administrative Committee for 
distribution of the information regarding the questions and answers of 
possible tradition violations. 

Amended: change the word administrative to Policy Committee, Larry N. 
seconded. Call for a vote on amendment Passed. Motion Passed. 

Motion: That recovery house meetings, subjectto house rules, be defined 
under WSC Institutional sub-committee to delete from - Blue Service 
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Manual pg. 38,H5.-Insert Green proposed Service Manual, pg.19 HI. 
Seconded. Motion Carried 

Motion: to instruct WSO to delete that"language, certain language, 
presented in the report-16.01. 

Amendment: That we hear all of the report and information from the 

Page 4 

WSO and Trustees before action is taken on any part of the sub-committees 
report. Seconded, PASSED 

Bob R. requested to amend the motion on the board to eleviate "all" 
to strike 3; to add 4 & 5 of the page. Seconded. PASSED. 

Call for a vote on the main motion. PASSED, FINALLY 

NOMINATIONS OPENED FOR WSO BOARD OF DIRECTORS: 

Jim M. nominated. seconded. 
Hank M. nominated. declined 
Gene H. nominated seconded 
Kevin F. nominated. seconded 
Joseph P. nominated seconded 
Tommy B. nominated seconded 
Lorraine nominated. seconded 
Bo S. nominated. seconded 
Diana nominated. seconded 
Cindy D. nominated. seconded 
Page nominated. declined 
Judy G. nominated. seconded 
Steve B. nominated. seconded 
Diana H. nominated. seconded 
James D. nominated. declined 
Joe H. nominated. declined 
Sally E. nominated. seconded 
Jack B. nominated. seconded. 

Moved and seconded that nominations be closed. 
5 WSO BOARD MEMBERS ARE: Steve Bice, Cindy Porter-Dieker, Sally Evans, 
Kevin Faye and Gene Haig. 

George made a motion that we continue working until 7:30 p.m. at which 
time we adjourn until 9:00 a.m. tomorrow. Seconded. Gene H. made 
an amendment stated - we adjourn till 7:00 a.m. tomorrow. Seconded. 
Discussion. Call for a vote on amendment, PASSED. Call for a vote 
on the Motion. PASSED. 

Motion: to accept the basic text approval form as the 1st edition 
of our Narcotics Anonymous Book. Seconded. Amendment ,hat a 2/3 
majority vote be required for passage of that. MOTION PASSED. 

Bob B. made a motion that 
printingin hardback form. 
Motion Passed. 

the first printing of the 1st Edition be 
Seconded. Discussion. Call for a vote. 
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Motion: that the WSO take under consideration the taping of NA's Basic 
Text for use by the physically disabled, blind, etc. Seconded. Discussion. 
Bob B. made amendment: to change "under consideration" to taping of. 
Seconded. Amendment Passed. Motion now read: That WSO tape the NA 
Basic Text to use by physically disabled. PASSED. 

Motion: That the hardback cover of the "Basic Text" be white, with the 
name "Narcotics Anonymous" embossed. SECONDED. Much Discussion. 
Amendment: Change to whatever color WSO sees fit. PASSED. 

All items contained in the proposed revision to the 3rd Edition, included 
on pages 1-13 be accepted as policy. Seconded. Discussion. George H. 
made amendment - would like that motion to exclude the footnote on page 
13 which reads - "One way to verify members" group conscience for input 
of major signaficance not or the WSC Conference agenda, is for the regions 
to sponsor Service Conference similatanious to WSC Conference. This 
allows for immediate verification by telephone of their members "consciousness 
for the voting on the major issues." PASSED 

Amendment: That all reference, 
4, pg. 2) as it refers to WSO. 
wanted added to amendment - Any 
as the World Service Committee. 

delete the word "Sub- rommittee" (para. 
Seconded. Discussion. George than 
reference to World Service Conference 

Seconded. Entire Amendment Passed. 

Motion: That all items contained on pages 1-13 of the proposed Service 
Manual, be adopted, except footnote on page 13, be accepted; and delete 
the words "sub-committee" as it refers to WSO AND ALL references to the 
World Service Conference as World Service Committee. Seconded. Discussion 
Passed. 

Motion: That any reference to World Service Committee be changed to 
World Service Conference and any reference to World Service Sub-Committee 
be changed to World Service Office throughout this manual. Seconded. 
Roy then asked that where it refers to the "group conscienceness be changed 
to "group conscience." at which time Bob further amended his motion to 
read, - and references to "group conscienceness" be changed to "group 
conscience,r Moved and seconded. Motion Passed. 

Motion: to adopt page 14, seconded. Motion Passed. 

Motion: That we adopt pg. 15. Seconded. Discussion. James made admendment 
adding paragraph UF to pg. 15, paragraph 3, which reads: a representative 
of WSO and add WSO representative following the word "trustee" in paragraph 
5. Seconded. Discussion. 

Motion: to table this motion. Motion passed to table this motion till 
next year. 

Motion: that we table the rest of this input until next year. That it 
goes back to policy. Seconded. This will be from 15 to 2j. Discussion. 
Roy then amended this motion - with the exception of all items on the 
agenda which was sent out to the fellowship for consideration as policy 
to this WSC. Seconded. Discussion. 
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Bob stated that the input from the fellowship letter would now be addressed 
by Larry. 

Larry then stated: Input received reads: That only RSR and State 
Reps. be defined as voting participants (members) of the WSC. We as a 
committee make a motion to that effect, that our service manual be changed to 
read that only RSR's and State Representatives be defined as voting 
participants (members) of the WSC. Seconded. Discussion •• Gene H. 
made an amendment of-which read - to include a representative from the 
Board of Trustees, a representative from WSO and representative from 
each sub-committee. Seconded. Discussion. George made a motion 
to lay this motion on the table and take from consideration of this 
body any time this year, and refer to sub-committee for consideration 
of WSC-83. Seconded. Motion restated: To lay on the table until the 
conference of 1983. Takes a majority vote. Passed. 

Motion: that the NA Service Manual, as approved by the '79 WSC, 
superceed the manual now in print, that the manual currently in print 
be withdrawn from circulation and that the '79 approved material be 
printed and distributed as the sole source of information on the NA 
Service Structure, but include changes adopted in WSC annual meetings 
and assign the chairman of the Trustees, the 1983 WSC Chairman and 
the Presedent of WSO to edit and approve prior to publication and 
distribution. Seconded. Discussion. 

Gene H. made a motion: that we table further consideration of input 
on change of policy until 1983 WSC, and to instruct the policy committee 
to make an investigation of AA Service Structure and report to the 1983 
WSC as to how the beneficial aspect of operation and structure of AA 
Service Manual might be adopted by NA as per pg. 36, item 1, Section 
2 of Service Manual, for the policy chairman to develop the committee. 
Discussion. Motion Passed. 

Motion: that the out-going Administrative Committee become this 
committee a Motion Passed. 

all in favor of allowing Kevin to withdraw previous motion say I. 
Passed. 

Motion: that minutes include names and addresses and phone numbers of 
participants and observers for inter-communications purposes. Seconded. 
Discussion. Motion Passed. 

Motion: That the chair appoint a adhoc committee to formulate 
guidelines for conventions. Seconded. Motion Passed. 

Motion: That the 82 - 83 WSC Administrative - Sub-Committee compile 
and distribute, through the WSD, a World Service Fellowship Report, 
at least, every 3 months to the entire fellowship for unity and 
communication. Seconded. Discussion. 

Amendment: that it be compiled and distributed by the Administrative 
Committee of WSC. Seconded. Passed. 
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Motion: That the Narcotics Anonymous Book be available for distribution 
by September, 1982, at WCNA-12. Seconded. Motion Passed. 

Motion: To reconsider the previous motion to table the motion on tae 
formation of the Recovery Magazine Sub-Committee. Seconded. 

Amendment: re-added "by WSO" after publication. 

Steve called for a group conscience to facilitate speed. The author 
of amendment would like to withdraw it. Approved. Call for a vote, 
motion re-stated: That the WSC form a sub-committee to administer the 
publishing of a monthly magazine on Recovery from Addiction the NA 
Way. Motion Passed. 

Point of clarity raised: Asked who was going to appoint this committee 
for the Recovery magazine. Discussion followed, the group unamiously 
decided to deal with this matter now. 

Floor opened for nominations of this committee: 

Bill Z. nominated. Seconded. 
Jim M. nominated. Seconded. 
Linda G. nominated. Seconded. 
Bo S. nominated. Declined. 

Nominations closed. Each gave brief qualifications. Steve Chairman 
then said: I have a very good solution that was recommended to me that 
we accept all three of these people to work as a committee. Group 
conscience unanimously agreed. 

REPORT FROM THE WSC TREASURY YEAR TO DATE 
Donations 

Previous Activity $4,969.36 

Balance 4,101.41 

$2,334.89 

Disbursements 
$2,576.95 

1,766.52 

June 1982 REPORT FROM THE WSC TREASURY CLOSING ACTIVITY &~D SUMMARY: 

Balance $2,334.89 

Balance for '81-'82 2,100.89 

Opening Balance '80-'81 969.08 

Donations for '81-'82 7,440.51 

Expenditures for '81-'82 6,308.70 

Closing Balance for '81-'82 2,100.89 
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Page S9 ADD after we have a book: Page Motions: to approve, as 
approved by the contributor, all stories to include in our book with 
the exception of: Anonymous Addict, Junkie Mother, He Is In Charge, 
Realization of a Dream, Damsell in Distress, Surrendered, I am Responsible, 
A Long Way Down, Today I Live. 

Amends to say: that the stories in the little white book be included 
in our basic text. Seconded. Amendment Carried. Motion Carried. 

Motion: all mailing lists compiled by WSC-LC be turned into the WSC 
Administrative Committee. Motion Passed. 

Amendment: Add the WSO. Amendment Passed. 

Motion: That the WSC suggest the WSC-LC to begin work on an N.A. 
12 X 12, NA history to be included in the book (2nd edition), stories 
written by N.A. members with ten years or more to be included in the 
book (2nd edition), other sub-comm. handbooks as directed by those 
sub-committees, IP's as needed and revisions to white pamphlet as directed 
by input. Motion Passed. 

Amendment: That the stories written by members with ten years or more 
and the history be included in the 2nd edition of the book. 
Amendment Passed. 

Motion: for the WSO to distribute all material for the Literature 
sub-committee verbatim within eight weeks of receiving it. Page 
told Phil on tape that he would have more time for the book. 
Carried. 
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Dear Conference Participants and Fellow Members, 

As secretary of 'IISe-82 , let me be&in by saying, "doing 
the minutes of this conference was an Indiscribable exnerience". 
Also, due to circumstances beyond my control, I fully realize 
that they took much longer to transcribe than expected. I hope 
this has not caused too many resentments or delays in your con
tinuing Service Work. The facts remain THEY ARE NOW FINISHED. 
With a great deal of help from my Higher Power, who, at times 
gave me to courage to continue. 

As you read through these minutes, you will notice the 
"Motions" have been underlined, so they can be readily noticed. 
Also, many of the Parliamentarian's remarks were also included 
as to give you clarification on different issues that arose. 
Hopefully, this will inform you on proceedures so it doesn't 
have to be gone over year after year. 

I consciously tried to convey information, without editing, 
most of the time translating word-for-word from the tapes, which 
was the wishes, reflected by the vote at ~SC-82. 

Tapes of the Conference are available, upon request, through 
WSO, at cost. There are 24 hours of actual tapes. (part of the 
tapes were not understandable, therefore the information in those 
sections could not be transcribed.) 

If any pertainent information (i.e. T.otions, names, addresses, 
etc.) was left out please notify me or Bob Rehmar, ~SC-83 Chiar
person, so they can be included in Fellowship Report or whatever 
communication vehiche they choose. 

Also, due to the extreme costs of printing and mailing, we 
had to alter distribution methods, as 'IISC-a3 is extremely low 
on funds. Sxtra copies of the minutes will be available through 
.VSC, at costs. 

In closing, I'd like to thank my fellow Administrative 
Committee members and everyone else who supported me in this 
position and all fo you for your Patience in completing my tasks. 

My aim has been and will continue to be, to serve this 
fellowship in whatever means I can, and to learn, through my 
sometimes PAINFUL mistakes, how to accomplish these things -
always keeping the fellowship 1st. 

If I can be of any help to you please feel free to contact 
me. Hope to ffie or hear form you soon. 

Love to all, 



1983 WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE 
CHAIRPERSONS AND OFFICERS 

WSC An1INISTRATION COM1ITI'EE 

Bob Rehmar, Chairperson 
9710 Cashio Street 
Los Angeles, Ca. 90035 
213-553-7499 

George Ho11ahan, Vice Chair 
9200 S.W. 97th Ave. 
South Miami, Fla. 33176 

Kevin Fahy, Treasurer 
1807 Speyer Lane 
Redondo Beach, Ca. 90278 
213-374-3197 

Nickie O1agaris, Secretary 
1655 Maplewood St. 
La Verne, Ca. 91750 

WSC PUBLIC INFORMATION COM1ITTEE 

Lorraine Drinkwater 
402 Cook St. 
Victoria, B.C. 
V8V3Y7 
604-382-0762 

WSC FINANCE CCM1ITTEE 

Martin Chess 
P.O. Box 11228 
Eugene, Or. 97440 
503-485-l397 

f..JSC POLICY COM1IIlEE 

Larry North 
P.O. Box 3035 
Winchester, Va. 22601 
703-667-5861 

WSC LITERATIlRE cnMIIIEE 

Page Culbertson 
260 Manning Rd. 1,29 
Marrietta, Ga. 30064 
404-4~8-6187 

WSC lliSTlTUTIONAL COM1ITTEE 

Beb Bergh 
964 Central St. 
San Fransisco, Ca. 94115 
415-346-0567 

, 

tnuD SERVICE BOARD OF TRUsrEES 

O1airperson 
8114 Fla110n Ave. 
Whittier, Ca. 90605 

WSO BOARD OF DIRECIORS 

Chairperson 
6222 Vineland Ave. 
No. Hollywood, Ca. 91606 
213-762-8091 



NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

Chuck Skinner 
8114 Flallon Ave. 
Whittier" Calif. 90606 
213-692-9758 

Carl Blaggett 
2002 Crinklewood Path. 
Pasadena, Calif. 91107 
213-681-6700 

Bob Barrett 
2403 S. Vineyard 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90016 
213-737-7135 

Capt. Michiel Bohan 
Box 8605 Nav. Reg. Med. Cen. 
Portsmouth, Virgina 23708 
804-465-9795 

James Drinkwater 
306-1118 Balmoral Rd. 
Victoria, B.C. V8TrBl 
604-382-0762 

Hank Magdaleno 
1807 Speyer Ave. 
Redono Beach, Calif. 
213-376-2130 

Chuck Gates 
6672 Sedan Ave 
Conga Park, Calif. 91307 
213-703-6818 

Sally Evans 
6091 Fullerton Ave 
Buena Park, Calif. 90621 
714-739-4729 

Jack Bernstein 
14500 Van Nuys Bl #22 
Panorrna City, Calif. 91402 

Cliff Craft 
14637 Pioneer Blvd. 
Norwalk, Calif. 90657 
213-864-8459 

David Clarke 
11909 Maidstone 
Norwalk, Calif. 90657 
213-864-7327 

James E. Nichols 
850 Adams 
Lincoln, Neb. 98521 
402-477-9923 

Greg Pierce 
1252 NW 6th St. 
Grants Pass, Ore. 97520 
503-476-4697 



3/5/82 

116/82 

3/11/82 

3/ll/82 

3/ll/82 

3/22/82 

3/23/82 

4/8/82 

4/16/82 

4/16/82 

4/23/82 

4/23/82 

4/27/82 

4/27/82 

4/27/82 

4/29182 

4/30/82 

, 

JV.1'. 1982 

Ul'Oa:r FICH tit! V.S.C. TIl!AStllty 
Y1A& to \lA1'! 

Bal ...... 

lfart1A, C. 
L1~. Sub. ea.. 

V.S.C. Lit. Sub. Com. 
Bud,lt for Hareh 

H.S.ll.S.C. 
Reimbursement for Posta,,, 

Shepherd Printiog 
Yeb. FelloWlhip Report 

Vancouver U.S.A.-A.S.C. 
General Yund 
.. 

llcb"rt R • 
. SIt-up Expeaall for Conference 

Hid-Town Atlanta A.S.C. 
Lit. Sub. Ccm. 

Stephen B. - CA 
Lit. Sub. COlD. 

J ...... B. - CA 
Lit. Sub. Ccm. 

Survivors of Steubenv~ll~, OR 
II i I Sub. Ccm. 

Starr Printin, 
ConferencI Material 

Tim Co. - Poreland. 011 
Lit. Sub. ea.. 

Vaacouver, A.S.C. 
Gaaaral Fund 

JOI.pb E. - Hilwaukee, WI 
Lit. Sub. Com. 

H.S.ll.S.C. Acting for W.S.C. Lit. Sub. Co ... 
Lit. Sub. Com. 

Iloaadoll! Dbbursel!lent. 

$4,969.36 $2,576.95 

. U,392.41 

7.00 

60.00 

801.17 

464.35 

5.00 

400.00 

30.00 

28.00 

14.00 

100.00 

41.00 

10.00 

S.OO 

10.00 

1,500.00 

4,101.41 1,766.52 

$2,334.89 



ADDRESS 

Robert Gray 1445 NE 33rd St. 

Carolyn Hayes 4506 W. l67th St. 

Joseph Hayes 4506 W. l67th St. 

Anita Volpe 2307 #8 Louise Dr. 

Garry Jenkins 3020 N River Rd. G-9 

Linda Merillat 2437 Redbud Lane Apt. B 

Chary1ene Younkid 1502 Palm Dr. 

Dennis Eaverson 9710 Cashio 

Ginni S. 4535 1/2 51st St. 

Joy King 1110 5th St 

Madelyn Lewis 4353 46th St. 

Madeleine Canning 1800 8th St. 

Donna Nichols 850 Adams 

Bob Stewart 11985 Nebraska #7 

David R. 206 6th Ave. 

Linda Marasa 14850 Alexander St. 

Joe Marasa 14850 Alexander St. 

Farhad Ameli 824 4th St. #301 

Gina Grandolfi 112 Addison St. #1 

Sydney R. 9710 Cashio St. 

Arlene Nortman 3600 Motor Ave 

Hamilton Marehean 1800 8th St. 

Amado Ramirez 4131 Tivili Ave 

Hank Franch 3361 Nancy Creek Rd. 

CITY, STATE & PHONE 

Fort Lauderdale, F1a 33334 
305-563-1032 

Lawndale, CA 90260 
213-214-2216 

Lawndale, CA 90260 

213-214-2216 
Smyrna, GA 
404-433-8430 
Warren, Ohio 
216-372-3529 
Lawrence, - Kansas 
913-842-7890 

30080 

44483 

66044 

Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 
213-379-5569 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 
213-553-7499 
San Diego, CA 92115 
714-265-7308 
Santa Monica, CA 90403 
213-395-1065 
San Diego, CA 92115 
714-281-4512 
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266 
213-374-6718 
Lincoln, Neb. 68521 

Los Angeles, CA 
213-826-6160 
Venice, CA 
213-399-6458 

Mission Hills, CA 
213-361-2544 

Mission Hills, CA 
213-361-2544 
Santa Monica, CA 
213-395-3987 

90025 

90291 

91345 

91345 

90403 

Jefferson, Louisiana 70121 
504-838-9174 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 
213-553-7499 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 

Manhattan Beach, CA 90266 
213-374-6718 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 
213-306-8195 
Atlanta, GA 30327 
404-351-2873 



Barbra Cossa 

Brenda Calaway 

Rick Swirkal 

Cathrine Lovett 

Lillie Magdaleno 

Keith Schriner 

Emily Jerrells 

June Klinger 

Norma G 

Robert Morin 

Denise Norman 

Jim Bain 

Mike Morrissey 

Joy Williams 

Tom Guthrie 

Bill Zimmerman 

Tom McTernan 

Alice Harris 

Lorraine Drinkwater 

Dean 

Sylvia Nogo 

Dianna Haywood 

Bill Haywood 

Butch LeSault 

Stuart Scott 

209 #C La France 

816 2nd St. N. #3 

1101 Ocean Front #25 

619 A California Ave. 

1807 Spuser Lane 

822 N. Park Ave. 

1035 5th #6 

12710 Mitchell Ave. #4 

12710 Mitchell Ave. #4 

330 California Ave. #403 

1520 Manhattan Ave. 

6071 La Prada, Highland 
Park 

3642 Boulder Hwy #314 

10 Dillard Drive 

1310 Cranbrook Cr. 

9330 Worrese Ave. 

38404 Miller Rd. 

3744 DuFresne Ct. #1 

402-66 Cook St. 

2746 Hillview Drive 

Alhambra, CA 
213-570-1992 

St. Pete, FLA. 
813-823-5701 

Venice, CA 
213-399-8375 

Venice, CA 
213-392-5471 

Redondo Beach, CA 
213-376-2130 

Warren, Ohio 
216-399-6129 
Santa Monica, CA 
213-395-8959 

Mar Vista, CA 
213-390-5522 

Mar Vista, CA 
213-390-5522 
Santa Monica, CA 
213-393-3546 

Hermosa, CA 
213-372-5972 

Los Angeles, CA 
213-256-0055 

Las Vegas, Nev. 
702-457-8592 
Kennesaw, GA 
404-926-1408 

Warren, Ohio 
216-856-4718 
Lanham, Mo 

Leetonin, Ohio 
216-424-3701 
Los An&.eles, CA 
213-5:;'9-7337 
Victoria, B.C. 

Ne~ort Beach, CA 
714-644-7317 

255 Bolivar St. Space #126 Salinas, CA 
408-449-6934 

1625 Penmar Ave. #4 Venice, CA 
213-392-5991 

1625 Penmare Ave. #4 Venice~ CA 
213-392-5991 

398 12th St. San Jose, CA 
408-294- 5425 

211 East Locust St. Machanicsburg, Pa 
717-697-4403 

91801 

33701 

90291 

90291 

90278 

44483 

90304 

90066 

90066 

90403 

90254 

89121 

30144 

44484 

20706 

44431 

90034 

V8V3Y7 

92660 

93906 

90291 

90291 

95112 

17055 



ADDRESS 

Robert Gray 1445 NE 33rd St. 

Carolyn Hayes 4506 W. l67th St. 

Joseph Hayes 4506 W. l67th St. 

Anita Volpe 2307 #8 Louise Dr. 

Garry Jenkins 3020 N River Rd. G-9 

Linda Merillat 2437 Redbud Lane Apt. B 

Chary1ene Younkid 1502 P aIm Dr. 

Dennis Eaverson 9710 Cashio 

Ginni S. 4535 1/2 51st St. 

Joy King 1110 5th St 

Madelyn Lewis 4353 46th St. 

Madeleine Canning 1800 8th St. 

Donna Nichols 850 Adams 

Bob Stewart 11985 Nebraska #7 

David R. 206 6th Ave. 

Linda Marasa 14850 Alexander St. 

Joe Marasa 14850 Alexander St. 

Farhad Ameli 824 4th St. #301 

Gina Grandol£i 112 Addison St. #1 

Sydney R. 9710 Cashio St. 

Arlene Nor:tman 3600 Motor Ave 

Hamilton Marehean 1800 8th St. 

Amado Ramirez 4131 Tivili Ave 

Hank Franch 3361 Nancy Creek Rd. 

CITY, STATE & PHONE 

Fort Lauderdale, Fla 33334 
305-563-1032 

Lawndale, CA 90260 
213-214-2216 

Lawndale, CA 90260 

213-214-2216 
Smyrna, GA 
404-433-8430 
Warren, Ohio 
216-372-3529 
Lawrence, Kansas 
913-842-7890 

30080 

44483 

66044 

Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 
213-379-5569 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 
213-553-7499 
San Diego, CA 92115 
714-265-7308 
Santa Monica, CA 90403 
213-395-1065 
San Diego, CA 92115 
714-281-4512 
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266 
213-374-6718 
Lincoln, Neb. 68521 

Los Angeles, CA 
213-826-6160 
Venice, CA 
213-399-6458 

Mission Hills, CA 
213-361-2544 

Mission Hills, CA 
213-361-2544 
Santa Monica, CA 
213-395-3987 

90025 

9029l 

91345 

91345 

90403 

Jefferson, Louisiana 70121 
504-838-9174 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 
213-553-7499 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 

Manhattan Beach, CA 90266 
213-374-6718 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 
213-306-8195 
Atlanta, GA 30327 
404-351-2873 



Barbra Cossa 

Brenda Calaway 

Rick Swirkal 

Cathrine Lovett 

Lillie Magdaleno 

Keith Schriner 

Emily Jerrells 

June Klinger 

Norma G 

Robert Morin 

Denise Norman 

Jim Bain 

Mike Morrissey 

Joy Williams 

Tom Guthrie 

Bill Zimmerman 

Tom McTernan 

Alice Harris 

Lorraine Drinkwater 

Dean 

Sylvia Nogo 

Dianna Haywood 

Bill Haywood 

Butch LeSault 

Stuart Scott 

209 Uc La France 

-
816 2nd St. N. U3 

1101 Ocean Front U25 

619 A California Ave. 

1807 Spuser Lane 

822 N. Park Ave. 

1035 5th 116 

12710 Mitchell Ave. U4 

12710 Mitchell Ave. U4 

330 California Ave. #403 

1520 Manhattan Ave. 

6071 La Prada, Highland 
Park 

3642 Boulder Hwy U3l4 

10 Dillard Drive 

1310 Cranbrook Cr. 

9330 Worrese Ave. 

38404 Miller Rd. 

3744 DuFresne Ct. #1 

402-66 Cook S t. 

2746 Hillview Drive 

Alhambra, CA 
213-570-1992 
St. Pete, FLA. 
813-823-57Q1 

Venice, CA 
213-399-8375 

Venice, CA 
213-392-5471 

Redondo Beach, CA 
213-376-2130 

Warren, Ohio 
216-399-6129 
Santa Monica, CA 
213-395-8959 

Mar Vista, CA 
213-390- 5522 

Mar Vista, CA 
213-390-5522 

Santa Monica, CA 
213-393-3546 
Hermosa, CA 
213-372-5972 

Los Angeles, CA 
213-256-0055 
Las Vegas, Nev. 
702-457-8592 
Kennesaw, GA 
404-926-1408 

Warren, Ohio 
216-856-4718 

Lanham, Mo 

Leetonin, Ohio 
216-424-3701 
Los Anlteles, CA 
213-5?9-7337 
Victoria, B.C. 

Ne~ort Beach, CA 
714-644-7317 

255 Bolivar St. Space #126 Salinas, CA 
408-449-6934 

1625 Penmar Ave. #4 Venice, CA 
213-392- 5991 

1625 Penmare Ave. #4 Venice, CA 
213-392-5991 

398 12th St. San Jose, CA 
408-294-5425 

211 East Locust St. Machanicsburg, Pa 
717-697-4403 

91801 

33701 

90291 

90291 

90278 

44483 

90304 

90066 

90066 

90403 

90254 

89121 

30144 

44484 

20706 

44431 

90034 

V8V3Y7 

92660 

93906 

90291 

90291 

95112 

17055 



ADDRESS 

Robert Gray 1445 NE 33rd St. 

Carolyn Hayes 4506 W. 167th St. 

Joseph Hayes 4506 W. 167th St. 

Anita Volpe 2307 Its Louise Dr. 

Garry Jenkins 3020 N River Rd. G-9 

Linda Merillat 2437 Redbud Lane Apt. 

Charylene Younkid 1502 Palm Dr. 

Dennis Eaverson 9710 Cashio 

Ginni S. 4535 1/2 51st St. 

Joy King 1110 5th St 

Madelyn Lewis 4353 46th St. 

Madeleine Canning 1800 8th St. 

Donna Nichols 850 Adams 

Bob Stewart 11985 Nebraska In 

David R. 206 6th Ave. 

Linda Marasa 14850 Alexander St. 

Joe Marasa 14850 Alexander St. 

Farhad Ameli 824 4th St. #301 

Gina Grandolfi 112 Addison St. iil 

Sydney R. 9710 Cashio St. 

Arlene Nortman 3600 Motor Ave 

Hamilton Marehean 1800 8th S t. 

Amado Ramirez 4131 Tivili Ave 

Hank Franch 3361 Nancy Creek Rd. 

B 

CITY, STATE & PHONE 

Fort Lauderdale. Fla 33334 
305-563-1032 

Lawndale. CA 90260 
213-214-2216 

Lawndale. CA 90260 

213-214-2216 
Smyrna. GA 30080 
404-433-8430 
Warren. Ohio 44483 
216-372-3529 
Lawrence. Kansas 66044 
913-842-7890 
Hermosa Beach. CA 90254 
213-379-5569 
Los Angeles. CA 90035 
213-553-7499 
San Diego. CA 92115 
714-265-7308 
Santa Monica. CA 90403 
213-395-1065 
San Diego. CA 92115 
714-281-4512 
Manhattan Beach. CA 90266 
213-374-6718 
Lincoln. Neb. 68521 

Los Angeles. CA 90025 
213-826-6160 
Venice, CA 
213-399-6458 

Mission Hills. CA 
213-361-2544 

Mission Hills. CA 
213-361-2544 
Santa Monica. CA 
213-395-3987 

90291 

91345 

91345 

90403 

Jefferson. Louisiana 70121 
504-838-9174 
Los Angeles. CA 90035 
213-553-7499 
Los Angeles. CA 90035 

Manhattan Beach. CA 90266 
213-374-6718 
Los Angeles. CA 90066 
213-306-8195 
Atlanta. GA 30327 
404-351-2873 



Barbra Cossa 

·Brenda Calaway 

Rick Swirkal 

Cathrine Lovett 

Lillie Magdaleno 

Keith Schriner 

Emily Jerrells 

June Klinger 

Norma G 

Robert Morin 

Denise Norman 

Jim Bain 

Mike Morrissey 

Joy Williams 

Tom Guthrie 

Bill Zimmerman 

Tom McTernan 

Alice Harris 

Lorraine Drinkwater 

Dean 

Sylvia Nogo 

Dianna Haywood 

Bill Haywood 

Butch LeSault 

Stuart Scott 

209 #C La France 

816 2nd St. N. #3 

1101 Ocean Front #25 

619 A California Ave. 

1807 Spuser Lane 

822 N. Park Ave. 

1035 5th #6 

12710 Mitchell Ave. #4 

12710 Mitchell Ave. #4 

330 California Ave. #403 

1520 Manhattan Ave. 

6071 La Prada, Highland 
Park 

3642 Boulder Hwy #314 

10 Dillard Drive 

1310 Cranbrook Cr. 

9330 Worrese Ave. 

38404 Miller Rd. 

3744 DuFresne Ct. #1 

402-66 Cook St. 

2746 Hillview Drive 

Alhambra, CA 
213-570-1992 

St. Pete, FLA. 
813-823-5701 
Venice, CA 
213-399-8375 

Venice, CA 
213-392-5471 

Redondo Beach, cA 
213-376-2130 

Warren, Ohio 
216-399-6129 
Santa Monica, CA 
213-395-8959 

Mar Vista, CA 
213-390-5522 

Mar Vista, CA 
213-390-5522 
Santa Monica, CA 
213-393-3546 

Hermosa, CA 
213-372-5972 

Los Angeles, CA 
213-256-0055 

Las Vegas, Nev. 
702-457-8592 
Kennesaw, GA 
404-926-1408 
Warren, Ohio 
216-856-4718 

Lanham, Mo 

Leetonin, Ohio 
216-424-3701 
Los Anlteles, CA 
213-5~9-7337 
Victoria, B.C. 

Ne~ort Beach, CA 
714-644-7317 

255 Bolivar St. Space #126 Salinas, CA 
408-449-6934 

1625 Penmar Ave. #4 Venice, CA 
213-392-5991 

1625 Penmare Ave. #4 Venice, CA 
213-392-5991 

398 12th St. San Jose, CA 
408-294-5425 

211 East Locust St. Machanicsburg, Pa 
717-697-4403 

91801 

33701 

90291 

90291 

90278 

44483 

90304 

90066 

90066 

90403 

90254 

89121 

30144 

44484 

20706 

44431 

90034 

V8V3Y7 

92660 

93906 

90291 

90291 

95112 

17055 



Alfonso Roberson 3731 Warseka Ave. #9 

Dick Benson 115 S. Front St. 

Nona Bowden 150 Sherwood Rd.' 

Steve Norman 1811 Manhattan Ave. 

Lori Mauk 58 1/2 Ninth St. 

Terri Remington 23600 President Ave. 

Nickie Chagaris 1655 Maplewood 

James Bain 3202 B Via Buena Vista 

Donna Jones 622 1/2 Brady Ave. 

David Astihzaran 1506 Phelan Ave. 

Vallerie Ruiz 2300 Carnegie Lane #8 

James Blazi 545 N Mollison #47 

Michael Bond 673 Flower AVe. 

John Stikar 1832 Del Norte Dr. S.W. 

Rey Freeland 330 California Ave. 

Juan Padilla 1448 Euclid St. #3 

Dutch Huber 5 Foxborough Rd. 

Jim Olson 1055 30th #2 

Danny Oda 1632 Crescent Pl. 

Patti McDowell 1632 Crescent Pl. 

Cathy Benson 115 S. Front St. 

Larry Baker 3218 Ida Dr. 

Steve Sienkiewicz 2930 W. National AVe. 

Lin Andrukat 123 E. Jackson St. 

Los Angeles, CA 
213-559-6642 
llalifax, Pa. 
712-896-89b4 
Salinas, CA 
408-424-7029 
Hermosa Beac~, CA 
213-374-6636 
Hermosa Seach, CA 
213-372-8505 
llarbor City, CA 
213-326-4635 
LaVerne, CA 

Laquna Hills, CA 
417-581-4702 
Steubenville, Ohio 
614-282-2376 
Redondo Beach, CA 
213-374-5941 
Redondo Beach, CA 
213-376-2560 
San Diego, CA 
714-444-6611 
Venice, CA 
213-396-6539 
Albuguerque, N.M. 
505-877-8543 
Santa Monica, CA 
213-393-1342 
Santa Monica, CA 
213-394-5555 
Oceanview, N.J. 
609-398-6778 
Boulder, Co. 
303-447-2986 
Venice, Ca. 
213-821-1054 
Venice, CA 
213-821-1054 
Halifax, PA 
717-896-8984 
Concord, CA 
485-680-1844 
Milwaukee ,Wis. 
414-671-2686 
Palmyra, N.Y. 
315-597-4566 

90034 

17032 

93906 

90254 

90254 

90710 

91750 

92653 

43952 

90278 

90278 

90291 

87105 

90403 

90404 

08230 

80303 

90291 

90291 

17032 

94519 

53215 

14522 



Rae Goodwin 

Gayle Aiton 

Teresa S. 

Roger Solberg 

Alfreda Peterson 

Ronald Nichols 

C. Patrick Saherlee 

Martin R. Chess 

Richard Jones 

Stephen Selby 

Tuffy 

Vicki Nelkin 

Jim Miller 

Bob Rehmar 

Bryan Scott 

Bob Bergh 

Larry Baker 

Joseph Proctor III 

Steve Bice 

Cynthia Porter Dieker 

So Sewell 

Stilson Snow 

Mark McGuire 

Leah Goodrich 

3040 N. River Rd. H-18 

791 Springdale Circle 

7370 Witte. Rd. 

Box 4-1374 

801 Airport Hts #273 

850 Adams 

PHA Hospital 

2384 W. 37th Ave. 

Box 2010 Hancock Brooke 
M.H.S. 

3680 Carnes 

2185 Deewood Dr. 

653 Pier Ave. #3 

38404 Miller Rd. 

9710 Casio St. 

134 Hornbeam 

964 Central St. 

3218 Ida Dr. 

671 Jefferson Ave. 

2040 Alexis Ct. 

890 Atlanta Rd. 

945 Marlo PI. 

947 Amoroso PI. 

880 NE 69th St. #2L 

Warren. Ohio 

Palm Springs. Fla 
305-967-5512 

Sebastopal. CA 
707-823-7550 
Anchorage. Alaska 
907-276-7716 
Anchorage. Alaska 
907-277-4859 

Lincoln. Neb. 
402-477-9923 
Lawton. OK 
405-249-9406 
Vancouver. BC. 
604-263-6636 
Weirton. W. VA. 
304-723-5440 

Memphis. Tenn. 
901-458-9955 
Columbus. Ohio 
614-891-4159 
Santa Monica. CA 
213-399-0801 

44483 

33461 

95472 

99509 

99504 

68521 

73501 

V6MlP3 

26062 

38111 

43229 

90405 

Leetonia. Ohio 44431 
216-424-3701 
Los Angeles. CA 90035 
213-553-7499 
Fountain Valley. CA 92708 
714-839-5188 
San Francisco, CA 94115 
415-346-0567 
Concord, CA 94519 
415-680-1844 
Memphis, Tenn. 38105 
901-529-8779 
Santa Rosa, CA 95405 
707-542-7103 
Topeka Kansas 66614 
.:.!ll3=.2}~:-~894 

Mar. GA 
404-427-2086 or 
Venice CA 
213-821-8735 
Venice CA 
213-281-8953 
Miami, Fla. 
305-758-2131 

30062 
433-8430 

90291 

90291 

33138 



Bert Toews. M.D. 

Marty Brady 

Deborah Abrams 

Charles Skinner 

Kathy French 

Ben Weidenbener 

Judy Morehead 

Gail H. 

Shsron Schnittker 

Cecelia Padilla 

Rosalie Rosa 

John Bramlett 

Don Davis 

Gina Grandolfi 

Jim Trainer 

Eric Skuy 

Chuck Gates 

Bob Barrett 

James Drinkwater 

Sally Evans 

David Clarke 

Jim Nichols 

Capt. Mike Bohan 

Jack Bernstein 

Cliff Craft 

Henry Magdaleno 

231 S. Wilson 

14675 Nordhoff #104 

12610 Braddock Dr. #109 

8114 Fla1lon Ave. 

608 Lama Dr. 

1150 N. Atlantic Ave. 

1110 Lake St. 

12655 Washington Blvd. 
Suite 203 

11110 Summertime Lane 

1448 Euclid St. #3 

2209 SW 10th St. 

2609 Eagle St. 

4430 Camiro Cindo 

515 Dover Lane 

147 Springhill Rd. 

1406 Richmond #324 

6672 Sedaul Ave. 

2403 S. Vineyard Ave. 

402-666 Cook St. 

609 Fullerton Ave. #10 

11909 Maidstone 

850 Ida 

Cas'per. WY 
30'/-266-1869 
Panoroam City. CA 

Los Angeles. CA 
213-822-7258 
Whittier. CA 
213-692-9758 
Hermosa. CA 

Daytona Beach. Fla 
904-252-8228 
Venice. CA 
213-399-6826 

Los Angeles.CA 
213-390-7861 

Calver City. CA 
213-559-9106 
Santa Monica. CA 
213-394-5555 

Miami. Fla. 
305-541-0107 
Anchor~) Alaska 
907-2'/0-6907 

Reno. Nevada 
702-827-3313 

Gretna. La. 

Aliqu~pa. Pa 
412-'174-3888 

Houston, Texas 
713-526-1096 

Canloga Park. CA 
213-703-6618 

Los Angeles. CA 
213-737-7135 

Victoria. B.C. 
604-382-0762 

Buena Park. CA 
714-739-4729 

Norwalk CA 
213-864-7327 

Lincoln. Neb. 
402-479-9923 

82601 

91402 

90066 

90606 

90250 

32018 

90291 

90066 

90230 

90404 

33125 

99503 

89502 

70053 

15001 

77006 

91307 

90016 

V8V3Y7 

90621 

90650 

68521 

Naval Regional Medical Portsmouth. Va 23701 
Center 804-398-5067 wk. 

804-465-9795 hm. 
14500 Van Nuys Blvd. 

14637 Pioneer 

1807 Speyer Lane 

Panorama City. CA 
213-894-1654 

Norwalk. CA 
213-864-8459 

Redondo Beach. CA 
213-276-2130 

91402 

90650 

90278 



WEDNESDAY EVENING MAY 5, 1982 

The meeting was opened by Chairman, Steve B., with the Serenity 
Prayer. Bo S., Vice-Chairman, read the Twelve Traditions. An explan
ation of the agenda for the World Servi~Conference was given includ
ing plans for a brief explanation 0 f Roberts Rules of Order. 

Regional Representatives Introduced: 

Kevin F.-Southern California-8 years clean-been in service for many 
years. Looking forward to meeting everyone. 

JUlie W.-Mid-Amerj.can-Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Missouri. 

Jim B.-Flint, Michigan-First Representative to the World_Service 
Conference-19 meetings-growing-looking forward to more involv
ment. 

Lynn A.-New York State-fifth conference-Representative in 1975. 

Roy D.-United States of Ohio-grown "astoundingly" in last two years
clean 2 1/2 years-newlywed. 

Nindy M.-Iowa-growing. 

Barbara S.-Alaska-NA growing-began three years ago-Area Service began 
one year ago. 

Steve S.-·,'lisconsin-,?CNA-13 Chairman-Don't have a region yet. 

i{ Bea-North Dakota, South Dakota, and l1innesota-real new-growing 
pains. 

Dennis .!':.-Mississippi-new region (3 mos. & 1 day)-NA new in Hissisippi
growing. 

Bruce C.-South Chio, Tip of West Virginia, Western Pennsylvania (Tri 
State Region)-formed November 1981. 

:ric S.-Texas-growing-211/2 months of sobriety. 

'-lack H.-Northern California-"looking forward to five days of peaceful
ness between us all". 

Susan!i.-Golorado-NA in Colorado has many growing pains. 

George-Florida-from "Sicker Than Others Group"-quite a bit of growth
"Now a must for treatment centers to have NA in order to get 
funding. 

Larry tI.-Mid-Atlantic-Ten Area Service Committees-205 Groups. 



Nancy-Las Vegas, Nevada-South Nevada Region. 

Phil H.-Carolina Region-(North & South)-October, 1981 formed their 
region. 

Rowland H.-Louisiana-Formed region in January of 1982-growing. 

Motorcycle Ed-Atlanta-(Georgia, Alabama)-six Area Service Committees
working hard to get Alabama to brm their own region. 

The Chairman 1 Steve B., asked if there were any more represenatives 
that he might have missed. There weren't. He then had the members 
of the Board of Trustees stand. Cindy, secretary was introduced and 
made some announcements. Joseph P., Treasurer, and Bo S., Vice Chair
man vias introduced. 

George H from Florida gave a brief description of Roberts Rules of 
Order. (Sheet enclosed). 

Steve B., Chairman then introduced Bob stone who will act as our 
Parliamentarian throughout the Conference. 

Tuffy H. from Ohio was congratulated on his 6 month birthday which is 
today. 

Steve B., Chairman, announced that a bulletin board would be available 
for use. 

Bob R.announced travel and accomodations information. 

Steve B., Chairman, introduced the Sub-Committee Chairpersons. They 
are as follows: 

Page C.-Literature 
Bob B.-Hospitals & Institutions 
Bob R.-Policy 
Bryan-Finance 
Larry-r'ublic Information 
Phil P.-'iVorld Service Office 
Chuck S.-Board of Trustees 

The meeting \'las then closed with the Lords Prayer. 



THURSDAY MORNING MAY 6, 1952 

The meeting was opened by Chairman, steve B., with the Serenity 
Prayer. Bo S., Vice-Chairman, read the Twelve Traditions. 

steve B., Chairman then made announcements. 

Regional Reports were then given. They are as follows: 

Iowa RyfiOn-MindY N. (Representative) 2103 Nebraska, Apt. 4, Sioux 
c~ y, lA 51104, Telephone (712) 255-4443. 

Iowa formed their region on October 17, 1981, at 6:49 p.m. There 
are twenty regisgered meetings: Sioux City-4; Glenwood-I; Cedar 
Rapids-2; Waterloo-I; Charter Oaks-I; Council Bluffs-3; Des Moines-7; 
Iowa Falls-l; (six areas). Two are Hospital & Institutions and one is 
an unregistered meeting in the Sioux City jail, where responsibilities 
are shared with AA. This meeting was just started. Cur search c.nd 
find crew has located approximately ten other unregistered meetings. 
'ae are approximately 200 to 300 members strong and we are discovering 
more every day. Sioux City has gelebrated their five year NA 
anniversary on November 14, 1981, making this the oldest meeting in 
Iowa. To better acquaint others (i.e. treatment centers, judges, 
hospitals, institutions) we have been sending letters informing them 
of NA and stating "NA is alive and well in Iowa, send us all-your 
junkies". \'Ie've just started our Regional Newsletter, ",Junk' t:ail", 
to be published quaz:terly. We are also planning a State Wide Campout 
Retreat, for sometime in the fall. 

AlaSk~-B~bara S. (Representative) 1935 Karluk #7, Anchorage, AK 
9501, Telephone (907) 276-7716. 

NA started in Alaska three years ago, and is still holding, 
they originally started about eight years ago but it dissipated, 
and there really was no more NA. 'lie now have seven meetings a 
week in Anchorage, four are Hospital and Institutions. one at the 
state jail, juvenile correction, a treatment center and the air 
force base that meets once a month. ApprOximately 100 members. 
In those seven meetings. there p§'r week, are three different groups. 
The original group is called the "Rush Group" and they started out 
with and continue to have two groups. We now have meetings in 
Kodiak, Homer, ':'Jasilla, Kenai, Fairbanks, and Juneau. Out big 
problem in Anchorage is transportation, we try to communicate by 
letters, sending out the minutes to our area service, but a lot of 
times we don~t get any response, the GSR's from other groups have 
difficulty getting to Anchorage due to cost of air fare, etc., so 
we're dOing the best we can. OUI: Area Service began about a year 
ago and that really helped. To aSSUI:e my participation in the 
Jorld Service Conference, we held a couple of dances and we've 



Regional Reports Continued: 

been able to get an answering service instead of the code-a-phone. It 
has really been a big help. Report on.NA Group At Hiland Mountain And 
Meadow Creek Correctional center--D(Y By Day Group; We meet twice a 
week: Tuesday (open) and Thursday closed). The Tuesday IDeeting began 
in April of 1981 as a drug discussion group. Then, thanks to Barb, 
Roger, and Candi, it became an official NA Group in October of 1981; 
the Starter Kit was indispensable. The Tuesday meetings have always 
been ~retty small, usually no more than five or six. These are open 
discussion meetings, and if any outside person would like to attend 
or to be a guest speaker, see Diane to try to arrange it, since the 
Superintendent must also approve. The Thursday night meetiggs have 
been attracting between ten and twenty residents and two to five 
outside members. iVe have a fairly high percentage of persons who 
start that "keep coming back". Every other week is a step-study 
meeting. We have received a lot of support from outside members 
in the way of literature, information, suggestions, and sharing 
of experiences. This personal support has really helped to keep 
rjA gOing in the jail, and it has given the people leaving the jail 
some confidence to go to meetings on the street. A lot of outside 
visitors have said that coming to the meeting at the jail helps them 
to remember where they came from, too. One question that has come 
up is in regard to sponsors and we would welcome any suggestions 
~n this subject. Anchorage Rush Group Report For California Conf
er.ence in May. 1982. Rush Group has t,"[o meetins/week; Tuesday 
night, a step-study meeting, attended by usually 8-10 people, vlith 
two or three newcomers each month. Friday night attracts usually 
about twenty to thirty pe9ple; it's an open meeting and there are 
usually tl'10 or three ney/comers each week. Rush Group was the 
origianal UA group in Alaska; it started the phone anslvering service 
and kept it going until ASC was able to take that service over. 
;ie were also instrumental in organizing the ASC, as well as the 
other llA groups now functioning. In the future we want to improve 
our a.bili ty to carry the message. '.'Ie plan on doing this in two 
primary ways: a membership drive and increasing contributions. 
:ie are constantly grateful and appreciative of the support we get 
but we are dis gruntled at times because committments get broken, 
people fail to support the group by neglecting to attend meetings 
and business meetings, and responsibilities get dropped..Ve hope 
to improve this situation in the upcoming months. 

':'r; ;;tat! g"Fi Qn-Bruce C09per (.Representative) PO Box 1353, Steuben
vil e, GH 43952 Telephone (614) 264-0223. 

'i'.ay 10, 1978 first meeting in Aliquippa, PA. Soon after two 
meetings star~ed in Butler County. August 1979 first meetings in 
the c~ty of P~ttsburgh, FA at Braddock. '.'Ie started growing. 
Beaver Valley Area Service Committee was formed December 1979. 
The ;\.rea Service decided to stockpile literature at this time • 

. A~ this t~me Pittsburgh, lOA? Southeast OhiO, and the :rlest 
V~rg~n~a r'anhandle was groWlng. June 1981 the Greater Pittsburgh 
Area Service Committee was formed. Everything was fine for awhile. 
Then because of Gecgraphical conditions, the need to form a region 
':ras discussed. :,Ve had our first Regional Service Committee meeting 
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":uvember 27, 1981. Cur tlegion is comprised of three Area Service 
I':ommi ttees---U. G. \j. A. S. S., B. V. A. s. C." and G. P. A.S. C. Our Region 
has a total uf 36 meetings. Of the 3~ meetings, seven are Hospitals, 
and three are institutions. :Ie have about 250 members. One of the 
groups has had three functions of Public Information--community 
aWareness meetings, goinG to have them quarterly. Another group 
has formed a Public Information committee and an Hospital and Insti
tutions Committee. Tri-5tate Region and the Ohio Region sponsored 
a workshop in February 1982 to study proposed service manual. TSR 
had another workshop in April 1982 to go over input in the last 
::orld :Jide Fellowship Report. Vie have two functional hotlines 
in our region with another to go into effect hopefully July 1. 
Future plans include hosting the Third Annual East Coast Convention 
and forming Sub-Committees so we can more successfully carry the 
message to the addict who still suffers. Our biggest problem is not 
enough members 'IIilling to get involved, and the violation of the 
2ixth Tradition. 20ping to get ideas and solutions to take home 
and share. Thank you. 

Cbj Q BREj rn-1,OY D. (Representative) 
Cort and, CH 44~10 Telephone 

273 Maplewood Drive, #105, 
(216) 637-5342. 

The region was formed on July 4, 1981. Includes NE OhiO, 
Central Ohio, W:! Ohio, 2i.V OhiO, NW Pennsylvania, and North Kentucky. 
'Ehere are 92 meetings wi th 700 to 750 members. The meeting is cnly 
surviving because of the very strong areas that we have in the Ohio 
Region. There are nine very active and supportive areas and some of 
them Eosnital and Institutions and Public Information and a lot of 
activit~es are coordinated at the REgional level and most of the 
work is done at the area and group levels and I guess that's the 
way it sbould be but we got ~eetings now.beo~g fpr,ed at a~t state 
"correctional instituions"-county jails, etc. Literature being 
distributed to all hospitals and mental institutions. Some county 
offices of Childrens services requesting literature and NA speakers. 
::cntac t VIi th people in Rehabs with insti tu tional meetings and 
recently discussing with "Care Unit" officials and establishing 
~03si bili ti ee 0 f ;'111 meetings in every "Care Unit" in USA. There 
3.re 260 "'~are Units". i"iajor Accomplishments: formation of region, 
::e.:;ional :.;ervice Conference ( 4th July l--Fund raisers-Public 
~nformation, club houses, hotlines, etc.-In Areas holding l'ublic 
.:.nLrmation meetings ;'/ith professional community.-Cincinnatti 
ar8:J. '_10 Idillg tl'!O hour radio spots and tv spots reaching .30,000-
40,UOU ,1eonle. ,",ver 2,000 letters to Professional Community 
introducing.!lA and I'/hat it is about. :Ie have also develoued 
hotlines and answering services and in Youngstown vIe' ve established 
to,', meGtlngs at the methadone clinic. ..:pecific i'roblems:)r 
..:~ ~uiJ.ti .... :l':";: n~'c::J {\.Jr' Gou.Illiunication at experiences of a.ll at-ner 
re:;ions. .!hat are expericmces ",i th "money" R.8-prudent reserve. ::e 
ncud to find out exactly I'Ihat it this means. How can we encourage 
!Ocal sup~ort or interest in activities, serVice, etc. Jome of our 
'.l",ns for ths coming Y'3ar is to have a 2nd .:l.nnual Regional Jervice 
c'~nferencc durin,:; the fourth of July weekend. The 2nd Annual 
:,bnor~al .. (?Gnie Jam in Big Bone Lick, Kentucky, July 9, 10, ll. 
c',l;:;o rraaJ. tJ.::Jnc 'Horksho ns and s~ur~ tual growJ.ng. Brie f hlstory 
C)f ;:". in ~hlO: ~'he first meeting in uhio was July 1979 in 
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Youngstown, Ohio. The second meeting was in October 1979 in Warren, 
Ohio and then it grew to Sharon, PA, Akron, Cleveland, Cincinatti, & 
Columbus. The first Area Service included Youngstown, Warren, Akron, 
Sharon, PA, and then Cleveland, Lisbon, Salem, Ohio. It has grown 
from one ASC to nine separate areas in a year. In July 1981 we formed 
a Regional Service Committee. We have Hospital & Institutions 
Co~ittees and Public Information Committees. We have Policy and 
Administrative Committees on the Area Level. We've tried to follow 
tlie Service Strructure. 

florida Be~!~~-George H. (Representative) 9200 SW 97th Avenue, Miami, 
FL 3 Telephone (305) 279-0404. 

We've had a lot of things going on in Florida this past year. In 
December we formed our region. Last year we came out as representatives 
for one area, located in the Southeast part of the state (Dade &:Brower 
County) and this year we've taken up the whole state of Florida as our 
region. Some of the things our Region has done is that we have taken 
a lot of meetings 11;) outside areas, we have a long way to travel in 
Florida, so we've taken meetings to Orlando, Datona, st. Petersburg, 
back down to Miami and will probably be going up to Tallahassee and 
maybee to other outlYing areas. Right now our region serves six 
Area Service Committees, we have 95 meetings, and approximately 850 
to 1,000 mem~ers, which is about five times as many as we had this 
time last year. ,'/hen we formed our region we also formed several 
Sub-Committees, and gave these committees, not only the need to be 
made into Gub-committees, but the purpose for existing and gave them 
kind of a direction in what to go in. One of the things that came 
out of that is the fact of a need for a new committee which is called 
"Language and Special Services sub-committee". This is to carry the 
message of HA to persons having barriers due to language and other 
handicaps and we proposed turni~g a lot of our present literature 
into Spanish and French as we have quite a large Haitian community 
also down in Niami. This also takes in handicapped addicts (i.e. 
blind, physical, and mental)_which we wouldn't be able to reach 
wi th existing literature. ':,e have also made a program and tried 
to set up a systerr of maybe taping for some blind addicts and 
translating it into Braille. ;Ve hope to bring this sub-committee 
up and maybe form a sub-committee at the ':lorld Service Level 
because we be1ieve there is m9re of a need than at our Regional 
level alone and probably could reach out more, especially in 
the foreign language department. \',e know we have a large Spanish 
community and at preseent some of our meetings are bi~lingual, 
and some of the Spanish people talk Spanish and the English talk in 
english and sCqlehow the message gets through, as the meeting is still 
oxisting .:Ie I ve also had Public Information messages on TV and 
radio for the first time. We made tapes of commercials for radio 
and 'I'I throur;h our region and through areas. We had stickers put 
out for th~ hotline to place on telephones, and anywhere using 
addicts might gather and as of right now we have two groups who 
on a weekly basis get more than 100 at each meeting, one with as 
many as 175. Hospital and Institutions, one of our areas, in can 
donations brought in $780. Last month we've been in touch vdth 
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Bab B. and got a lat af feedback and gave input because we have strang 
interest in Haspital & Institutian wark. Last year we hasted WCNA-ll. 
We had aur daubts as to. whether it wauld ever materialize but it did, 
vrith abaut 200 aut af state addicts in attendance. There were-600 all 
tagether. AlSo. had a letter fram state HRS, Health Rehab Service, which 
are bringing NA meetings into. their instituians, asking members af 
thase arganizatians to. attend apen NA meetings and think about bringing 
NA into. their structure. Also. we have a graup in St. Craix, been sent 
literature and I believe they are naw registered with the World Service 
Office and we have been trying to. help them as we are the nearest 
regian. A little histary af NA is 1972 we started aur first meeting 
in West Palm Beach. In 1975 we grew to. faur meetings and in 1980 
we had abaut 23. Last year when I came aut here we had 35 and this 
year we have abaut 95. As I was laaking aver to. see haw lang it taak 
us to. start aur Regian. It taak us about nine years and we cansider 
we're daing pretty gaad because that was abaut twice as fast as what 
Califarnia did it. There has also. been same prablems. Mastly with 
grawth and sametimes we get peaple invalved who. get into. letter writing 
campaigns and j.t was suggested to. me befare I came aut here that I 
bring same letters af suppart fram aur area services.supparting aur 
Flarida regian. One af aur members made same camments and sent same 
letters aut to. Warld Service Office and Baard af Trustees and several 
ather trusted servants abaut the Flarida regian being illegally farmed 
and whatever that means. I braught same letters af suppart fram all 
af aur ASC to. say that I am the representative and am their duly 
elected representative fram the state af Flarida. 

Sgl! tberp ~aJ jfQrea~-Kevin F. (Representative) 1907 Speyer W., Redanda 
Beac , CA 78. Te.lephane (213) 374-3197. 

I'd like to. we~came yau to. Sauthern Califarnia. I am the elected 
Regianal Service delegate fram Sauthern Califarnia. I to. wauld like 
to. thank the persan who. added into. the prapased.agenda, Cindy, far the 
helpful hints because I used it to. camprise my autline. The Southern 
California boundaries are San Lauis Bisca to. the Narth, Nevada-Arizana 
state line to. the =ast, ~Iexican barder to. the Sau.th and Catalina and 
Channel Islands to. the ·,'1est. This regian consists af nine areas vrith 
a tatal af just aver 100 meetings a week. Our membership in size is 
appraximately 1,000. Our Haspital and Institutians activities in 
Southern Califarnia is servicing abaut iQurteen institutians; Haspitals 
and Institutions committee has a manthly meeting. There are new 
members on this cammittee that have helped in organizing it per se 
and that they just had their first functian to. self-suppart the 
literature they just purchased fram the Regianal Service Cammittee 
to. carry the message into. the institutians. The majar accomplishments 
are: the farmation and gravrth a f the San Diego. area which has 25 
meetings with apprOXimately 500 members. One meeting at the Naval 
Drug Rehab Center, they have a functional hotline and an active 
,~ntertainment Cammittee with reg:ularly scheduled activities. ':ie 
have a neVI area ta.our Regian titled The Central Caast Area and they 
just farmed and came to. aur Regianal meeting last month. Eight of aur 
areas are self-supporting with functianal 24 haur hatlines. This 
year Vie will have aur Faurth Annual Sauthern California Conventian 
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in Pasadena at the Holiday Inn. Flyers forth coming. This region to 
the best of its ability tries to adhere to the blue service structure 
of NA. We have a central office which houses this regions literature 
and all regional meetings are held there, such as regional Servioe 
Committee etc. The development of Public Information and hotlines. 
All hotlines in our region has list of all ABC hotline members in 
order to refer calls to the proper areas. Newspapers are running our 
ads, the local radio stations are running our Public Information 
announcements. We are in the process of reinstating our announcement 
on the local KABC TV. Some problems are generating funds to Regions 
to purchase and make available the amount of literature needed by 
its areas and gro1,lps. Some of our plans are to man our central office 
vdth paid employees which is now run on a volunteer basis. The possible 
forming of a new region in the San Diego area. To continue and improve 
communications within our region, between our areas and to host the 
World Convention in Southern California to celebrate NS's thirtieth 
birthday. NA started in southern California almost thirty years ago, 
we are now would wide, weilcome to you all, The region started five 
years ago vdth three areas and has grown to nine areas. 

Mid-tmer,c! - Julie;} •. (Represenative) 3639 Oneida, Wichita, Ks. 
6720. e ephone (913) 682-7697. 

Vfuat I would like to say about the Mid-West are sentiments 
and feelings that folks out there asked me to convey. We are loyal 
and we remain loyal part of this fellowship, right there, smack-
dab in the middle, we haven't moved yet. The past year has been one 
of werching for some answers through the vehickle of the group con
science, and forming ABC's, of which there are 7 in our region, to 
meet in a 4 state region on a quarterly basis, in a meeting to discuss 
important issues of literature reviews and service structure and these 
have been our focus of consentration in the past year, in terms of 
any input that we have been gathering and I have the outcomes of 
these gatherings included in this report, prior to voting. As pro
vided for in our by-laws of resident, we meet as a region using the 
structure of quarterly meetings, 4 times a year, doing some concensus 
taking, The first of these was held in Top~ka, Ks., followed on the 
heals of the 1981 'IISC, the issues of prime importance, which our Reg
ional Represenative, Cindy P., reported from WSC, which really infor
med us of a lot of the happenings that we were not aware of before. 
Then in August we had a real special meeting in Kansas City Mo., with 
a lot of special things happened at, and our host did us real proud. 
The call went out at that time to step up our literature review pro
cess and begin to institute some Literature review committees at an 
Area Servic e level. ·,'ie be!l;an jUGt in the initial formulation of those. 
Me began stepping up the flow of literature to surrounding areas so 
that a through review could begin. In November of 1981 saw the Reg
Service Conference junkies in Lincoln, Neb., at that point Iowa de 
cided to succeed form our union and we were sad and sorry to see them 
go but we were happy because again, weI vlere closer to the goal of 
every state becoming a region and they felt that they have a lot of 
territory 



MID=eI.ANTTC REGI~~ ••• • larry North ••• 113 W. Boscawen st., 
Winc ester, Va., 601, (703) 667-5861. 
Mid-Atlantic that we know now as the Mid-Atlantic Region; had 
its origin back in 1970-72. 1st ~9~~ssprung up in Central 
Pennsylvania in 1970, another group sprung up in '72 in North
to~n, Southeastern Penn. area, an interesting comment that was 
pointed out to me by the people with me from that area, at 
best count there are 10 of the original people who started that 
group who are enjoying drug-free recovery in NA today, continuous. 
1st Area Service started in June, 1973, in the Northtown Area. 
Dutch H. was the first chairman, and as they got it tog!!ther 
they then started a hot-line in '73. The first regional efforts 
consisted of 2 areas in 1975. The initial efforts of regionaliz
ation were awkward, to say the least. Some Regional meetings 
were held, with as many GSR's as possible to gather up. 1st 
East coast convention brought a lot of experience, strength 
and hope and communication to the N.E. and one day a Califor-
nia transplant showed up with a service manual under his arm 
and you wouldn't beleive what he told us. "You'all are dOing 
it wrong." With a lot of guidance and some time we started 
to re-structure that Region and the RSC, using the g~idelines 
that were found in the structure and shared with us, that were 
found successful in the other areas of the World. The committee 
meetings were hosted by differenct areas each quarter. Interest 
grew rapidly, new areas and groups were formed. The 2nd East 
Coast Convention brought more unity and many new friends in 
the fellowship. Surrounding areas grew, joined the RSC. The 
hosting areas now offer warm hospitality, buffets, speaker 
meetings, social gatherings, enthuastic participation in meet ... 
ings, 7 secret spiritual herbs and spices, conducive to the 
unity we truely cherish. We enjoyed a kind of unity in that 
Region that is just fantastic. The last Regional meeting 
was hosted by the Washington, D.C. Area which boasts a fant,. 
astic recovery atmosphere for the black community, they're 
dOing a tremen~ous job. That hosting area brought 150 addicts 
to that Regional Meeting. The Region now consists of 10 areas, 
10 ASC's and 10 hot-lines. Region.:includes: Connecticut, New 
York City, N. New Jersey, ii:astern Penn., Baltimore, Delaware and 
South New Jersey, Tidewater area of Virginia, and metro :Hash
ington D.C •• Those ABC represent 205 groups,hold 287 meetings 
per week, 32 H & I meetings, 1,435 addicts voiees and group 
conscience. Voices through which our ultimate authority ex
presses himself. This past year we have enjoyed a maturing 
process that has provided motivation of many, many recovering 
addicts to participate, as well as host in the service con
ferences, literature conference, conventions, service work-
shops and many other fellowship functions. A lot of effort 
has been given this year to carrying the message of our fund 
flow, and repeated and repeated through communication. Uur 
fund flow represents a process that has proven itself in many 
other spiritual fellowships, to be successful. '!ie are seeing 
success, we are seeing it start to work, we are seeing it start 
to generate funds in following the service structure. Another 
area that a lot of effort has been put into and I'm proud of 
has been our Regional Directory. The Regional Directory, which 
is not yet in press, put together in 3 sections, 1. listing of 
meetings by state and day. 2. Service Committee information 



3. Cross reference-by state, groups, day, GSR's, phone num
bers, addresses, group phone numbers. We'll be ready for dis
tribution in July, much work. The rapidly increasing number of 
service enthusiast have developed committees within the Region, 
including 4 newsletters, H & I, PI, literature committee, etc •• 
Recently the development of a service advisory committee, which 
will share experience assistance to service workers and work
shops, new areas and additional RSC's. We anticipate that now 
what we know as the Mid-Atlantic Region will be, by this time 
next year, at least 3 regions. Three regions created in unity, 
to better serve the recovering addicts who are out there carry
ing the message of recovery. I personally can't put into words 
my gratitude for having been a part of this maturing process. 
I have gained so much, having seen so many people strive to 
maintain spiritual pr~nciples, while working through many con
troversial issues. The unity that I have seen demonstrated 
in the past year has been, for me, overwhelming. I would like 
to introduce my Alternate, John, who has spent a great deal of 
time and help in all areas. Introduced others from his region. 
God Love You and thank you. 

MISSISSIppT sTATE •• Dennis Engel 201 W. President, Apt. 208, 
Greenwood, Mississippi, 38930. ~ 601) !l-55-l724 
I've got an unusual situation I want to explain first, A week 
ago Tuesday I got a phone call from Memphis, Tenn., and they 
said their area couldn't send a represenative and they wanted 
me to act as their group conscience and my understanding is 
their going to try to join our region probably at the end of 
this coming month. Two reports, one from Memphis, total num-
ber of meetings-24, with 50-75 members. H & I has 11 meetings 
per week wii;h H & I cans at non-institutional meetings. H & I 
functions as sub-committee of Memphis ASC. Major accomplishments 
April 1981 ASC Steering committee Formed. June 1981, H & I lit 
erature and PI sub-committee were formed. July 1981 literature 
sub-committee sponsored a picnic to raise funds for the meeting 
directory. In August of 1981 the Memphis Miracle newsletter 
was began. October 1981 clubhouse was opened and during Ott. 
the clubhouse sponsored a series of events to raise money for 
RSC. These included a bake sale, rummage sale, pot.-1uck dance 
and Halloween party. In November 1981 Hemphis ho . .;ted the Mid
:'>outh RSC where 19 states were represented, IYSC policy sub
committee, and literature sub-committee meetings were also held. 
In November 1981 thru March 1982 they distrubuted the approval 
form of Our Book, stories and Service Manual. In December 1981 
they held a Christmas party. In January of 1982 a New Year's 
fve party. In rebruary a Valentine's Party. April 1982 they 
had two service learning days. PI still strgggling without 
enough members to support a hotline. '.'Ie need to be better to 
handle an influx of new people. We are on schcule for our age 
and PI is a priority for this year. Literature sub-committee 
is stockpiling literature and chips and is distributing a mon
thly newsletter. 'l'he H & I sub-committee is recieving inquiries 
form Institutions and Hospitals and doing a fine job in carry
ing the message to Hospitals, A & D units, and institutions in 
the area. The clubhouse is still in operation with meetings 
every night. ASC and some of the sub-committees meet there on 
neutral ground monthly. Many fellowship functions are held 
there. They are having money troubles with rent at times but 
so far HP has been providing. Their problems raising money. 



Their problems much like other areas. Problems. raising money 
and properly applying traditions, keeping their SS in tact, and 
finding the best way to handle problems as they arise. In 
July of 1982 they will be having their 3rd Anniver$ary in Mem
phis. There first meeting was held in July 1979. In February 
1981 they hosted WLC-3. Between February and May of 1981 they 
distributed gray books, approval forms, stories and service 
structure changes. In Ap~il of 1982 they hosted 2 different 
service learning days. The Mississippi Region is more of an 
off-shoot of Memphis than anything else. NA began in 1977 when 
a couple of alcoholics who had trouble with drugs weren't get
ting what they needed in another fellowship. They started meet
ings in Jackson, MS •• They struggled for 3 years by themselves 
but with the help of referals from treatment programs they grel7. 
As these people left they took the NA message with them. Slow
ly, they began developing groups outlying and away from Jackson 
area. In 1980 2 groups began which are still going. In the 
latter part of 1981, 4 more groups were began. They are all 
growing..fe have 11 groups and 17 meetings, with active mem
bership of 125 members. In November 1981 I was unemployed and 
the group gave me $50. and sent me to Memphis for a week. I 
went to Nemphis and grew and learned a lot at the Regional 
Literature Conference there.tihen I came back to carry the 
message to the group they scheduled me to talk to 2 other groups 
about what I had learned. As I talked to the groups about 
what happened in Memphis and they decided to try to get the 
state toggther and have a learning workshop in January 1982. 
We had a workshop in the a.m. Mainly S5, literature and the 
problems with growth. Arter the meeting we had a business 
meeting about us becoming an area or a Region or a state. We 
started as an area, became a state,by the end of the day we 
were a Region. Mississippi Region. Major accomplishment is 
that we got it toggther as a group. In April 1982 we had a 
Regional Service Committee meeting and a learning workshop and 
got;group conscience on the book as well as the Service Manual. 
Besides becoming a Region we got everyone in Mississippi a 
copu of all approval forms of literature. The major problem 
j.s literature. At the meeting in January in Jackson we had one 
blue book in the whole state so we've been running copies of 
that off trying to get people familiar with the service struc
ture and having service structure meetings at all groups plus 
growing pains, awareness of other NA functions has also been a 
big problem and Mississippi has felt that they've been isolated. 
'Nhen you look at it Mississippi rates 49th or 60th in just about 
everything. Another big problem is interaction with the other 
fellowships. The majority of people who are clean in NA did 
not get clean there. The more they grew the more they realized 
they needed something else. The growing and seperation pains 
are being extremely painful and will show up in our vote on 
literature appr.oval forms and input into WSC. Plans to get 
structured in area. WE bypassed that because we wanted a Rep. 
at this WSC. As it happens areas are beginning to form anyway 
because of geographic locations. Trying to raise money for 
Regional P.O. Box and have a central location for incoming 
and outgoing mail. Planning a camp-out for June 1982. Trying 
to get wider involvement. H & I was began because a couple of 
members are in the penitentiary. It has been a real asset be
cause now we have some "ins" into the institution. One of the 



few guys who got clean in NAin the stat~ of Mississippi got 
busted for habitual criminal act and is doing a life sentence 
in Parchment, and he got in there and is really struggling and 
his wife, who is in the program also, was visiting him on a 
weekly basis and started taking him some literature that we 
got and as a result of that he's managed to get approval from 
the administration and he's in the process now of trying to set 
up the first real meeting inside the correctional institutions 
in Mississippi. Its been a real problem in the past. They 
are registered in the WORLD Directory as having a group there 
but as far as we can find out there has never been a group there, 
someone had just sent in a registration form some years back 
so they could get some literature and find out what it is all 
about and nothing ever happened with it and its starting to 
happen now. We've also got quite a few other institutions, 
mental hospitals and that kind of thing where the groups had 
started in those institutions and have broken away but are still 
actively involved in those hospitals and institutions and that 
has been a real positive for us in all the rest of the fog. We 
hope to get some information on PI announcements or any thing 
like that. That is one of the goals that I'm here to gain is to 
take back some literature so we can start to develope in these 
areas. We do have one group that has a hot line and everybody 
has really pitched in and its been an amazing thing for me 
having been around the program and having been in so many 
places in so many different regions to see the enthusiasm. Its 
like a bunch of starved kids who haven't eaten in weeks and 
that they've just been turned loose in the grocery store and 
they said go at it and they are going at it. Every week I 
find out something that I didn't even know that they were think
ing about not only have they throught about it they've done it 
and now they want to know where to go from there and they're 
catching me off guard and they're keeping me hopping. Tha't's 
all I've got from the state of Mississippi and the area from 
MemphiS. Thank You. 

UEW ypBK STATE ... J,.j.n Andrukat, 123 E. Jackson st., Palmyra, 
New York, 14522, (315) 597-4566 
Before I give my report, Mr. Chairman, I would like to raise 
2 points. (at this point the points were presented and discussed 
at length.) Motion made by Lynn: that 1QSG abjde by our own 
SerViCe MaDJlal pf NA r paragraph at bottom Of pg.19, ae oppo§ed 
to 45Ft 5 reee; vj ng votes onl y vi a Vgt; Dr pri vi Jeres, I·lotion 
does not require a second. Motion restated: Move that WSC 
abide by paragraph on bottom of pg. 19, S.S., as opposed to 
applying for voting privileges as stated in format. Correction 
this motion does requir.e a second. Seconded. Discussion. 
Parliamentarian clarified. Much more discussion. Call for 
a vote. (,lotion failed. Will follow our format. Lynn's 
second, point was discussed and clarified. Now for the re-
port: We had our 1st NA meeting August 31, 1973. We went 
with one NA meeting in New York State for 4 years and folded 
in 1977. I don't know what happened between them because I 
didn't live in New York but when I went back in 1980 there 
were a few scattered meetings in Buffalo. and Syracuse and no
body knew of each others esistance. In April of 1981 with 
26 active members, we formed the NYS Area Service Committee. 
Meeting-3 roups represented, 20 members in Buffalo, 3 in 



Rochester and Clifton Springs, .in Syracuse, 2 in Rome, and 
this was a year ago. Today we have meetings in 6 cities. 
Rumors of meetings in Fredonia and Corning and we are checking 
on that. One of the things a year ago I personally did was 
go to Ohio and saw how the program form '79 to present blossemed 
and I asked, what would you contribute as the main factor for 
the program really going strong and starting dynamite there? 
And they told me, service work, beginning at the area level 
and proceed up to regions as your area grows. One of the things 
we beleived as we were trying debate wheather or not to come 
to this conference as a Region, and we decided with all the 
cities we are representing that each city is just beginning 
to blossom and grow and we decided that it was more important 
that we all as a state, keep getting together, on a monthly 
basis because, as we have formed this area a year ago, our 
meetings have trippled, with growth by leaps and bmunds. So 
we have been having regular ASC meetings with minutes submitted 
to WSO. Lynn presented the following data: Active cities: 
Lockport, Buffalo, Rochester, Clifton Springs, Syracuse and 
S. Syracuse. Buffalo, 40 members, many meet~ngs starting 
and folding due to personal bickering. Lockport-40 members, 
good strong NA, having dance May 7th. Rochester-heavy inter
est and excitement over new group just formed. Strong seed 
planted from previous NA group there from 1973-77. Clifton 
Springs-all walks of life from a member who is a doctor and 
refering people from Taylor Brown to the unemployed residents 
from F.L.A.C.R.A. half-way house. FLACRA wants to see more 
NA, especially additional groups soon in Newark. who has good 
co-operation from outside agencies. Syracuse-3 meetings, just 
starting to settle down, had a lot of problems and growing pains 
but doing well.:JE HAVE AN AREA P.O. BOX: NYS-ASC of NA, 
P.O. Box 278, Palmyra, New York, 14522. 

g1?~It!G 1rf'3 .... Bert Toews, 231 S. Wilson, Casper, Wyoming, 
2 1, (3 ) 266-1869 

Probably the smallest region. NA began in Casper about l± 
years ago and at this point has grown and fallen off and now 
again is growing. ';Ve have about 8 active members and 1 meeting 
per week. There are beginnings of meetings starting in Laramie, 
Cheyenne, and Sheridan. One of the members in our group has 
some historical experience with the state pen and is hoping 
to go back there and get some things started there. At this 
point we have no formal contact with Hospitals or institutions. 
AA in Casper has worked in a way that the two fellowships have 
been complimentary, not formally joined together but there has 
been an excellent co-operation between people and most of the 
people currently in NA have had some experience with the other 
fellowship. I'm hoping that we can establish communication \nth 
the areas north and south of us and form a region that develops 
there. This is a program that saved my life and I'm sure happy 
to be here. 

Mgg~TGAN t3fP;;~" .Jim Back, P.O. Box 3035, Flint Michigan, 
4 2. - 35-9819). 
Michigan currently has 21 meetings per week in 8 Cities, with 
approx. 300 members. 11 out of our 21 meetings are in 30 day 



treatment centers, and one is in a 5 day detox. Flint has 
established an H & I sub-committee and PI sub-committee and 
we are in the process of communicating with area hospitals and 
other institutions. A PI community awareness meeting is being 
planned for late summer or early fall. Past PI activities in
clude PSA spots on radio and TV, distribution of meeting lists. 
11 meetings were formed in the last year, one area service formed. 
Hotline was started in Flint and failed, ASC will deal with this, 
most important accomplishment in past few months is contact with 
NA outside our Michigan area. This contact encouraged us to seek 
out isolated NA meetings in Michigan and begin communicating. 
This led to formation of ASC, and two mini-conferences for Book 
study, for group conscience to approve our basic text. We have 
problems with isolation, both of groups and individuals, prob
lems with attitudes of "we can't do that". Communication and 
recognition of NA as a seperate and distinct fellowship. In 
experience, we need guidelinesll1 Need visitors, and invite 
anyone who would like to come. Our mailing: ASC, P.O. Box 
3588, Flint, Michigan 48502. HISTORY: Detroit-1969, held only 
for a few weeks, ended because of alleged police harrasment. No 
mor meetings until 2 months ago, in the Detroit suburb of Mad
ison Heights. 2 meetings currently. Bay City-1975?, currently 
7 meetings, 5 in treatment centers. Flint-1977, two members 
form N. California motorcycled into Flint and started 2 meetings 
which later folded. The left literature, IP's and white books, 
which were used to contact WSO and stell continue. 1979 Flint's 
oldest continuous NA meeting established in an Alano Club. 
Currently 5 meetings. Grand Rapids-Grand Haven-1981 (DEC.) NA 
member detoxed in Kansas started 2 meetings. They are current. 
Pontiac/Madison Heights-1982 (March) member from Atlanta started 
4 meetings. In February 1982, members from Flint, Bay City and 
Madison Heights groups met in Atlanta, Ga. and returning home, 
formed Area Service Committee. Group conscience was taken for 
support of state delegate to WSC. Struggeling on how to for a 
Region. 

NORTHlCRN CALIFORNI~ .. .. R."Mac" McDonald, 1159 Trutlerock Dr., 
San Jose, Calif., 5122, (408)286-3015. 

There's 8 areas formed in Northern California. We've been hold
ing Inter-regional meetings which were back then until we turned 
to Region in 1974. I've been involved since then. We have 44 
registered meetings, 19 new meetings as of Dec. 1981. Member
ship approx. 700-800, 5 out of 8 have phone lines. The other 
3 just getting off of the ground. Making this a goal for coming 
year. NA started in Berkley in 1967. The same year it started 
in San Francisco. The following year to Sonoma County and then 
taken south to San Jose. Our boundaries run from Monterey to 
Eureda to Oregon border over to Neveda. Main activity this 
year, 4th Annual North~rn California Convention. There were 
872 people registered. It was held in Santa Cruz. Theme was 
"To Surrender is to \Vin". Profits came to a little over $3,500. 
In recent years areas who had conventions usually came out broke. 
This years money was divided up differently. S500.-Area, $1,000. 
to Fresno for 5th N.C.C., $l,OOO-Region, and Sl,OOO.-WSC. 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION •••• Gene Haag, 340 W. Neveda, Ashland, 
Oregon, 97520 (503)482-0575 



PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION •••• Gene Haag~ 340 W. Neveda st., 
Ashland, Oregon, 97520. (503) 482-05l5. 

Give me a bunch up there. Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, 
Wyoming, Canada. They keep thinking I'll forget about British 
Columbia. Up in the Pacific Northwest, things are really spread 
out really thin so we're just sort of picking some things up 
like Wyoming and Montana, we don't really have any connection 
with those people right now but we're available for them when 
they need us. Another thing, I talked to Roger and Barbara 
from Alaska, few weeks ago and we were discussing about if they 
wanted to be a seperate region and at that time it seemed like 
they wanted to be associated with Pacific N.W. Region, but as I 
see things growing, their report, I sort of feel like they're 
big enough to take off on their own. Is that right Barbara,? 
Reply: yes. Because things are really mOving up there and their 
spreading out so I think we can allow them to do their own thing. 
If they want to, and it looks like they want to, so that's good. 
Eddie F. in Kodiack is up there and they'll be in contact with 
him which is really neat, it's really spreading out into some 
remote areas. Last year we had 8 areas that we were rep., this 
year we have 14 minus 1, because Alaska is going to take off, 
now 13. So there's acturally 5 new areas. The areas in Oregon 
are Eugene, and Salem. Washington-Vancouver, Olympia, Capalis 
Beach. Canada-Lower Mainland Group in Vancouver, B.C. and an
other group in Victoria. The group in Vancouver wanted me to 
especially announce that they're 3rd Annual Round-up, July 2,3,4 
and so if anyone is interested they'll be a flyer or ask James, 
Lorraine, Susan and Martin, they can fill you in on details. The 
lower mainland group, have H & I and they have H & I committee, 
they have 9 meetings, on all nights except Tuesday, with approx. 
100-125 members, which is really neat. I'm not sure when the 
meeting started. (ans. 2t years ago). So they're dOing a real 
good job. Victoria is dOing a little worse, no, I've got a real 
dedicated guy over there, James and Lorraine and they've had a 
real tough time getting started. I met James and Lorraine in 
1975 and I beleive that was about the time the first meeting 
began but James had been there struggeling along for quite a 
long time before that, by himself and I've seen a lot of dedi
cation up in that area. Now they have over 30 members in the 
area, they have an answering phone, and they're working on a 
hot-line, now. So things are moving along. The ASC has just 
folded there and the officers resigned due to lack of interest 
on the part of the members. I'm sure that James and Lorraine 
have been through that hassel a lot, so it's no big thing, 
they'll survive and get things moving again. In Seattle, things 
are going well. About 3 years ago I don't think they had any 
meetings there and now they have 15 or so. One of members on 
RSC is in Seattle and we've had a RSC meeting there. Our RSC 
has had difficulties, like a lot of others, as far as person
alities, responsibilitys and associations with other 12 Step 
programs and the responsibilities to NA while they're working on, 
RSC seems like people want to associate themselves with other 
things sometimes more than they want to associate themselves 
with NA, while they're on RSC, but things are working out real 
well. The Portland-Vancouver area is really growing by leaps 
and bounds because they've developed some resentments there 



theY're right close together, right across the river and they 
were all 1 area up until just a few months ago, and then they 
split, which is fantastic because they're really growing now 
and they both have individual hot-lines. NA started in Van
couver, Wash. in 1976, actually in Hazeldale, Wash. and moved 
in 1977 to Vancouver. The Portland/Vancouver ASC was formed 
in 1976 and now they each have their own ASC just as of a 
few months ago. PNVffiSC actually formed about a year ago in 
March, 1981, so we're just sort of getting on our feet and get
ting things together but we have been doing so things there are 
growing. Involvement in Service work, like 1978, 3 dedicated 
people put together the 1st N.W. Pacific Convention in Portland 
and from that point it moved to Ashland in 1979. 1980 moved 
back to Portland and 1981 to Vancouver, Wash.. In Oct. of 
this year in Bosie, Idaho, which is really going to be great. 
We've got a small group in Bosie that are really dedicated and 
putting out a lot of effort and are really envolved with our 
service work. So we'd like to envite everybody to come. 'lie 
need the support and input from people in other areas of the 
fellowship. The hot-Line started in 1978 and now the Vancouver
Oct. 1981. Vancouver has about 9 meetings and Portand 12.· 2 
new areas, }~gene, Oregon and Salem and they're very close to
gether, so far their not associated as one particular area byt 
I beli~ve that may come in the near future so we'll have So. 
Oregon, Central Oregon and Northern. Eugene NA started 3t yrs. 
ago but the meeting fell apart in about 6 months, but about 
2 years ago in February, 1980, it began again and started off 
real well with 6 members and 5 of those original members are 
still envolved with the group. Only one of those original 
members had any time of sobriety, so it doesn't take a lot of 
old timers to get moving along. The ? area in So. Oregon is 
doing real will, mainly it's members on Service Committee are 
located in Roseburg, which is in Northern most town in the 
Oregon area but it represents Grants Pass, Ashland, Medford, 
and Clamouth Falls and what we do there is we have the ASC 
meetings, alternating each month from one town to another 
because it's approx. 170 miles between the towns, so that way 
everybody gets a shot at staying home with their own meeting. 
I sent out a report requesting input for Proposed Book and Ser
vice Manual and Stories and I got a lot of information back. A 
lot for and a lot against, there's no way I can come up with a 
statement as to what's right and what isn't right in those areas 
because of the varied input. Some people felt we don't need 
a Book at all, all we need is the big AA book, we've come this 
far with that and we've grown a long ways and that's all we need 
and just an addition of stories would be enough. Others feel 
like we want the Book, right now-regardless of what's in it, 
we can always improve on it later on, 50 those are sort of the 
2 extremes, what I told the people in the areas is the only way 
we are going to come to a lodgical conclusion about any of these 
issues is to pray like hell, because I'm not smart enough to 
make those kind of decisions and I need a lot of helD. I think 
if we can all pray. So I certainly will be and I appreciate 
you allowing me to make this report. 



CQI.ORADQ STATE ... Susan Woolf, 350 Arapahoe, #23, Boulder, 
Colorado, 80302, (303) 449-1235. 
In the state of Colorado there are 9 meetings. There are approx. 
50 members, 4 H & I meetings7Mercy Hospital, St. Lukes, ~oulder 
Justice Center, Arapaho House-Denver. The major accompl~shments 
in NA for Colorado started NA meeting at Juvenile Drug treatment 
center in Denver. Started Wednesday night service meeting, which 
is how Jim and I got here. Mostly what we have been working on 
is PI and public awareness. We don't have any types of numbers 
of drug addicts can call but we're working on a hot-line for 
Denver and Boulder, hopefully a toll-free number. We're putting 
out literature to H & I. Basically a lot of public service about 
drug abuse in Colorado on TV. It's not affiliated with NA and 
we're trying to get in there and-reach the addict who still 
suffers. That's basically what we're working towards. 

S£UTH N.f¥r.;p~ REGIOH, •• Nancy Morrissey 3642 Boulder Highway, 
314, as egas, eveda, 89102, (702) 457-8592 

1. Last year I went away for a vacation in Lake Tahoe and I left 
8 beautiful people. I came back to a meeting and there were 30 
people sitting there. My growth has gone along with the growth 
along with this growth has come a lot of controversy, a lot of 
good and bad times, I feel where we are finally getting to a 
point of stability. Our H & I committee has been going for 6 
months. We have meetings in our local care unit. We have 2 
meetings in our prison, outside of town. We also have another 
meeting coming up in Indian Springs prison. Our H & I committ
ee is getting self-supporting and that's important to us. The 
major activities or accomplishments is just going through growth 
and getting more people. We have a PI committee. We have radio, 
newspaper and TV spots. We're just trying to keep this together. 
In Las Vegas we feel a big need for literature because we have 
a lot of contr~versy because of literature in another program. 
'!Ie try to work with the "other" program and we do, but we also 
have the need to give what we can to our people in the fellow
ship of NA. So we can become stronger and be more united. That 
is important to us. Nothing's perfect and we don't care if it 
doesn't come out perfect, we just want a beginning. Our plans 
for the coming year are just to keep on going, to keep what we 
have now stable. We have the problem of spreading ourselves 
too thin. There are few people that do the service work. They 
get tired and give up but we believe in this fellowship and I'm 
just glad to be here and I have a lot of good feelings and I can 
feel a lot of good feelings here too and I realize the need 
to know everything and go slow. But we've been around awhile 
and we're getting to the point where we can take care of our
selves. Come to Las Vegas, it's "SIN CITY" and meet alot of 
people who'd like to have the chance to be here but couldn't. 
Hotline # - (702) 649-3887. 

GARgTgNA s~~JQ~ ... Phil Hayes, P.O. Box 4162, Greenville, S.C., 
29 0 , ( 46-7745. 

Our region consists of N. & S. Carolina and I really am great
ful for the helpful hints, because I was lost on this thing. 



This is our first time to be represented at WSC and so II m 
going to try to go by it a little bit. We have about 22 meet
ings within both states (14 groups), member approx. 210. In 
October of last year we formed our Region, with 7 groups, so 
we doubled our membership in the past f months. I think our 
Region is one of the things that helped because we went on a 
search and find mission, that's what we're on right now, we're 
trying to find everything in our two states. We have 2 Il & I 
meetings in the states now. We formed a sub-committee to come 
up with guidelines for H & I sub-committee. Our major accomplish
ment, mostly as far as I know today, is we have 210 clean addicts. 
Our next is, we do have our Region, something we didn't have 
in the past year. We haven't been in the Carolina's but 2 yrs. 
We started in January 1980, with 1 njeeting and we started with 
that 1 group and we had our first convention in June 1980, 
with 1 group sponsoring it, we had a lot of support and it 
turned into an annual thing, making this our 3rd Annual Con
vention in July 2,3,4, in Ashville, N.C. and it's turned out 
to a regional function now. As far as PI, we've gone with the 
thing we've gotten, P.S. spots on radio and TV and newspapers 
and also several of our newspapers have run page length articles 
on NA they have been real co-operative. We've come up with 
this little thing we're trying to do now, we're carrying it from 
city to city, because most of our groups are spaced to I or 2 
groups per city, over a large area, so we are carrying it as 
a Regional thing and we tried it in Jamuary in Greenville and 
a month prior. 'lie have a public awareness meeting anywhere 
from 6 weeks to a month prior to that, we get a list of all 
professionals in that city, we send out invitations to this 
meeting and try to make personal contact if possible, to var-
ify their attendance. At this meeting we usually have a couple 
of speakers, then we have booths set up in the back with infor
mation and people to answer questions and it came over real well 
in Greenville. '.'Ie are scheduled for another, in different 
location soon. Our plans right now are, when we started our 
Region we felt isolated, not only from the other groups within 
our states, but also from NA as a whole, we felt like we were 
.oetting there by ourselves, with Atlanta being the closest 
place we could go, which gets expensive going back and forth. 
But once we started, we meet on a quartely basis we never meet 
in the same city, until all cities have been visited. This 
g~ves us a chance for the fellowship to go to each city and 
g~ves us strength there. We've got groups of 3 or 4 members 
and they just need the strength the Region gives them and 
the communication. ':'Ie have our Literature Committee now that's 
coming out luth a newsletter, and a list for the newcomers and 
starting to supply the groups with literature. We've got 2 
areas with answering services and now we are in the process 
of compiling and completing a Regional Directory, Inth con
tacts throughout the Region. They were really glad to send me 
out here and I'm real enthused about this. We had a 2 day 
serVlce conference, 2 weeks ago, on the approval literature 
and somebody asid a little while ago "dope fiends with a ne~d" 
and I guess that~s what we are because we didn't have any argue
ments at all d~r~ng the conference, there were no personalities 
there. It went over real smooth and we're real excited about 
bringing our vote out here. 



T.OlITSTANA REGION ... Roland HE~.isler, 6317 General Pershing, New 
Orleans, LOUisiana, 70125, (504-866-0412. 

Formed a region in January 1982. Comprised~ 4 ASC's: Baton 
Rouge - 4 meetings, Lafayette - 4 meetings, Shreveport - 5 meet
ings and New Orleans - 11 meetings. Also, about a half-dozen 
meetings in smaller towns around the state. Incidentally, the 
first drug maintainance clinic in the U.S. was established in 
Shreveport in 1919 (just thought I'd lay that on you.) The 
first NA meeting in Louisiana was started in New Orleans in 
February 1978, by a woman from San Francisco NA who we love and 
owe a lot to. Kathe M., Baton Rouge NA began shortly thereafter, 
was off and on for a while, and is real solid now. Shreveport 
NA was started 3 years ago by Curt, my alternate. Today, we have 
a total of 30 meetings statewide vrith approx. 300 members. 3 out 
of the 12 meetings in hospitals and H & I meetings. 2 prison 
meetings are in the works for st. Bernard parish and Orleans 
Parish (counties). Many other hospitals and institutions want 
meetings. Our biggest controversy in the past year has been 
over which of our meetings being held in hospitals should be 
H & I. We need clearer guidelines on that. Held a regional 
conference for new literature revuew iver. Zaster weekend in 
Eaton Rouge, went over the big white book and the proposed 
changes in the service structure. We've had a jot-line in 
N.O. area for quite awhile, just formed a PI committee to make 
it more effective. This year, had a couple of sucessful 
fundraisers in Shreveport and New Orleans. A lot of "firsts" 
in the past year. We think we're doin' real fine. 

HQl!STON TEXtS ~ ••• Eric Skuy, 1406 Richmond, Apt. 324, Houston, 
Texas, 7700 , l ) 526-1096. 
We have 25 meetings per week, sub-divided between 4 different 
groups in Houston and surrounding areas, with approx. 200-250 
sover addicts and are growing. H & I activities include: start
ing new meeting 'in Houston county jail, 5 hospitals-10 mtg. per 
week; men's recovery center-2 mtg. per weeki women's recovery 
center-2 mtg. per weeki Christian church-2 mtg. per weeki house 
meeting-l per week. Major accomplishments over past year include: 
Formed an area service and literature inter-group named "keep 
It Simple". Installed a phone and houston listing of that 
number (713-665-9929. Intergrated sobriety: newcomers, 6mos. 
to 2 years and longer. Started a "God" meeting. Started a 
Traditions meeting. Checking account with $400. in it at pre
sent. Grown in membership. Started 3 new groups in areas out
side of Houston, which include Galveston, Dallas and Alvin. 
Elected new secretary and treasurer in our "Keep It Simple" 
group. Secretary Lisa T., Treasurer Gary H •• Difficulties 
and problems which exist today include: Need mor emphasis on 
traditions to bring down personalities before principles. 
Hore recreational facilities (i. e. dances, etc.). Need member
ship involvement in business meetings and more structure in 
that area. Establish a hot line for better communication and 
tW131 ve step work. Need more fund raising committees and more 
emphasis on 7th Tradition. Plans for up-coming year: addition 
of 9 more groups and addition of 10 or more meetings per week. 
Extend groups/meetings city and state wide in Houston and Texas. 



Grow in membership. Form a club house in Houston. Having mem
bers of NA in Houston visit other NA groups in other cities and 
states to gain strength and information. Grow in our AS work. 
Aquiring and selling of more literature. Brief history of 
Houston NA: 197e-2 meetings per week with 10-20 members. 1980 
7 meetings per week with 50-75 members. 1982 and present with 
25 meetings per week with 200-250 members. In November of 81 
our Inter-group called "Keep It Simple" was formed and it's been 
a tremendous asset to us. We're in the prcess of now starting 
9 new groups in surrounding areas whch include Houston, Falves
ton and Dallas and Austin. About 2 weeks ago we had a priest 
come down to the Keep It Simple group and wanted to find out 
information about starting a meeting in a county jail and we've 
been in the process of doing this. Every single day we have 
some type of meeting involved with NA, sometimes 2 Or 3 or 
4 per day. 

JJPPE~ M1~-Wl§t ••• K. Bea Chadbourne, Box 8823, Minneapolis, Minn., 
5540, 12 74-0926. 
Number 0 f meetings in Region: t11nnesota, 15 in twin city 
area (minneapolis & St. Paul). 6-8 outstate region. North 
Dakota -5. South Dakota - 3 known. Approx. size of membership: 
Minnesota - 400; North Dakota -200. South Dskota - 50. About 
l~ years ago none of this committee would recognize NA. H & I 
has since experienced the most growth. In Minneapolis and St. 
paul there are about 60 treatment centers. Minnesota has 10 
hospital meetings and 6 institutional meetings. North Dakota 
it's unknown. To our knowledge South Dakota has no H & I 
meetings. Major accomplishments and activities: ASC and RSC 
formation; rapid growth of number of meetings region wide, with 
only 6 meetings l~ years ago; service structure workshops; NA 
recognized by court system as viable fellowship for parole
probation conditions; books available to all dope fiends in all 
treatment conters (over 60 in and out patient programs); Tran
sportation available to any treatment patient not in center with 
meeting. Trip to hastings in 4 feet of snow on the ground. A 
group of people made it and room was filled, doors leading out 
locked. Public Information: effort in Dec. and Jan. to make 
our presence know to all probation/parole officers, help-lines 
crisis centers, PHP's, HMO's and treatment centers, supplied 
with hotline numbers and meeting lists and books. First club
house is in progress at Mission Farms. Hotline currently operat
ing ltith plans for region wide 800 number. Specific problems or 
situations: Lack of understanding of cooperation, not affil
iation. A lot of treatment centers affilited with other 12 
step program. Freezin' our sick buts off •• Plans for coming 
year: Support development of other ASC's in our region; 800 
hotline number; Regional service conference; regional banquet a 
and weekend fling; sub-committee system. Brief history: First 
knuwn meeting in Region in ~Iinneapolis in 1976. He eting split 
in 1977 to form 2. Also in 1978, three other meetings formed. 
By spring of 1980 there were six known NA meetings in the Ninn
eapolis area. Four more meetings formed in 1981 in st. Paul 
and Minneapolis, with 4 forming outstate (Northfield, Duluth, 
Hastings and St. Cloud). In 1982, thus far, 3 new meetings 
have started. History of Dakota's is currently unknown. 
Final thing I bring from my Region is ther is a scattered 



op~n~on on Book. Ranges from what I call the dope fiends 
who will take anything they have because they need it and the 
hope fiends who wait for better because they only want it. 

WISCONSIN AREA .... Steve Sienkiewicz, 2930 W. National Ave., 
JvIilwaukee, Wis., 53215, (414) 671-2686. 

Number of meetings in the state are about 30 with 15 meetings 
and ASC in Milwaukee. Had a nar-anon but folded. There are 
bout 300 members. H & I activities: Formed H & I committee 
last year with 6 meetings in treatment facilities, having much 
difficulty getting meetings into prisons. Activities and 
accomplishments in 1981: Got the bid for WCNA-12; Had 2nd 
Unity Weekend which was a 3 day campout retreat; NA members 
carried the message on 2 radio talk shows (anonymously); got 
newsletter. PI: have regular radio PSA's on 6 radiO stations. 
Established new hot-line. Problems: primary problem, plan-
ning NeNA with very limited experience, a lot of argueing 
about traditions. Many people getting burned out from serving 
on '!leNA, ASC and group activities, but still "hanging in there". 
?lans for coming year: WCNA-12, Milwaukee, Sept. 2-5th; After 
o'!CNA, clubhouse; begin prison meeting; have mailed forms to every 
known NA meeting, every RX center in U.S. and close countries. 
Brief History: The first NA meeting was in Milwaukee 5 years 
ago. 1st ASC about 4 years ago. Unity committee formed 3 
years ago. 1st hot-line 2 years ago. 'He have not yet formed 
an RSC. Doing pretty good, lost people with time. Been a 
rough year but it's still good. Nice to see that a bunch of 
people who used to be real fried can understand Parlimentary 
proceedures and get things done. 



.'/SC-62 S!!B-"Q~lmTTES R"'PQRTS' 

NeG-52 Administratiye Committee" 

50 SeweJJ« ... Vi ce-Gbai rpersou.«« .Report as foijl1oQWSi 

On behalf of the Administrative people I want to thank you all 
for being here and all of the pulling together that we've known 
this past year. There is hardly a face in the room that I haven't 
worked with in service and nobody does this strff alone. I'm 
grateful to attend the conference and be able to see how much we've 
really grown.,hthout you, the Represenatives who come here to de
fine needs and the ways to meet those needs and take action to meet 
those needs. I hope we can all keep that in mind because that's 
the only way we can do any good for those we serve which is, I think 
why we are here. In accord with the service structure and the con
ference in this past year we have seen a tremendous amount of Reg
ional initiative, both from the formation of something over twenty 
regions to the activities and the conferences and all the get-to
gethers that have taken place. If we had all of the flyers and 
the minutes from all of those conferences we could fill up one of 
these walls probably. There were four cities that hosted major 
sub-committee conferences. The state of Ohio, the City of 'iiarren, 
~liami, Memphis and Philadelphia. The Ohio, Miami and Memphis con
ferenc es were basically instrumental in getting the Big ::Ihi te Book 
into your hands and without their combined efforts, both the host 
cities and the partiCipants that come in, we'd be waiting anothe5 
year, I recon. So we got to be grateful for that because without 
that them it wouldn't have gotten done. In Memphis also, there 
was a Policy Sub-Committee meeting and got the service manual out. 
Philadelphia is where the members came in and worked on the stories, 
and that again came out of Memphis. The need for report or activ
ities grew because so much was happening and there was a lot of 
confusion and without somethin in writing we'd have a pretty good 
I'lay 0 f taking what we hear and bending it out 0 f shape and passing 
it on. They bend it out of shape and it really gets extreme. The 
big need to be aware of activities so if youre interested in some
thing you could be there and know about it well enough in advance 
so you could make arrangements both in terms of ':ISC sub-co=i t tee 
activities and the regional activities. All of this being more 
and more evident as the year progressed towards fall and into the 
winter, Cindy, Joseph, steve and myself and a number of other s.c. 
people started getting together on these conference calls where 
you'd have 3, 4 or 5 people on the phone at once and discuss what 
was going on and what we could do to best serve. The conference 
calls cost money but its a lot cheaper than airplanes. Out of 
those calls resulted the fellowship reports which you received in 
January and February of this year. The material, ex<;:ept for the 
Administrative Committee letter, ~ame from sub-committees, the 
,'ISe, and also the Regional Service committees. All of the sub
missions from R:';C and sub-committees were included with no editing 
and not one item submitted for inclusion was not included. In 
sending out the input that come out in the 2nd Fellowship Report 
instead of saying this is good input we'll send it out, this is 
not we Vlon't send it out, we as a group elected to send it all 
out so that the Regional people would see the input and be able 
to take it to their memvership so they could show up here as an 



informed renresenative of where thelocal group conscience is. 
As a result,of those fellowship reports ther were a great many 
Regional service conferences that took place in the last few 
months in a lot of Regions for the WSC 50 that this year's 
conference could get more done for the fellowship who all serve 
I think its been a great year and have enhoyed serving and I feel 
like I've grown a lot and gotten to know a lot of you much better. 
I stell say, I don't think I can but together I think we can, so 
God B,ess and there's another item. from Cindy,our secretary, if 
nothing else we've learned how much we didn't know and how vital 
it is for us to be cohesive w:Lth the administative committee, 
committee chairpersons, and board members inorder to present the 
most beneficial 'liSC. Our tradition states "we ought never be 
organized" but this does not mean we cannot try and present a 
planned conferenceso I hope you enjoy this conference and that 
we get a little bit out of it but I hope those we serve get a 
I'lhole lot out of it. Thank You. 

JQseph Pr'lctor .... Treasllret .... Repcrt as follows: 

I'm grateful to be here. I've grovm a lot in the last fel724 
hours in spiritual principles, as I understand them of surrender 
and acceptance. I'm clean today and for that I'm grateful. It's 
the Twelve steps of HA and you people that have allowed me to do 
that. 'i'he treasurer' 5 report as of 6-8-82, we had an opening 
balance f.'rom the previous year of $969.08, as of 5-6-6'; \'Ie had 
donations if $7,211.50. That came to $8,180.58. As of 5-6-82 
'.'Ie had expenditures of $4,708.38 leaving us w:Lth a balance of 
$3,472.20. In regards to the unity through communication by the 
conference calls, other than the expenditures of possibly today 
for some copies and further supplies that's how we stand today. 

~jndy porter-Djeker .... Secretary •••• Report as fOllows: 

This has really been a lot of fun for me 50 far. These don't 
all haC£e to be dragcy. The only thin I' s like to ad~ is 'uha t 
Bo said I found out this year, and I've been in service for quite 
a 'lihile nc'::, :;: found out how much I didn't know, how much i have 
to learn, hoVi much of my program. I still need to Vlork on, but I 
also learned, probably foremost, to believe in the group conscious. 
That will guide this conference because I believe that no matter 
'::!~ct comes down here and belei ve me it it hadn't been for some 
~eople, Bob, ~teve, Bo, Joseph and everybody I talked to, 1 don't 
Imol7 if I'd have come because I had a lot of fear. I heard some
~here that fear is the lack of faith and sometimes ny faith gets 
a little shakey. I do believe that Ivhatever comes down at this 
c~nference is going to be right, because we're all here workin~ 
to':Jards the same thing. That is to help the addict who stell 
suffers and that is what it's all about. Getting all of this 
organized and bringing us together in some kind of unity is what's 
going to help us help that addict and help ourselves because we 
are aadicts. Beleive me. Look at us. I just want to thank every
one who sent all the letters, that called, that took time to jot 
a few lines and send it in the mail for their support because with
out it we couldn't have done it. I too would like to say, and 
this may be the last time I get to say anything and I like to talk, 
au t i to '.'IOuld like to s end a gre€Jting from Ron, who was at the 



conference last year. By the way, if anybody doesn't know, 
I'm Cindy Porter Dieker. I did get married this year. I just 
want to share two seconds of the most wonderful weddings I have 
ever been in and I've had 3. It vias an NA wedding, with all NA 
people there. It was super. ','Ie had a judge ask everone to join 
us at the end of the ceremony in the Serenity Prayer, he slipped 
and said "Cindy and Ron would like everyone to join them in the 
Sanity Prayer: which couldn't have been more appropriate at that 
point. I just want to thank all of you for loving me, helping 
me and mainly for helping me stay straight this year. This does 
it for me. You know some people's nitches are 12 Step work and 
some people's nitches are all kinds of things but I like to do 
service work. I've got a lot out of it. I just want to thank 
you all and I love you all even if I don't agree with you. 

Steve Bice •••• bhairperson •••• Report as follows: 

This is also kind of personal. More has happened in my life in 
NA this year tan any of the other years combined. I have received' 
calls from at least half of the people here and possibly most a 
them. I kept a ledger of the calls that came just to remind my
self of what went on. At times I've tried my best not to answer 
the questions and other times I've tried my best to answer the 
questions. At all times trying to be diplomatic without lying. 
It is a great learning experience. I would like to discribe our 
committee. I was the one who was dragging his feet for about 
6 months, Joseph was pushing, Bo was patiently waiting and Cindy 
was waiting for the other foot ot fall. 

iISC-82 BOARD OF TRUSTEES REPORT 

t-;bPC k SJ.dnn~r ... Gbajrperson ••••• Report as follows: 

Fortunately or unfortunately the chairman of the Voard of Trustees 
Those of you that remember last night I came down in a fairly decent 
pair 0 f slacks, today I wore a pair 0 f dungarees and tomorrow 
I'IJ1 going to ':Iear my cowboy boots and jeans for all you ki:;:kers 
from across the border. I would like at this time to introduce 
the Board of Trustees members that are here. If they will stand 
so I don't forget them. aill the Board 0 f Trustees members stand', 
Again, this year unless any member of the Board of Trustees objects, 
I ':Iill use the full names. Board present are David Clark, Cliff 
Craft, Hike Bohan, Sally Evans, Chuck Gates, Hank Magdaleno, Jim 
liichols, Jim Drinkwater. The Board of Trustees this year has been 
a lot <) f the controversy and we've gi ven afew decisions. Some 0 f 
you didn't know what we've said after \'le've said it, '.'Ie understood 
that. 1e give the best decision we can do at the time. At this 
time I would personally like to thank. this conference committee 
for doing a terrific job. I 'IIould also like to thank Steve [',ice, 
'::ho in Lis insani ty has regained sanity and kept this in perspec
tive and taken over a tremendous job and has done it well. As 
well as the rest of the committee. Host of all I would like to 
thank you re"9resentatives Vlho have been throughout your regions 
and did the footvlOrl~ and the most important part are of the_ ,ccgple 
you suspicious suckers sitting there in the back who don't even 
trust your representatives who came out here to go back and make 
this the best informed fellowship in the world.:ie have had IT.any 



problems during this year. There has been many wrongs this year 
and that's on all sides. The time has come that we forget the 
v~ongs and go for the solutions. The need is now and the time 
is now. ~'!e have faith that whatever. this fellowship brings into 
it that it is God's will and we, the B:Jard of Trustees, will, I'm 
sure, be willing to abide by it. At our last regular Trustees' 
meeting on, before anyone gets paranoid, we had a .Board of Trustees 
meetinglast night for the Board of Trustees, about the Board of 
Trustees. It had nothing to do with the fellowship. It is for 
our actions and reactions within this conference. How we will 
participate here so it does not effect the fellowship in any way. 
There will be no report on that meeting last night. I think you 
vnll find we are all individuals and we will voice our own opinions 
at this meeting so don't be looking for any minutes from last night. 
I set up a committee to run a fellowship or a report. I ~as placed 
in the fellowship report. lh~ response from it came in. I appoint
ed Sally to head up that committee. I want you to know we are 
going to pass it out now, only to the voting delegates, we feel 
that it should be diseminated to your areas, that is our business 
you can diseminate it to anybody you want to. Due to the expen
ditures of copying we only printed enough copies for the voting 
delegates. I want it understood that this is not a Board of 
Trustees Report. The Board of Trustees had nothing to do with 
it. It is a report that as the Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
formed a committee. This is the committees'reoort. It is there 
versiun of facts and figures that was submitted by you to them. 
'lou can do with it as you please. At this time Sally and some 
of her co-workers will pass out the report. I again want to 
emphasize this is not a Board of Trustees Report. It is a comm
ittees' report that I had appointed to make it. The Board of 
Trustees has not read or seen it. 1 myself have not read it or 
seen it. Ilobody has an edge on anybody, else. There has been 
some leaks as in all ','IATERGATE THINGS, I'm sure and a few people 
have got a peak here and there but nobody has seen the Reoort 
prior to this in its full content. Has all voting members of this 
fellowship recei~ed a report? ]e have had this year 4 resign 
froUl the Board. ,Ie have apPointed .3 neVI members, that is, David 
SJ.arke from California, Jack Bernstein from California, and Jim 
~ichols form Lincoln, Nebraska. Je now stand at 1.3 members. 
"e have 2 vacancies, and vle're not anxious to fill them. .Ie 
are looking for somebody with the expertise in different fields. 
There has been much paranoia bout us boting as a bolck, about the 
variations on this board. ','!e have a black, a chicano, a woman 
libber, a couple of Jevnsh boys, myself, who is an Okie, the 
sophisticated Dave now, and of cuurse, a foreigner by the name 
of James Drinkwater, so we have a pretty well covered the spectrUlp. 
The- ,Li~;h1:est number of years of cleanliness on the addicts members 
cwd ,,,hooting for 10 years. Svery member of the Board since I have 
been chairman has been put on because of their dedication or 
because '::0 felt 'lie could use them. "Ie have put many people on 
cne board fer various reasons. ,ie have put Dr. on expecting 
free medical advice, lawyers expecting free legal advice and we've 
gotten nothing from any of them. But we have a Board here that 
'!lhile 11e may be diversified in the method, we are all in accord 
~ith one thing and that is the Unity of NA and furtherance of 
growth to where and we see it coming to pass that no addict will 
ever need die \'nthout at least having had a chance at recovery. 
1 thini, '~hat's what all of you people who are here todsy for. 
:00 lets get on with the business so that we can get this thing 



J..lne to vlhere ~le can go back to our areas and do what we are 
suppose to do that is carrying the message to addicts and get 
those sick people off the street. 

')SC-02 FuLleY COl';}HTT1t~i 

Bob Rehmar. ,PoliCY Cbairperson •••• Report as follows: 

fhe activities of the policy committee this past year have 
produced material more material than was thought possible one 
year agcJ. For those who may not have heard, a lot of the mater
ial concerned the service manual and possible changes in the 
service manual. In the years 1976 thru 1979 committeess work
ing on the NA tree requested input and suggestions to update 
this material. There collective product after 3 years was the 
third edition. This past year particularly directly before and 
during and a~ter the MSRSC, many dedicated members truned their 
concern towards the Service Nanual. 'i/hat was a somewhat low key 
sub-committee before no" turned into a working and active arm 
of our Service Structure. It is with gratitude that we can re
port the support and contributions of members from Virginia, 
;"inneso ta, r,lissouri, Kansas, Pennsyl vania, Indiana, Tennessee, 
LOUisiana, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky and Ohio as always the 
constantsupport fom members in California. The ~SC Policy Sub
Committee held meetings in So. California, earlier in the year, 
however, 6 months follovdng the conference, fue Policy Committee 
held meetings and workshops in Nemphis, Tenn., This central 
location resulted in wide fellowship participation. The Memphis 
effort produced the proposed revisions to the 3rd edition of the 
service manual. Subsequent Policy Committee meetings were held 
in Atlanta during the South Eastern Central Regional Convention. 
in March. For collection of additional input and evaluation of 
the proposed revisions of the 3rd edition. The policy committee 
does not write policy. '.'Ie collect input concerning pglicy from 
the fellowship and compile this input for prsentation to the 
~SC. The proposed revisions of the 3rd edition of our Service 
Manual represents such a collection and compilation. This piece 
represents our best efforts to date. ,,'e are awaretht it is not 
perfect and we have received input to that effect. This input 
and proposed revisions of the 3rd edition is now in your hands, 
the represenatives of the group conscience of NA. Je are grate
ful fer the "articipation of so many concerned members, fellow
ship wide. Thank you for your input, personal involvement in 
policy meetings and '.'lorkshaps and cri tique of our efforts. Se 
uersonally thank our vice chairpersons, Larry N. of Va., Linda 
~. of Georgia and Bob D. of St. Louis •• 

,iSC-82 FL>!AHCr:; COMNITTa 

;3r-rao i3cQtt ... 1"-; Dance r;bai r!lersop •••• Report as follows: 

~ast year at this time at the donference we comprised a draft 
of a lGtter ehich was read at the conference last year to the 
fellowship. ~e asked for funds for the Conference basically to 
(j!'lerate which is the literature committee, H & I, and PI. The 
finance committee drafted the letter and read it, the conferenc 
approved it. At that time there were 7 members of that committee. 
~ach of us took certain states and typed, copied and mailed that 



letter through out the fellowshiP.. We got our mailing list, 
basically from the World Directory, and all sorts of addresses 
given at certain conferences thru the years. Whether or not any 
funds came in due to that letter the committee is not aware of 
because we do not control the treasury. I would like to thank 
Susan from Vancouver. She put in a lot of time and helped 
me a lot in putting it together and sending it our to the 
fellowship. I'll put a copy of the letter on that back table. 
You can take one and look at it. I sent out about 400 of them 
personally and I got about 17 returns. When letters came back 
saying the person had moved, I crossed their name off of the list. 
I'm hoping to get with the rest of the committee and get that 
list back together, and give it to WSC so that they have another 
mailing list to use. I personally don't know what I'm suppose 
to do to raise funds for the fellowship. We wrote a letter, we 
asked for money. I got a lot of letters back from members of 
the program telling me not to worry about it that God carried 
a wallet. I personally think that if we are going to pay for 
a book it's going to have to come out of our ovm pockets. I 
try to do the best I can for the fellowship. I just like serv
ing the program. I want to thank you for letting me S8rve you 
one more time. 

:iSC-82 LIL,,,iA'rURE COMHITTE.t;: 

Page G1l1bertsop .... I.; +eratpre eba; fperson ••• Report as follows: 

'The 'HSC-Literature Committee started off the year with ':ILC-5, 
which was held in ,"Jarren, Ohio, June 29 thru July 7. I twas 
directly after the Second East Coast Convention and drew much 
support from the convention. Chapters l,2,3,and 8 were re
written and edited and conference approved to be in final form • 
.'ie also worked on the following pamphlets: Just For Today; 
0ponsorship; Teenaged addiction; Approach to A Forth Step Guide; 
and H & I handbook was started. The states represented at that 
:;LC were: Fenn., Chio, Nebraska, \!irginia, California, Florida, 
Trmnessee, LOUisiana, Georgia, Oregon, Naryland, Nissouri, 
Ken tucky, Kansas, He'll Jersey, New York, Delaware, ~iississippi 
and Indiana. Our financial report on that conference: :fe had 
a total on donations of $2,598.00, total on debit of ~2,624.67; 
:,Le closed with a 1$26.67 debit which was made up from personal 
donations ()f Jim H, member of the Lit Committee. The items are 
broken dovm and copies are available. South florida hosted ,'ILC-
6, Jeptember 14-20, directly following '.'ieNA-ll. At the Miami 
conference chapter 4.5.6.7.9.and 10 were rewritten, edited and 
to be conference approved for final form. The rewrite and edit 
processed the 2nd part of Chapter 4, Living the i'rogram was 
incorporated into chapter 9. Hore work was done on an H & I 
handbook which was chaired by Bob 8. ,.'iSC-H & 1 Chair, I'lho was 
ina attendance. Th8 states rcprcs0nted in that conference were: 
OhiO, California, LOUisiana, Georgia, Florida, Indiana, Pennsyl
vania, Rllode Island, New Jersey, . Tennessee, New York, Kentucky, 
~1J.nnesota, Nebraska, Kansas and Uregon. The financial report 
on that was an income of $4,353.72. j~xpenditures t'-ltaling 
i~4 353.72. The reports are available upon request. WSCLC 
held 2 business meetings in MemphiS, about the 27th vf Nov. to 



go over the business for the rest of the year. Due to unexplain
ed absence of our chairman, elections for a chairman protemp 
were held, Jim M. was elected dhair and I vice chair protemp. 
About a weeks later Jim called me and told me that due to per
sonal service obligations in his region, he could not serve in 
that capacity. At which time the chairmanship was passed on 
to me shortly after this, the former chair, Roger T., sent in 
his written resignation. Roger did a good job while chairman 
and is responsible for all positive direction this year. 'NLC-, 
7 was held by the Greater Philadelphia ASC, January 15-17, 1982. 
To review the stories and obtain a good cross section of recovery 
experience in NA. At the close of the conference we had 47 ap
proved stories, including 5 from foreign countries. The states 
represented were: Pennsylvania, Kansas, Georgia, Delaware, New 
Jersey, Ohio and Kentucky. The donations for that conference 
totaled ,)648.00 and debits totaled $689.05. This was compiled 
by Roy D. with limited information. There was a deficit total
ing $41.05 as of this report. It is unknown whether the account 
has been closed. Put an addendum on that saying Page C. made 
up the $41.05 deficit and the account has been closed. Copies 
of reports available. We have 6 pamphlets and 2 handbooks that 
are in the category of "work inprogress" at the present time. 
;;ie have the ~Just For Today~ pamphlet, which was originally Chapter 
9 and it got edited and rewritten so many times it became IF 
form and its approved by the committee and ready to be mailed 
for fellowship approval. There were 4 pamphlets which were 
turned o',rr to,;SO in 1979 and to the best of my knowledge con
ference annroved and literature committee does not have access 
to those.--';'Ie have 4 ','1SC approved pamphlets and 1 literature 
commi ttee approved pamphlet. 'lie already have new literature 
The Philadelphia area headed by Pete B., a committee member, 
is working on a history for the appendix of our basic text. In 
the process of compiling the history hi's also going over the 
minutes and pulling the motions carried so the Literature Com
mittGe will have a policy. Linda H., the committee secretary, 
and librarian, has been working on dupicating the :iorld Lit. 
files so the originals can be given to the archives. Our Lit. 
committee files are comprised of 5 footlockers full of stuff. 
In the process that has cost us to date 8327.42 that we have 
in that as of today, but she's Vlorking on it. To the best of 
r.ly knowlGdge we have duplicated everything on the work done 
in progress so that that's available to the Regions so that 
the regions can initiate work on this material withour the 
,'iLC having to go there. In the process of mailing out e'rery-::: 
thing there 'lias a mailing list that formed some some 1900 
names. It was requested by Steve B., the chairman, and I gave 
him a fully updated copy yesterday. I also have a copy and I 
beleive Joseph also has a copy. So we have in the process a 
good world directory and I think that's great.,}e compiled 
our membershi9 roster the other night and we have 29B let. 
committee members. Stelle has a copy and the original wiil go 
in the file. As for as oun lit. cimmittee treasurers report, 
1 b leive I'll just go on with this and defer to Roy Ilho is lit, 
treasurer. The input on the stories we have everything that 



has come in. I jsut haven't had time to compile the input.' 
Copies of all financial reports are available as are copies 
of all of the minutes. These are 6.5.and 7 right here and I 
beleive Bo has 1-4. 

Roy Literature Committee Treasurer's Report: I'll just give 
you a brief thing on the financial status of the Literature 
Sub-Committee. We opened an account in Lisbon, Ohio. We did 
that in the proximity of the Literature Committee Chairman. We 
deposited some checks from the Chairman and he was unavailable 
to give me any information just through lack of communication, 
basically as to where that particular money came from. There 
were deposits of $15. and $100. Bxpenditures: Federal ixpress 
$35.; Post master-$27.10; and Chairman's check-$50.00. Depisits 
back by the chairman-$86.78. Deposits from WLC-6 in Miami for 
$825.; MSRSC for World Literature Mailing for $275.; Expenditure
for Zerox $350.; Expenditure-for IBM $165.~6; Secretary expenses
for Linda $100 •• At the end of November that left us a balance 
of $24.32, which then carried on into January because of no 
activity beyond that.January 15th - Deposited a check from WSC 
for 111,000. --Expenditures: Theresa 'iI. for 'NLC-7 $300.; Page for 
mailing $494.; Librarian, Secretary expenses $100.; Table and 
chairs rental ','ILC-7 $73.; Deposit from WSC Treasury 1173.; Mail
ing a f the minutes for ':VLC-7 $100.; Deposi t from WSC treasurer 
$960.; Linda M. secretary expenses $100.; copying of Literature 
files ';429.24; ';'iLC-7 phone bills $304.11; this leaves a total of 
$143.97 as of right now. End of Literature Report. 

BROKE F0R 20 MINUTES •••••••• 

i.'ISC-PUBLIC INFORMATION COMMITTEE: 

~i,~A~R~R~Y~N~C~IR~TuH~ ____ ~P.T~G~b~aujur~p~e~r~5~Q~n~ ••• geport as follows: 

Ny Committee,after we left the conference last year, didn't 
hRve any contact,with each other for a while.:le didn't do very 
much. One of the things that really helped was the fellowship 
report that the Administrative Committee put out. I got a lot 
of letters from allover, a lot of minutes from people. A lot 
of people just requested PI pamphlets. A lot of people didn't 
know we had those. That's realll another very important thing 
that '.'Ie need to get out and need to \'lark on this coming year: 
Getting the information out that we do have things available. 
That's just about all we did. ]e sent out the PI kits. Same 
people wanted to know how to start a phone line. '''Ie sent them 
an examule of what we did in Santa Rosa. ':'1e had an examole of 
how we started a phone line and how we had all of the hours down 
and how we ran the whole answering service. I sent those out as 
0xamples. That's all we did during the whole year. '.'Ie didn't 
send any money. For the next year we got a ton of input for the 
next chairnerson • 

.{SC-Q2 HO.:il'ITAL AIm INSTITUTIOHS CC)HtHTTg:: 

50b Rer"h. H & T Chairperson ••• Report as follows: 

I am a charter member of the "Sicker than others group" in 
Hiami, ~'lorida. As we all know from the reports fl"'om all of 



the delegates, that H & I seems to be growing allover the coun
try. The first thing lid like to do is to offer my thanks to 
Joseph because he was the one who came out with the stationary 
that had the list of committees, chairmen, and where they could 
be located. Thanks a lot Joseph. I have been a participant in 
the WSC for this is my 3rd or 4th year. I have been chairman of 
the H & I Committee for, this is my second term in 3 years. Over 
this past year live never had so much request for information. 
Telephone calls, people wanting to know what's going on. I wasn't 
so precise as Steve to keep a list of telephone calls from through
out the country but I can really say that there was many of them. 
We've been requesting that people from other areas send us lists 
of where your H & I meetings are, progress of H & I in your areas. 
We haven't had tooo much input on that, live got most of my info
rmation as far as the growth of H & I today, when I was listening 
to the delegates reports. Right along we've been requesting stories 
from throughout the fellowship from people who have come into the 
program of NA from an institution whether it was a hospital, a nut 
house or penitentiary. We'd like to have your stories because 
we're trying to develop some Ipls so that some sucker sitting in 
the jOint or whatever, can pick it up and easily relate to what's 
happening. We havenlt had to much help in that area. Jhen I 
received this communication from John down in Miami stating that 
the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services had sent out 
a directive that in all of their recovery programs that the pro
gram of i>lA be utilized and it wasn 't utilized they wanted to know 
vlhy. They wanted everybody tobe informed that NA was there and 
available. I was just discussing with a person from Ohio that 
within these next couple of weeks he was going to be having lunch 
wi th the secretary 0 f the Department of Health and Rehab. Services 
out of Ohio. He's got a beautiful opportunity to give them that 
little shot where we can have the same thing in Ohio that they 
got in Florida. /1aybe one of·these days it will be an ongoing 
thing throughout the U.S., that NA is utilized. That's all in 
the future. National procrastination week has been postponed 
until next month ·folks. ~e were given permission by WSC to open 
up a bank account for world service H & 1. Throughout the U:'S. 
and the world there has been a lot of controversy ranging around 
the H & I literature cans. Your put a literature can in or pass 
it or whatever it is. There is one primary purpose for that can, 
tha tis to carry the message to the addic t vlho st::'2.1 suffers, whe
ther it's a hoc}ital, a nut house or a penitentiary. Because 
those people are not in a position to buy their olVn literature. 
if your from an area that isn't passing the H & I can, it's legal 
folks, IOU got some sitting in the back of the room tell-
ing you you can't pass an H & I can in this meeting, that person 
sitting in the back of the room is wrong. You can and should 
pass thQ.t can. The people from Florida passed a can in ~:iami. 
;>lot all those areas are as rich as they are in t'~i...mi. I tis as 
simple as that in Florida, the sick ones coming into the program 
1.()aded Gown '-1i th gold, they hi t their bot toms in the backseats 
of 450 S1 's, there I was sitting in the back 0 f my 450 3L and I 
barfed allover my persian rug. Aint that a • Those 
cats cracked me up.rhat' s ,:.hy they develQped a "sicker than 
others group" dow,," there and 1 had to join that one. Passing 
that can is a very, very important part of this thing called 
Recovery, because there's a lot of people sitting in those places 
tha t .iust don I t know, It mal{es me feel good to hear rom Ohio. 



The people in Ohio's got something going that is fantastic. 
I've been getting reports out of there from a guy named Mike T. 
or Ron T •• He sends me beautiful reports on what they're doing. 
They are really moving. I wish we were mOving as fast in Calif
ornia. Just 3 weeks ago we had an open house at the Sierra Con
servation Camp up in Jamestowm, Ca., and it's a.light weight pen
itentiary. It was built for 800 inmates and they have 1,600 or 
1,700 there. Instead of sending the minimum sercurity inmates 
there, they are sending hardcore from maximum security prisons 
up there and the place needs help. They were having an open 
house and throughout the Bay area we circulated around there and 
we informed a lot of people and we got a lot of people saying 
they were going •. There must have been 50 or 60 people said they 
were going. We double clutched it as far as getting cleared and 
when the time came to go up there, there were 6 people. I ---
nearly cried, I was ashamed. We recieved a call from a lady in 
Washington, D.C. who was working for the National Broadcasting 
System. They wanted to do a thing about using and recovering 
from the so call recreational drugs. I_passed it over to Larry 
and they had that not to long ago. I didn't have an opportunity 
to see it but from what I've heard I'm glad I didn't see it. 
They never give NA a stroke. Nobody will say how did you get 
clean and sober. Even if your looking at the 9ack of a dude or 
ladies head ther's NA. Adolescent meeting at Marshall Hale hos
pital in San Francisco. It's really nice to walk in ther and see 
children. 'Hhile I was si tj;ing here listening to all you Regional 
delegated tell us about your dynamite H & I committee meetings 
in your various regions and areas. ',:hat we're trying to do in 
Jorld Service is to develop a directory where we've got a list 
of all these meetings. What we want is information on where your 
meetings are, on what day, at what time and who is your outside 
sponsor. How is the meeting conducted? How long has it been 
gOing on. '['his has bee'n an on-going thing for a long time. ;'Ie 
need this information if lVe are to get you information. 'lIe just 
put together our H & I handbook. There is just one more thing 
to add. ':Ie could have had it for this conference but I'll take 
the heat. I made a decision that I wasn't going to bring this 
H & I thing before you people because we had too much stuff 
gOing on around here. I know and you know that we're going to 
be busy here. I think somebody ought to write a book when this 
is over called "NA COl'1ES OF AGE". Let's do it that way. ::ihen 
you pass these H & I cans as I suggested, if you have a lot of 
literature for your H & I meeting, you should keep a prudent 
reserve of money to re-order your literature. If you find that 
your prudent reserve running over, send it to World Service H & I 
becaulSe there are a lot of people out there who are just coming 
up in H & I and we need help. ':Ie have $523. in the ',:!orld Service 
H & I account. That money came from N. California. :'/e need 
help and the only way we're gOing to get it is that you people 
go back tc where you came from and shake the cans. After elec
tions that 5523. is going to the next H & 1 chairman. 

;'jORLD <:iERVIC2 OFFICE. INC. REPORT: 

Ph j J Perez c'· Prc~i d eDt. c. Report as follows: 

I didn't know this was coming out. I heard something about it 
but I'm really concerned because I've seen a lot of information 
h~re and we worked on the report and made some changes on it. 



~:lhat I'd like to do right now at this conference is read the 
financial report and when my report comes, it's not here yet, 
read it. Je made some changes last night like I said and I 
don't have it , as soon as I get it I will read it to the fellow
ship. I will read the financial report for fiscal year 81-82. 
I'd pass those out but first of all I'd like to read: 
The 1978 clorld Service Office Financial Report: Review sales 
frum April 1977 to the 28th of 1978; . 
Review sales $4,330.00' 
Donations 500.00 
Exnenditures 
Printing 
Nailing 
Rent for 2 months 
7elephone 
i'iisc. supplies 
:3tationary 
Paper 

--------
3,091.00 

671.00 
100.00 
501.99 
444.00 
283.00 

_-=6l::..!..11-
Total j;5, 154.38 

That left the':/SO a balance of ~210.79. Inventory build-up 
approximately $500.00 paid for. 

Depreciative assets 
Accou;;ts Receivable 
Grand total for the year 

---From 81-82--
Literature Sales 
Donations 
Interest from Savings 

Printing 
Pacific TeleDhone 
United Parcel PO 
Rent 
::iupplies 
hlsc. 
~quipment Repairs 
Depreciation 

Total Income 

Total ,"xnenses 
Net Income 

---Balance Sheet---
Checking 
Savings 
accounts Recievable 
Literature Inventory 
Equipment cost, liss dep. 
Liabili ties 

Total Net ~Vorth 

$ 540.00 
250.00 

$1,500.00 

$53,199.98 
11,726.23 

61.54 
$64,987.75 
22,239.60 
2,267.26 
5,626.07 
9,600.00 
8,648.77 
2,382.11 

880.70 
410.00 

$52,361.00 
12,626.75 

$ 1,960.33 
2,361,54 
8,900.00 

11,900.00 
954.00 

none 
:i26,075.87 

8:;0 Starter Kits were sent out this year '~ $5.00 each. 
UPS packages - 1,600 
Letters - 900 



What we' 'Ie done to keep up with the World Directory is just 
purchased a word processor. We looked around for this and we 
finally found one. We have gone ahead and purchased it, to 
up-date the World Service Directory. I don't like verbally doing 
this. I know some of the things that are in the report, I'd 
rather have it read but I can give you a basic context and every
body here, before the conference is over will have a copy of it. 
I see some extra work I have to do here and I vdll also provide 
the necessary information for this conference. Don't panic, a 
lot of times you feel that the WSO doesn't hear what your ask
ing these questions. Sometimes it comes indirectly or directly 
Nost of the time it comes indirectly. We don't really hear it 
but we do have phone conversations and letters and we've been 
trying to keep up with the fellowship and their basic needs. 
We just got done doing a new state charter to enable the fellow
ship to feel more a part of ,ISO because this has been one of the 
biggest kickers in the past and we've worked hard on this to 
improve it. The Board of Directors at WSO should be nominated 
at the conference. They should be an active board. There should 
be no dead weight. This has been my first year and it has been 
hard because I've been trying to keep up. Every time you think 
something is done something else pops up. I would just like the 
fellowship to allow us to do our j~b. This vdll come about. 
','Jhat we'd like to do in working with the literature committee is 
send out review copies so we don't have that conflict. That the 
literature committee would compile and we would distribute all 
review copies to the fellowship. This hasn't been done in the 
past. I don't know why. I see that as a big change. That 
should worl~ out fine. I will have another report as soon as it 
comes, I have a lot of faith it will because I'll kill them. 
1 still have a 10 page written report to give to the conference. 
',ie didn't see this but a lot of the answers are in it. You'll 
have to take my word for it right now but as soon as I read the 
report you'll understand. 

Steve -Chairperscin- added, I don't see any difficulty Vlith post
poning that report. That would be my decision and if somebody 
wants to address that. There was some discussion on when this 
report would be given. Decission was that it would be given as 
soon as possible. 

steve then stated: I have a couple of items that were sent to 
me and I think this is the time to ask you as I told these people 
that I would do this. This is from the Central Indiana ASC and 
they wrote a report. I would like to <ilk for a voice vote if you 
Vlould like to hear it. This is to the Administrative Committee: 
and to the fellow addicts: a. '.'Ie are wri ting on behalf 0 f the NA 
members in Central Indiana in order that you, the ;VSC, might 
knoVi our feelings, thoughts and concerns. No one from our area 
has the opportunity to attend this yee.r's 'VSC, but we want to 
be heard through this letter. If this may be used as a proxy 
vote then please include us in the ballot,.if not then we re
quest this letter be read. The groups in our area held meetings 
in which issues before the ':JSC were discussed and group sonscience 
was taken. The proposed text service manual and stories Vlere all 
rejected in the±r present form. The reasons given that the groups 
feeling that there has been a lack of availability to these pieces 



of literature to most Indiana members coupled with the feeling 
that people would rather wait until a more informed group con
science could be made. Hov/ever, the groups wished to express 
their appreciationmd gratitude to those memvers who had given 
their time and effort to these projects. But our feeling is 
Easy Does It, Lets publish more copies of the purposed litera-
ture and get more addicts involved. We have gotten the feeling 
right or wrong, that many of uS.in service work take ourselves 
too seriously. What we do seems so important that we lose sight 
of the fact that we do not govern. We have felt on occasion that 
some trusted servants have told us what we can say, do, or read 
in an autonomous NA meeting. We emphasize that is a feeling and 
feelings aren't necessair.ly facts. 'ile also believe we got as 
sick as possible to qualify for the program and vIe are entitled 
to use any and all means to help our recovery vdthout the fear 
of being labled as something less than a hardcore addict. We 
are interested, and at times amused, at the controversy between 
',"JSC and '.'ISO. 'He have no facts. 'He have not seen a financial 
statement from WSO therefore, we request one. The interesting 
fact remain that we have grolm from 3 addicts and one meeting to 
many addicts and 9 meetings in less than two years, not knovdng 
about this problem The message was carried none the less. Again, 
we are in NA taking ourselves too seriously .,Ve are stell plac
ing principles befor~ personalities or has that gotten juxtaposed. 
;/e know that in NA everything begins vdth the recovering addict. 
How easily we forget where we came from. '!Iorld service was or
ganized for the benefit of the individual members. World service 
does not govern.;lhen we recieve minutes from the WSC that, in
clude the decisions of the Board of Trustees we feel that the de
cisions come to us in the form of directives and not as suggestions, 
naturally as addicts we rebel at orders. We can accept suggestions 
Like other areas in the country we are going through the grovdng 
pains and why not. Just as there is pain in individual growth, 
so there must be with growth on all livels of NA. The Central 
Indiana ASC's froup conscience is expressed in this letter. If 
opinions did not "differ then there would be no need for ,'ISC. We 
be1eive in the fellowship of NA and staying clean. :Ie fear that 
directives stell destroy the fellowship as we know it and create 
the atmosphere of cultism. ','Ie love you all and we need you. 
Take care and easy does it. In loving fellowship, Central Indiana." 

The other one is a request from Reno. Neyeda ••••• Hy name is Bruce 
G., ,\SR for Reno. The reason for this letter is to appllj for a 
vote at :ISC in Santa Monica. I can only make the last 3 days 
of the conference Hay 7, 8, & 9th. Please write back and let 
us know if you can by Hay 7th. It's short notice I know, but 
it's the best I could do. 
steve replied: I wrote a letter back to them stating that I 
would if given a chance, and I just took it, read this and leave 
it UP to youl That they should call and I gave Sidney's phone 
llumber. So J. am presenting that to you. If I don't hear any
thing I wilt just let it go. They are asking for a vote. Poss
ibly the way to treat that is just wait until they show up and 
listen to them then or you can let this go now. 
page moved to adopt as poJjcy for thjs and fut11re ."VSC that in ~ 
the preparatj on m,adtc.5. Beare sboul d be exercj sed to ornj t incJus
ions of oDinions in the minutes. Informative reports may be 



presented in such detail and length as necessary but exclude 
private opinjons, Opinions in djscllssjon, points ra,:ise d during 
dj SCHSS; on Of reIJorts and mot; ons ShoUl d be exel nded_ The, rea
son for the motion being that the breakdown of the 1981 minutes 
reflected approx. 29 motions, 20 of which were reported anony
mously and 9 of which gave peoples names. 13 items of discussion 
were also connected personalities. I feel the minutes should 
reflect only information and that the source of that information 
is all that should be reflected. 

Bob S.-parliamentarian-raised a question. You're in the period 
of time receiving reports. I' have not seen on your agenda I'/here 
you anticipate approving the minutes of the meeting a year ago. 
If this is in commection with approval of the minutes of a year 
ago then at the time tau approve the minutes of a year ag~ that 
this would be appropriate because that is apparently what it is 
refering to. Othenlise, if it's not, this should be considered 
new bUSiness, and should not be conducted at this time. 

Steve-Chairperson:that is part of old business which is right 
now so I think then, if we wonld go into our old minutes, last 
year's minutes, then it would be in order. Bgb B. seconded.,.. "L" 
Reaffirmation of bating members ••• 40 plus 1. 
Discussion of motiqn followed. 
Motion re-stated: To adopt as policy for this and future WSC's 
that in preparation of minutes of the meetings, care should be 
exercised to omit inclusion opinions in the minutes, Infor
mative reports may be presented in such detail and length as 
necessary but exclude private opinion, opinions and discussion 
points raised during discussion of reports and motions should be 
excluded. Hare discussion. Vote called. Motion failed. 

Roy moyed: that he would li),e to support deferrment 0 f WSQ re
Dort in interest of fellowship questions and would Uke to ask 
that the 0SC-Board of Trustees sub-committee stlldy be read into 
the mi Dlltes dl recny befOre the !'ISO reDort. Seconded, dig
cussion followed •••• Hotion restated: iVould like to support de
ferrment of !'ISO ReDort in interest of fellowship Questions and 
would like to ask th~t the ~s Board of Trustees sub-committee 
study be read into the minutes directly before theF;o reDort. 
l"arry amended motion: that the study be included in the minutes 
rather than read. ~econded by Motorcycle Ed. Call for vote. 
['!otion restated plus amendment. ~[otion passed. 

Joseph raised point of question. Bob narliamentarian.replied: 
If an amendment had been offered and seconded or recognized by 
the chairman then i"/e haven't voted on that amendment. The action 
tal~e to count the voted here would not take effect here. You 
have first to vete on the amendm',,!pt and then vote on this motion. 
If that's the circumstance then it's UD to you to make the decis
len whether that is cerrect ur incorre~t and we will go form 
there. • 

Steve-Chairman- It was incorrect because we didn't. '.'fe had 
an amendment and did not vote on the amendment. 1'he vote was 
then nullified. 



steve stated that we have to vote on the amendement which is 
"to read into the minutes. -- to strike read and insert included. 

Chucl\ 'So -made amendment: that any reference to this renort 
made by ~SO. that portion of the report being made of, by the 
i:/SO, be read" and included in the minutes, instead of the whole 
thing. Parlimentarian then clarified. Chuck G. seconded. 
Bob-~arliamentarian- So that we don't have a misunderstanding 
about this what he has suggested is amended by substitution 
Amended by substitution is handle~ fundamentally the same way 
as a regular amendment because he's changing the direction of 
it here. If you want the direction changed the way he is 
suggestion then you adopt that amendment. Discussion followed 
amendment. Vote called on amendment. Much more discussion. 
Lynn called for a vote on amended amendment. 
Motion restated: 'ilould like to support deferrment of !NSO reports, 
and would like to ask that WS-Board of Trustees' sub-committee 
study be included and any reference to this report refered to 
by WSO Report be read and included in the minutes. More discus
sion, parlimentarian clarified. [,mended amendment defeated. 

1-I1ion now read: 'Hould like to supOort deferrment of ';/50 renort 
and would like to ask that World service Board of Trl]stees' sllb
committee study be included into minutes directly before the 
World Service Report. Call for a vote. Passed. 

Cindy D.-Motion-I move that we approve the minutes of the 1981 
minutes of WSC as distributed. Seconded by Mindy. Disscussion 
and questions. Call for a vote. Passed by majority. 

Phil P. asked to continue wi th \'ISO Report. Phil then asked 
Doug F., V. President of NSO Board, to read the report. At 
this point the chair questioned that this was out of order. 
Much discussion on this because Doug F. was not a conference 
participant, therefore can not address the conference, as this 
would call for a change. 
Phil P. made a motion: Motion to susnend the rules to allow 
a non-narticicant to read the \'ISO report. 
""At this point there was a 10 min. recess. 

Chairman, Steve, suggested that ",150 have a written report here 
sometime tomorrow, due to all of these issues. Asked the con
ference to accept his decissionand go on Vii th business. This 
was agreed to by partiCipants. 

i':L2CTION OF ':JSC-OFFICERS for 1 g82-83: 

Duties and qualifications read from Service Structure. 
Ngmipatic)ps onened for Chairnersoo: 

Bryan nominated 20 5. Seconded by hindy ivi .. 
Bob • Joseph 1'. ---Declined. 
Gene " Mac. ----Declined 
l)age " Tommy B. Seconded by Bob B. 

? " Chuck .:3. ---Declined • 
hoved and seconded that nominations be closed. 



Each nominee gave brief qualifications. Discussion on how 
we were going to vote. ~Ch~u~c~k~Su,~m~a~d~e~a~m~o~t~i~o~n~t~h~e~a~t~wn£e~h~auy~e~ 
a secret ballot. instead of voice vote. Seconded. Passeg. 

BOB REHMAR ~lected Chairperson. 

NOMINATIONS fOR VICE-CHAIRPERSON: 
James nominated Cindy. Seconded by Lynn. 

? II Bryan. ---Declined 
Bob B. nominated. --Declined 
Bo S. " • --Declined 
Lorraine " • --Declined 
Roy D. " • --Declined 
Sally " • --Declined 
Martin C." • --Declined 
Bud F. " • --Declin~d 
Page nominated George H. Seconded by Bob. 
Moved and seconded that nominations be closed. 
Nominees gave brief qualifications. 
GEORGE H. elected Vice Chairperson. 

**Due to the fact that most of the nominations were made from 
the floor, net the mike, it was impossible to hear vlho made 'and 
seconded the nominations, therefore they are not included. 

NOMINATIONS FOR 
Gina nominated. 
Nicky" • 
Linda" • 
Page " • 
Lynn " • 

SECR~TARY; 

Seconded. 
Seconded. 
Seconded. 
Seconded. 
Seconded. 

Declined. 

I'joved and seconded that nominations be closed. 
Nominees gave brief qualifications. 
NICKY '3 1 ected SecretarY. 

iiOMHATIONS FOR TREASURER: 
Martin C. nominated. Seconded. 
KeVin F. " • Seconded. 
Eo S. II • Seconded. 
Moved and seconded that nominations be closed. 
Uominees gave brief qualifications. 
Kevin Faye elected Treasurer. 

Meeting adjourned at this time. 



FRIDAY - MAY 7. 19B2 - Morning Session: 

steve B., chairperson, opened the meeting with a moment of 
Silence, followed by" the Serenity Prayer. Bo read the 12 
Tradi tions. 

:JORLD S~RflICY;; ~FFICE EEPORr Phi~ Po, President of:ISO 
Board 0 lrec ors: epor as fOLlows: 
I need to read proof, this came 2-27-82, S.R.C.N.A.-Atlanta, 
Ga •• "The recent activities of the ','Jorld Service Office, Inc., 
including propaganda, poisonous communications, self-appointed 
Board of Directors, irresponsible business practices, violates 
our 1st, 2nd and 9th Tradition, propose that the NSC disfranchise 
WSO, Inc. and create a new service center, administrated by the 
Board of Directors, elected by the ',Vorld Service Conference." 
I \'Iould like to show one thing while we're finding this. It 
stated on this that, I don't know what the Board did or the Board 
of Trustees did last year about the cop]rights, and I have them 
e.ll here, stamped and proof, I don't lmoVi how or Vlho went dovm 
there, no names were given.':e had a meeting last night, of the 
Board, and 'Ne \'lent over that ':;hole thing and a lot of that '.'las 
done, really we can bring this up at a sub-co=ittee at ':ISO 
after '.'Ie get into that, because we have answers to all of that. 
But if you need to "see~oof of the copyrights to set a lot of 
this tension straight and get everything going right, I have 
them. After my report I'll present that. (PartiCipants wished 
to see them at that point, they were passed around and told 
copies '/lould be made.) Here's something else from the same state
ment "Carena, % Narcotics Anonymous", that answers something 
else that \'las stated on the, I don't even know what to call it, 
ok, here's the Service structure that was approved on and estab
lished. (At this point further discUssion followed about the lack 
of co=unica tion bty;. the Board 0 f Trustees and the Boa:r;-d 0 f 
Directors of ':50.) ":ie'll make copies of this also. I'd like 
to read something out of the Service Manual about the ~SO (pg.21. 
parag. 1; parag. 3; page 22, parag. 1 & 2) I beleive I'm wind
ing down here. Also, 'f/hat this is, this year, we haven't been 
sitting, not doing anything, Vie have been sitting and thinking 
about the fello\'lshipand working very hard. It becomes very 
frustrating ':,hen VIe si t, and '.'Ie '!Jork hard and "'Ie see all this 
l,ropaganda going around the country and ho\'l do you expect a 
Joard to ",'!Ork and get the sUPl,ort of the fellowship, when we 
have certain ocollie that '.'lant to disrupt it and are not willinp; 
to follol'l the structure. Jhat l'Ie did, '.'Ie ~rew up a new State 
·~harter. This 'ilill enable to emprove the ".50. ','e realize 
there \'lere changes that needed to be made and like I stated ear
lier, '::hen I read the financial report, we are gOing to be tak
ing nominations form the conference for Board Hembers. "::e will 
conduct ourselves the same as the Board of Trustees do, we will 
select them at a meeting we'll have and they will fullfill a 
post at the JSC. Also, too, these aren't outside issues, if 
you are wlillng to .Look at them, '1Ti te us and ':Ie will send you 
a copy. Hight now, oll:r:Board meetings are closed, but there jz 
a good chance they will be opening up to people that work in 
the office, and God knows what's [oing to happen in the future, 
but right now we're trying to do the service of the fellowship. 
Je're expanding a lot, we're looking to certain people around-
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WORLD FELLOWSHIP REPORT 1982 

W.S.O. Inc. 
8061 Vineland Ave. 

Sun Valley. CA 913S2'()622 
213/768-6203 

IN THE PAST YEAR, THERE HAVE BEEN MANY MANY, MISCONCEPTIONS 
OF WHAT THE W.S.O. IN FACT IS. WHAT CARENA IS. 
IT IS OUR INTENTIONS TODAY, TO MAKE CLEAR WHAT IN FACT, 
THIS VERY IMPORTANT AND NECESSARY SERVICE BOARD OF NARCOTICS 
ANONYMOUS, DQES. FIRSTLY IT SHOULD BE UNDERS100D, THAT 
WE ARE BOUND BY THE SAME TRADITIONS THAT ANY OTHER SOURCE 
PART OF N.A. IS. IT IS IN OUR LEGAL CHARTER. THUSLY, IN 
ABIDING BY THEM WE ARE ALSO PRIVILEDGED TO THEM. MEANING 
THAT WE TO ARE AUTONOMOUS, 
BOARD, A NA AS A WHOLE. 
THIS SEEMS TO BE THE POINT OF CONTENTION AT THIS POINT IN 
TIME. 

THE W.S,O; OFFICE OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS AND CARENA, ARE 
NOT OUTSIDE ISSUES. WHEN YOU ATTACK EITHER ONE FOR ANY 
REASON, YOU ARE DIRECTLY ATTACKING NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS, 
BECAUSE THAT IS THE PLAIN AND SIMPLE TRUTH. IT IS AGAINST 
THE TRADITIONS FOR ANY SERVICE BOARD.IN ANY SEGMENT TO TRY 
TO DESTROY, AND STOP THE WORK OF ANOTHER, WITHIN THE 
BONDARIES OF THE TRADITIONS OF LAW, WE ARE THE LEGAL ENTITY 
IN DOCUMENTED FORM, WHICH MAKES IT POSSIBLE FOR THIS FEllOW
SHIP TO LEGALLY CONDUCT BUSINESS. 
As MUCH AS THERE ARE THOSE WHOM WOULD LIKE TO MOVE THE WSO 
FROM IT'S FOUNDING PLACE (SUN VALLEY, CA.) THIS IS NOT POSSIBLE. 
THIS IS THE HOME OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS. You CAN'T CHANGE ' 
HISTORY. 
CARENA, IS NOT A THREAT, A SEPARATE ENTERPRIST, A ORGANIZATION. 
SIMPLY STATED, IT IS A REGISTERED LEGAL DOCUMENT, ( A PIECE OF 
PAPER IF YOU WILL). HAT PROTECTS US FROM INFRINGEMENT PLAGERISM. 
FROM AN OTHER ELEMENT FROM WITHIN A WITHOUT, WHOM WOULD TRY TO 
USE US IN ANY WHERE FOR THEIR BENEFIT. IN SHORT, CARENA IS 
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ADMINISTRATED BY THE W.S.O. OF NARCOTICS AGAIN AS A POINT OF 
LEGALTY. POINT OF FACT AT THIS POINT IN TIME. NOTHING CAN 
HERETOFORE WE PRINTED IN NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS, WITHOUT THE 
EXPRESSED WISHES AND PERMISSION FROM THE W.S.O. INC. OF 
NARCOTICS. WE ARE ESPECIALLY AWARE AT THIS TIME THAT OUR 
APPROVED LITERATURE IS BEING PRINTED OUTSIDE OF THE CALIFORNIA. 

lEE G!!IPELIM~ THIS IS ILLEGAL, IT MUST STOP, OR All THOSE INVOLVED Will HAVE TO 
3LUE. ANSWER TO A FEDERAL ATTORNEY,. AND PROBABLY. FACE PROSECUTION. 

SEE ARCHIVES 

MONI~& BEING COLLECTED, SPENT AND NOT REPORTED TO THE FEDERAL 
GOVERNEMENT THROUGH THE WORLD SERVICE OFFFICE OF NARCOTICS, ARE 
ALSO LIABLE TO FEDERAL STATUTE. NO-ONE HAS THAT RIGHT. THAT 
IS WHY THIS SYSTEM WAS DEVISED. To KEEP ALL OF OUR DEALINGS 
LEGAL, AND MAKEIT POSSIFlE FOR US TO CONTINUE OUR WORK IN 
A RIGHT MANNER. 
WE CID IN THE PAST YEAR RETAIN AN ATTORNEY BECUASE IT IS 
GETTING INCREASINGLY COMPLEX TO DEAL WITH ALL THAT HAS TRANS~ 
PIRED ARE THE PAST COUPLE OF YEARS. HOPEFULLY WE WILL THIS YEAR 
DEAL WITH THE MISCONCEPTIONS AND END THEM FOR ALL TIMES. 
IT CAME TO OUR ATTENTION SOME TIME AGO THAT THE POLICY COMMITTEE, 
GIVEN NO DIRECTIVE BY THE CONFERENCE. OPERATING AS FREE AGENTS, 
DECIDED ONCE MORE TO CHANGE THE STRUCTURE (GUIDELINES). THIS 
IS ILLEGAL, .IMMORAL AND AGAINST THE TRADITIONS. FOR ANY COMMITTEE 
TO DECIDE TO WRITE GUIDELINES FOR ANY OTHER COMMITTEE IS LUDICIOUS. 
THIS UNPRECEDENTED MOVE, HAS PUT NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS BACK 29 
YEARS, WHEN NA WAS JUST A MEETING AND HADN'T EVEN VOTED··ON THE 
TRADITION YET. THIS IS TOTALLY OUT OF ORDER, AND WE CAN SURMISE 
THE MOTIVES INVOLVED. FURTHER MORE, WE REGRET AND REFUSE TO 

SEE FELLOWSHIP DISCUSS THE CHANGING OF OUR GUIDELINES, EXCEPT THROUGH THE PROPER 

REPORT. CHANNELS. WE WILL TAKE ALL SUGGESTIONS INTO CONSIDERATION. As 
FAR AS THE FELLOWSHIP EVEN VOTING ON THAT ISSUE. WE REPEAT, THE 
CONFERENCE GAVE NO DIRECTIVE TO ANYTONE TO CHANGE THE GUIDELINES, 
LET ALONE ILLEGALLY PRINT, AND DISPERSE ~HEM, (IE THE GREEN BOOK). 
WHO IN FACT GAVE PERMISSION AND FUNDS FOR THAT PURPOSE. THESE 
AND MANY OTHER QUESTIONS SHOULD BE ASKED. THE BOTTOM TO THIS 
BEING LETS STOP CHANGING WHAT WE HAVE AND GIVE IT TIME TO WORK. 
LETS CREATE THE NEW, THAT WE SO DESPERATELY NEED. 
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FOR WHATEVER REASON THAT THIS COMMITTEE (THE POLICY COMMITTEE) 
ACTING IN CONJUNCTION WITH CERTAIN PERSONS OF THE LITERATURE 
COMMITTEE ORDERED AND AIDED BY CERTAIN MEMBERS OF THE BOARD 
OF TRUSTEES WANT THE WORLD SERVICE OFFICE AS WE KNOW OF TODAY, 
DESTROYED, WE DO NOT KNOW, IT IS BEYOND OUR COMPREHENSION, IT 
IS AN IRREHENSIBEL BLOW TO RECOVER AND SERVICE TO THOSE WHOM HAVE 
LONG BEEN FAITHFUL TO THIS MUCH NEEDED SERVICE, 
AT THIS POINT IN TIME IT APPEARS TO US AT THE OFFICE, THAT ALL 
THE WAS SPOKEN OF AT LAST YEARS CONFERENCE BY THE CHAIRMAN OF 
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES IS FALSE, (THEY) HE WAS SPEAKING FOR THE 
BOARD WOULD CO-OPERATE WITH US IN ANY WAY THAT THEY COULD, 
IT APPEARS THAT THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES HAVE GAVE OUT OF THEIR 
WAY TO ASSIST & COMPLIMENT SUB-COMMITTEES (SEE AGENDA, LETTER 
FROM TRUSTEES WHO HAVE GONE CONTRARY TO APPROVED STRUCTURE ( BLUE 
COVER) AND HAVE ALSO BROKEN TRADITION (#4) IN INTERFERING IN T~E 

AUTONOMY OF A LONG STANDING SERVICE COMMITTEE: THE WORLD SERVICE 
BOARD OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS, SAID BOARDS ACTIONS STEM FROM A 
MATTER OF WSO INC, INTERNAL POLICY OVER A YEAR AGO THAT HAD 
NOTHING TO DO WITH THE FELLOWSHIP AS A WHOLE, BUT WAS MERELY AN 
EFFORT TO STRENGTHEN ADN BETTER SERVE THE FELLOWS~IP, THUS 
INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY, 
RECENTLY RECEIVED AT THE WSO WAS A DOCUMENT SO CLEAR IN IT'S 
INTENT, THAT'ONE WONDERS WHAT IT REALLY IS THAT I AM APART OF, 

THE OUTSIDE PAGE HAD A HEADING OF WORLD SERVICE FELLOWSHIP 
REPORT, 
PLEASE REFER TO-"UNITY THRU SERVICE" QUARTERLY TRUSTEES MTG-

IV ALREADY SO STATED-

PLEASE NOTE ARTICl...E V! 
RECENT ACrIvITIES, ETC 

THERE SEEMS TO BE IN THIS PARTICULAR SECTION, AN AWFUL LOT 
INNUENDO, WHEN IN THE ANNALS OF A SPITUAL, ORGANIZATION DO WE 
USE SUCH TERMS AS PROPAGANDA, 
How CAN THIS REPORT BE SO BLATANTLY FROM THE TRUTH, ( IE SELF 
APPOINTED BOARD) 

WE AT THE OFFICE FEEL THAT AN EXPLANATION FROM THIS COMMITTEE 
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IS IN ORDER. WHAT IS MORE DISUNIFYING THAN ATTACKING SERVICE 
BOARD. WHOM HAS A PROVEN RECORD OF PERFORMANCE. AND UP UNTIL 
THIS TIME THE FAITH AND TRUST OF AN ENTIRE FELLOWSHIP WORLD 
WIDE. ASK THE PEOPLE IN POLAND THAT WE SERVE. ASK THEM IN 
AUSTRAILA AND GERMANY. WE STRONGLY QUESTION WHAT IS GOING ON. 
WHY HAVE THE TRADITIONS BECOME SECONDARY. 
AT THIS TIME WE AT THE OFFICE FEEL THAT WHAT IS SO STATED IN 
OUR PAMPHELT- STILL RINGS TRUE- WE KEEP WHAT WE HAVE ONLY WITH 
VIGILIANCE. MAY THE TIES THAT BIND US TOGETHER BE STRONGER THAN 
THOSE THAT WOULD TEAR US APART. 
WE AT THIS TIME ARE MAKING A PERSONAL PLEA FOR A RETURN TO 
SANITY THROUGH OUR TRADITION. THE WORLD SERVICE OFFICE OF 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HAS VIOLATED NO TRADITIONS AT ANY TIME. 
AND WE IMPLORE YOU SHOM HAVE. TO DESIST AND MARSHALL UP YOUR 
ENERGIES TO THE COMMON GOOD. OF WHAT WE TRULY DO HAVE TO OFFER 
ONE ANOTHER. 
THE TRADITIONS ARE A THING THAT ARE A MATTER OF PRIDE. PRIDE 
IN A PROGRAM THAT HAS GIVEN US GRACE FROM THE DARKNESS. THE 
FEAR AND SORROW OF OUR MISGUIDED LINES. 
AT SOME POINT IN OUR RECOVERY. WE BEGIN TO REALIZE HOW IMPORTANT 
IT IS TO SECURE THIS THING CALLED NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL MOST CERTAINLY COME AFTER US. 
THOSE PEOPLE WHOM WE DON'T EVEN KNOW YET. WHOM WILL HELP US TO 
SECURE WHAT WE HAVE FOUND. BY PERMITTING US TO SHARE IT WITH THEM 
WITHOUT THE TRADIT]ONS THIS CANNOT HAPPEN. THE TRADITIONS. TRUE. 
ARE AN INDIVIDUAL THING. WE DON'T ALL INTERPRET THEM THE SAME 
WAY BUT IF WE ARE TO SURVIVE WE MUST. THEY ARE NOT A MATTc~ OF 
OPINION. THEY (TRADITIONS). ARE THE FACTS IN ACTION. IF WE 
DO NOT ABIDE BY THEM WE CANNOT SUCCEED. IF WE DO NOT PRACTICE 
WHAT WE HAVE. WE WILL LOSE WHAT WE HAVE. THE TRADITIONS ARE 
THE PERFECT ELEMINATION OF WILLS AND PERSONALITIES. THEY 
SUCCEED ONLY WHEN AS APPLIED. AS THE PROGRAM DOES « WHEN APPLIED. 
LET US NOT IN OUR HASTE FALL BY THE WAYSIDE. FOR LACT OF 
REMEMBERING WHAT MAKES IT POSSIBLE. FOR ALL GOOD THINGS TO 
HAPPEN. THERE IS NO ROOM FOR HALF HEARTED ATTEMPTS AT THEM. 
IF THEY ARE NOT ADHERRED TO IN THE SPIRIT IN WHICH THEY EXIST 
AND ACCEPTED IN THE SPIRIT OF THE PROGRAM. AS A GIFT FROM A 
LIVING GOD, THEN WHAT WE HAVE IS NOTHING, AND WHAT WE OFFER 
IS FALSE AND DISHONEST. 
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IT IS TIME FOR THOSE WHOM FOLLOW THESE TENETS TO RECOMMITT 
THEMSELVES FOR OUR SURVIVAL AS A SPIRITUAL ORGANIZATION, AND 
FOR THOSE WHOM SWELL IN IGNORANCE TO THE TRADITIONS TO PRAY 
EARNESTLY FOR THE KNOWLEDGE OF HIS WILL FOR THEM, AND THE POWER 
TO CARRY THAT OUT, THUS BECOMMING A PART OF A GREATER GROUP 
CONSIENCE, INSPIRED BY AND NURTURED BY A LIVING GOD IN THE SPIRIT 
OF SOMETHING, THAT MOST WILL ALWAYS, BE IN WONDERMENT OF, WHO 
TRULY DON'T UNDERSTAND, BUT TO THOSE OF US WHOM THINK THAT WE 
DO. MAY WE ALL FIND THAT NOW.- THAT CREATIVE SPIRIT OF GOOD 
WILL THAT SURE HELPS WHEN THE HARD TIMES COME AND GO, AND THE 
GOOD TIMES ARE FEW AND FAT BETWEEN. 
WHEN IT SEEMS SOMETIME THAT ALL IS NOT ALL, AND NOTHING MAKES 
MUCH SENSE, EXCEPT THAT, AND THE DESPERATE BLIND FAITH THAT WE 
FIND AT OUR DOORSTEP ONCE AGAIN. 
IT IS TIME NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS TO UNITE IF WE ARE TO SURVIVE A 
TRULY VIABLE SWEET PROMISE OF TOMMOROW, THAT GOD MOST CERTAINLY 
INTENDED THAT WE ARE TO BE. PLEASE UNITE WITH US NOW IN A SWEET 
WISH OF LOVE AND UNITY, THAT WE TRULY CAN DO, AND BE ALL THAT WE 
SAY THAT WE ARE. ALL THAT WE STAND FOR. IT IS UP TO YOU. 
MAY THE ONLY WILL THAT PREVAILS BE THAT OF THE CREATIVE POWER OF 
LOVE THAT WE ALL SO DESPERATELY NEED IN THIS HOUR OF OUR NEED. 
GOD GRANT US THE GRACE OF THY POWER IN THIS OUR EVER POWERLESS 
CONDITION OF UNCERTAINTY THAT WE WILL ALL EMERGE FROM THIS AND 
ALL FUTURE EVENTS AS ONE IN THE ~NITY OF THY WILL. 



the country for support, that are members'of NA who have cer
tain specialties. that can help us out in the growth of NA. 
This is all rovided in the new State Charter. Also, this year, 
we have the new translation of the "White Book" in Polish. I 
might have this wrong, but I don't think I am, a member of.NA 
in Poland had this re-done in Polish for us and we've had ~t 
checked out and" it's ready for publication. Spanish and German 
are done already, I think a few people have seen that. As I 
stated earlier to Page, I hope he's the chairman next ye~ we 
had a long discussion, about compiling literature sent in by 
the fellowship. Review material must come from the office and 
at this point we feel we are capable of doing that and it was 
suppose to have been done that way a lot. There's a lot of 
questions that need to be asked, and I think the questions have 
been asked to the wrong people in the v~ong service arm. Thank 
you. 

Ed-Georgia Region: "I would like to see 
that you read from the Georgia Region. 
letter was not authorized to be sent in 

a copy of that letter 
To my knowledge that 
Georgia Region." 

Larry-Motion: That all materials refered to in WSQ report 
and comments following be copied and distributed to all voting 
partjcipants uriar to adjournmept tOday. Discussion. Seconded 
by Hank. Passed. 
Voting ~articipants counted at this time. 

*Histake in the report r&garding the input form a region, that 
input was from a committee or possibly an individual, it was 
input into the NSC committee. It came from the Atlanta region 
but it didn't come from their Regional Committee. They wanted 
that clarified. This was said by Phil. 

Jim-Michigan-Thanked Phil. Stated: I think we need to get down 
over some issues here. I'd like to make a statement here that 
I hope will clarify things. If the:JSO is to abide by the 
traditions, as stated in their report, tradition 9 reads "NA 
as such, ought never be organized; but we may create service 
boards or committees directly responsible to those they serve", 
and I think '.'/SO falls under this tradition, so that would make 
,:;30 directly responsible to NA fellowship as a whole. Group 
conscience of i'lA fellowship, as a vlhole, is expressed here in 
:jSC.:je are the group conscience of NA, being the duly elected 
and group conscience designated delegates, to set policy and 
make decissions for the fellowship. I con't see where the office 
has been operating or are directly responsible to us, through 
th~ir structure. 
Phil stated: I f you can remember, last year, the mail , eorres
)londenee, etc. was back-logged, it took 6 weeks to get literature. 
"ie are up to date and we have never been behind this year. ":fe 
might have by-pacsad certain lettarc and so on but we have kept 
u)l. ",'Ie have been trying to develope a working membership of 
people, 'ilOrking trying to train them, to answer your letters. 
Any letters that goies out of the NSO has to go through a 
board member. It's checked and double checked. I'm sorry 
we miscount a lot on the literature, Gary J. reminds me of that 
a lot, but we're setting up proceedures of conducting a work
ing OISO, 'ae' 'Ie moved it into a nevI facility and I think a few 



people have seen it. It was in a man's home at one time and 
we're grateful for Jimmy. Right now, he's at the office, for. 
any delegates who might need literature. We have been donated 
broken down machines and so on, and we have been finally able t 
to save. All that money we make off of the literature goes 
right back in the office. This comes right back to trying to 
make a sub-committee. In order to build a bigger office, the 
profit you make from the literature has to go back into that 
office to build it. We've been able to pruchase a worel proces
sor to help us with the World D.l.rectory, a new 3-M copier mach
ine, two years ago we bought an IBM typewriter form donation 
from North California. All this money and the donation you give 
us goes right back in the office, and yet we have no paid em
ployees. You know why? Because we don't get enough. Just 
recently we hired part time work. People who help us, non
addicts, who do typing and things like that because there is 
a lot. Anything that goes out of there is checked by a Board 
member. Board members want to be a working board, but later on 
as we grow and get people in there to help us, we won't have to 
be there all the time, and that's our goal, as that's the wayan 
office should run. If you read some of the things that have 
been submitted, so on, there is no way that office can run like 
that, you'll tie down in red-tape, absolutely. ':Ie have a hard 
enough time now, but I'm sorry, the truth has to come out, and 
like stated on the report, in working the traditions and prin
cipals of this program, because there is too much desention out 
there I'm not kidding, I've read the letters of people quitting 
service because their tired of it, and I'm pretty sure every
one else has, because of all the misconceptions and so on, going 
on and God, that's all I can tell you from my own experience. 
Thanlt You. 

ELEC'l'IOH OF '"ISC-82-83 SUB-Cor'lNITTEE CHAIRPERSONS: 

,3ecretary read .qualifications from Service Hanual. 

HOHINATIOHS FOR POLICY CHi\IRPERSON: 
Bob nominated Larry B. Seoonded. by Eric. 
Roy " Bob G. Seconded. by Bo. 
Dennis" Larry N. Seconded. by "~d. 
Moved and seconed nominations be closed. 
;:ominees gave brief aualifications. 
Josenh made a motion to have a written ballot vote on the rest 
of the elections. Seconded by Bob. Discussion. Call of vote. 
;rot nassed, 
Chuck S, made a motion that all nominating participants stay 
at the table and cast their vote. as they are voting deJegat$s. 
Seconded by? Discussion. Not nassed. 

LARRY NOl;'rH elected Policy Chairnerson, 

i~MINQTION:; PUR FIHANCE 
Roy nominated Gary H. 
Bob B. n Joseph. 
Sally" Bob G. 
Cindy" Martin C. 

CHAIRPERSON: 
Seconded by Larry N, 
Seconded by Mindy. 
Seconded by Julie. 
Seconded by James. 



Moved and seconded that nominations be closed. 
Nominees gave brief qualifications. 
MARTIN CHESS elected Finance Chairperson, 

MOMTNATTONS fOR TUERmIRE QHUgpERSQN' 
ill Z. nominated. Seconded by Eric. 

Nancy " • Declined. 
Cindy " • Declined. 
Page " • Seconded. 
Moved and seconded to close nominations. 
Nominees gave brief qualifications. 

PAGE CULBERTSON elected Literature Chairperson. 

~Q~IHATION§ ~R INSTITUT!OHAL CHAIRPERSONj 
o • nom~na ed. Secon e • 

Chuck S, " • Seconded. 
James D. " • Declined. 
Roland " • Seconded. 
Jack B. " • Declined. 
Rose ". Seconded. 
Gene H. " • Declined. 
Moved and seconded nominations be closed. 
Nominees gave brief qualifications, 

BOB BERGH elected Institutional Chairperson. 

YOMTNATIQNS Fog PUBLIC INFORMATION CHAIRPERSON; 
oseph nominated. Seconded. 

Jim M. " • Seconded. 
Lorraine " • Seconded. 
Moved and seconded nominations be closed. 
Nominees gave brief qualifications. 

LGRRAJNE DRINKWATER elected Public Information Chairperson. 

Steve B., Chairperson, suggested we extend the conference long
er today. 

Kevin F. made motion to suspend the rules in order to authorize 
the appOintment of a sub-committee to review the WSO Report and 
Trustee Sub-Committee Renort. and have that committee report 
back to this conference and that the chairman Steve a oint 
that Committee Service Manual Item C Seconded by 
Page. Not debatable. Not amendable. Passed by 2(3 maiority, 
Steve then apPOinted: Phil P.; Doug F.; Sally E.; Jim N.: 
Bob R.; George H.; and Nicky, secretary to keep any records of 
that meeting. Some question whether dim N. would be present. 
Asked Sally to appoint alternate, to take his place if need. 

Larry N. made a motion to scrub orevious motion. Parliamentar
ian then took the podium and explained the proceedure at this 
point on this type of action. Larry withdrew motion. 



At this point we broke into Sub-Committees. Steve explained 
how this was done. Page 39, Service Structure was read. It 
was stated that we would continue working in committee until 
we reconvene at 9:00am tomorrow for Committee Reports. 

MAY 8. 1982 •••• Morning Session: 
;;; 

Opened by Steve, Chairperson, with a moment of Silence, followed 
by the Serenity Prayer. Bo S. read the 12 Tradition. 

Steve, Chairperson, stated their was a request for another member 
to be recognized as a participant of WSC 82. Keyin made a motion 
that we recoginze Don N •• N. Neveda Region as a represenatiye to 
this conference. who is applying for voting privileges here. 
Seconded. Discussion. Call for a vote. Passed 

I'll keep this short 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~~o~t~Of business. I feel 

we have 3 meetings, one is a 
hospital meeting at a detox center. We have reciently started 
a panel at the women's prison in Carson City. We are working 
on Public Information, we've been working through the probation 
and parole, newspapers, radio and TV. We've had a few panels 
in the high schools and at the college. Basically speaking, 
things are going real good. I think our biggest problem is 
we're getting so many new people so fast, that it is putting 
a burden on the people with a few years. We also have an enter
tainment committee. They are planning a camp-out in July. Bas
ically, that's it, we're growing and we're staying clean and 
sober and having a lot of success. We're applying for this vot 
because we are so far from Northern California and Las Vegas it 
makes it difficult for us to get down to their meetings on a 
regular basis, making only 1 in the last year. It's just a long 
way for people to go. I'm real glad to be here clean and sober 
and thanks a lot. 

Cindy, secretary made announcements. 

Larry N. then wanted to know where the copies of the WSO 
information was. Steve said it was there and would be taken 
care of in a little while. 

Steve then solicitated the 3 vote counters for the day. 

Julie asked for parliamentarian for clarification on a matter 
of proceedure. 

SUR-COMMITTEE REPORTS: 

FINANCE COMMITTEE •••. Martin Chess •••• Report as follows: 
This is the report of the 1982-83 WSC Finance Sub-committee. 
The WSC Finance Sub-committee wishes to submit the following 
statement to the 'IISC. Our goal for the 82-03 is to establish 
written guidelines for the utilization of funds throughout the 
fellowship in order to further our primary purpose. I will now 
address, individually, each input form, and there aren't very 
many, received by the finance committee and following each one 



I will give the comments of the finance committee and then try, 
the best I can to answer any questions from the floor. I don't 
know where these came from either so if it sounds a little vague 
save it for the question period. 
INPUT 1. We London need a bank account or number and a following 
receipt to keep our books straight. Sending money in an envelope 
is irresponsible and possibly illegal. REPLY; We suggest that 
the monies not be sent in envelopes and that they be deposited 
in a bank account. The WSO can provide you with a federal, non
profit tax exempt number. We also suggest that you have 4 peo
ple as signing officers on the account, with 2 signatures re
quired on all of your checks. 
INPUT 2; As our groups, areas, and RSC do, as funds are availa
ble, I would like to recommend that VlSC adopt a policy and so 
state in our Service Manual, to provide funds, as available, for 
travel expenses incured by all trusted servants in performing 
the necessary services required at the World Service level, in 
that the invaluable resource of many willing addicts, world 
wide, might otherwise be excluded, less problems of money, pro
perty and prestigue divert us from our primary purpose. REPLY; 
1. We would like to refer to tradition 4. 2. What about small 
areas that have few members and little money available. Discus
sion. Larry N. made a motion that this piece of input be accept
ed as policy as read. Died for lack of second. 
INPUT 3: In a;>n attempt to 1. reinforce our service structure. 
2. Be more explicit about a procedure that is providing itself 
to be effective and to inform our fellowship of the simple, yet 
effective fund flow described.in part by a letter prepared and 
distributed by the WSC Finance Committee in 1981. I recommend 
that the following Suggested fund flow be included in our Ser
vice Manual under the section titled "Groups" sub-title Treas
urer ••• B ••• Starting with Line 14. (Note; this writer copies 
exactly as was on input) After paying its bills, any remaining 
funds should be diverted to the Area Service Committee. The 
ASC will after meeting its obligations, determine a "prudent 
reserve" and forward the balance of its fund to the Regional 
Service Committee. The Regional Service Committee will follow 
suit and bend the remainder of its fund on to the INSC. The 
WSC ':Iill, after meeting its obligations, determine a "prudent 
reserve" and will give the balance to WSO. Where there is no 
ASC or RSC the group should send the funds on to INSC. I also 
recommend that the applicable portion of this process be re
stated in each of the following section of our service manual: 
ASC Treasurer, RSC Treasurer and WSC Treasurer. REPLY; We 
beleive that the items covered in this input form are all cover
ed in our opening statements of the goals of the finance commit
tee and will be addressed in the further deliberations of this 
committee. Larry N. made a motion to accept and paRR aR read. 
Seconded by Bo. Discussion. Request that the finance chair 
re-read the statement. This was done. Call for a vote. Passed. 
Call for a count of voting participants. 33 plus 1. At this 
point Larr N made a motion to table motion unt' t 
Seconded Parliamentarian stepped in to clarify proceedure at 
this time on this motion. Discussion. Motion passed to table 
this motion until 11:40am tomorrow. 
INPUT 4. Audit on WSO should be followed up to treasurer of 
'IISC and VlSC for continued objedtionable audit of funds. WSO 



is being held accountable but wse is not. We need direct 
accountablilty of funds by professional audit all the way 
through the line of people handeling funds. If we don't . 
do this way we may set a similar problem as the one we're 
trying to solve. (No direct, objectionable accounting to the 
fellowship). REPLY: We beleive that this is also covered by 
our "statement of goals". . 
INPUT 5: That Finance Sub-committee compile fess,ble. guide
lines to solicit, allocate and dispurse funds for WSC and 
sub-committees, as needed, to perform fellowship directed 
functions. All such funds would move through lYse treasury 
as directed by Finance Committee to provide accountability for 
all sub-committees, composed of 1) 3 voting members elected 
from conference participants plus IYSC treasurer, and trustee 
sub-committee of 5, plus other interested, non-voting sub
committee members. 2) fundtion-to handle and account for all 
funds needed and used by WSC and its sub-committees for ser
vices, as directed by NA fellowship, through IYSC a ••• to 
establish and maintain a set prudent reserve for communication 
in each sub-committees' account. b ••• provision for the fin
ancial needs of each sub-committee be planned for by Finance 
sub-committee in co-operation with chair of each sub-committee 
(1. receipts for all money spent by sub-committee chairs be 
sent to finance sub-committee for accurate accounting. 2. 
the group conscience of Finance sub-committee be taken on all 
un-budgeted expenses. 3. quarterly financial accounting agency 
2. have outside accountant audit yearly. 3. submit at anytime 
to an audit by an outside accounting firm at the request of 
and arranged for by IYSC Administrative Committee. REPLY; The 
word solicit is a violation of our traditions (2). The bal
ance of this input form will be taken care of as we work to
ward our goal and are guided by the information contained in 
reports of other sub-committees. 
TNPl!T 6; There needs to be a through study of money by the 
Finance Sub-committee, that incoming funds related to group, 
area and regional donations, as well as funds from all other 
items baring the NA Logo at IYSC-NA approval be onsidered as 
subject to the control and directives of NA as a whole, as rep
resented by the NA Service Structure through VlSC of NA. Dis
pursement of funds to be along guidelines established and appro
ved by '.VSC-NA. An allowence made for assuring the NA fellowship 
that NA funds insure to the benefits of addicts seeking re
covery in all csses. Further, that methods of accountability 
be reviewed in accordance with our continued growth, to make 
sure that no committee or sub-committee need ever withhold in
formation that would indicate a need for help, byt let honest 
need and open-handedness prevail. This input specifically 
addresses the confusion surrounding our 'lVSO, Incr. which is 
totally independent of the good will and support of our fellow
ship and should never again be considered an outside issue with 
problems of money, property and prestigue divert us from our 
primary purpose of helping addicts seeking recovery from NA 
service Structure. The office is, and has been a part of NA 
since the beginning. REPLY; This input form is also covered 
by the "ststement of goals" of this committee. 



During the d iberations of the Finance Sub-committee it was 
d~cided to send a questioneer regarding how groups, ASC's and 
RSC's and other service committees handle their finances. This 
questioneer will be cireulated throughout the fellowship as 
soon as this conference concludes. Upon its return the material 
will be used in order to full fill its goals. Thank you on be
half of the Finance Committee for the opportunity to serve the 
fellowship, may we remain forever grateful. 

At this time Steve B. called for the Special Sub-Committee 
Report: 

~P~G~AL ~gD-§O~ItT'E RE~9RT: Bob R. reported as follows: 
~.-.; -8 rm~n~stra ~ve Committee Chairman; Sally Evans

Trustee; James Drinkwater-Trustee; Phil Perez-VlSO Chairman; 
Doug Forsmythe-'iiSJ Board Member; George H.-VlSO Administrative 
Vic e-Chairman; iTickie Chagaris-WSX-83 Administra ti ve Commi t tee 
Secretary were the members of this special sub-committee. The 
Committee spent many hours discussing the contents of both the 
report and the study that have been presented for the Committees 
study. 'ile found both to be complex and contain allegations, 
suggestions and recommendations in greater number than we can 
find time or spac e to respond to. We discussed in great de-
tail the circumstances that coused the Trustee Sub-committee 
study and response by the WSO. Our analysis is that, fouded 
and unfounded complaints, personality differenced and differing 
interpretations of the Twelve Traditions are the contributing 
factors to the problems behind both the report and the study. 
The committee feels that detailed analysis and response to each 
allegation would be lengthy and unnecessary. Rather, the Comm
ittee feels, the ~rrors and omissions should best be treated 
in the tradition of love and forgiveness. The committee feels 
our hours together have been beneficial in promoting unity with
in the fellowship. Within this context the Committee has several 
recommendations for Conference consideration, that will lend 
to the gradual change and imporvement in NA and our ability 
to serve the still suffering addict. The recommendations go 
to the heart of the problems that, the fear, suspicion and pride, 
evidenced by many of us in creating circumstances that brought 
the creation of this Committee. A spirit of compromise, for 
the benefit of the fellowship, brought us to these recommen
dations. TO BRING THE lVSO TO CLOSER UNITY WITH THE GROUP CON 
SCIENCE OF WSC. IN ORDER TO DO THIS THE EXISTING BY-LAWS OF -
':ISO INC. SHOULD BE CHANGED BY DELETING PORTIONS OF ARTICLE 
16, Section 16.01: (which reads) However, this corporation is 
fully independent of corporate structure and no Director hereof 
is an interlocking Director of any other corporation, including 
the Narcotics Anonymous Society. Hence, no corporate resolu
tion, vote or activity of that or any other corporation or 
organization will in any wac; influence the independent judge
ment of any Director or member to cast his vote on any issue 
before the Board or membership meeting of this coporation, des
pite the fact that COincident memberships exist between this 
corporation and Narcotics Anonymous Society, and in fact a 
condition for membership in this corporation is membership in 
good standing in Narcotics Anonymous Society ••• FURTHER, THE 
FOLLOWING LANGUAGE SHOULD BE ADDED TO SECTION 16.02: All 
memb§rs, Directors and officers of this corporation shall be, 



and are, subject to, and willroide by, motions adopted at each 
:USC as they pertain to operation of the WSO ••••••• To balance 
the change we are proposing in the structure and organization 0 
of IVSO, we feel it desirable to make similar reco=endation 

- for change of the organization of the Trustees. The committee 
feels internal conflict and lack of communication between WSO a 
and Trustee members has led to much of the problem. Our rec
o=endations are: A fixed term should be set for all trustees 
(such as 5 years) and direct election of trustees by the WSC. 
Direct election by each successive WSC of 5 members to the \'ISO 
Corporation membership. Each person to serve for 5 years. 
The adoption of these recommendations would be a first step 
in developing a check and balance in NA, which hopefully will 
continue throughout our entire structure. A system of financial 
accountability be implemented for HA as a whole and all of the 
sub-committee (in the form. of reports) to WSO, in order to 
properly report ourselves to the U.S. Government. This must be 
done in order to comply with federal regulations pertaining to 
our non-profit status. The WSO was legally created to be the 
publishing arm of Narcotics Anonymous as a means of accurately 
reproducing the message of recovery. It is appropriate and 
essential that all publications used by NA be reproduced under 
the direct control of VlSO. End of written report. If there are 
any questionsin terms of the legality we wi~l ?e happy to ans
wer them as much as possible by whoever or ~f ~n fact you may 
want to adjourn the meeting at this time and talk about it, its 
up to you. 
Chuck G. asked that we go back through this, each section at 
a time and have BOB explain it. Roy then asked if there were 
copies pending to be distributed to conference participants. 
REPLY: After we get it all right, we will have it printed up 
and everyone will have a copy. Ed then made a mot jon that we 
adjourn or recess until we have copies available for all. 
Seconded. steve, chairperson, then stated how this could 
be done. Call for a voice. Not passed. 
Parlimentarian then stated: A report has been made and what 
you should be doing at this point is disposing of the report. 
~esposing of the report should be madeeither by a motion to 
adopt or reject it. He called on you and if you have a motion 
that pertains to that you should come forward and make that motion 
but if you are just going to make a statement you shouldn't come 
upand make that statement. 
Gene H. made a motion that the 'iISO hire a manager full tj me, a 
shipping clerk Dart time. a secretary full time. and funds to 
come fromthe fellowship to ':ISC-Administrati ve Committee to 
be disDursed as appropriate to fullfill these needs. Chair and 
parlimentarian let him know that he was out of order as this 
did not pertain to the matter on the floor. 
Chair called for order: Explained that we could bog ourselveG 
down if we weren't careful. 
peorge made a motion that we lay the report on the table until 
11:30 and that we continue with the bllsiness of the day Call 
for a vote. Passed. 

PUBLIC INFORMATIotr COMMITT:SE ••• LORRAINE DRINK':IATER REPORT2D. 

Our meeting was opened with the serenity prayer and Larry B. 
~ast chair, read his report. Persons present were: Larry, 
'-' 



Lia, George, Bert, Joseph, Joy, Susan, Bert, Tom, Tom M., 
Mike, Jimmy, Tommy, and Roger. Elected, by written ba110t
Vice-chair - Tommy B., Secretary/Treasurer - Susan. Input 
was dated 1981 and 1982. I have 3 pieces of input covering 
the questions most asked and the information that is most 
sought. The 1st piece is from Florida. Revise the present 
PI manual to include the following: a. guidelines for public 
meetings. b ••• Expanding outlines for hot lines or local ans
wering services to include various or set of guidelines. c ••• 
guidelines for television shows, public speaking engagements, 
guidelines or kits or suggestions on display booths for con
ventions where NA might be allowed to participate. A set
erate manual or a larger appendix to include a wide variety 
of: 1. PSA's-written and taped. 2. letters to various sects 
of the public. 3. possible posters. 4. telephone stickers 
5. business cards, etc. This committee compose a set of cassetts, 
or variety of cassetts for radio (10,20,30 second spots), 
TV commercials and spot adverizementsj this committee also make 
this available through the VlSO for the sale price to areas, 
regions and groups. 4. This committee undertake sincere effort 
to inform professionals by attending conventions such as US 
Drug and Alcohol, AMA, DA journals and other closely related 
activities. 5. This committee co~pile material for an all inclus
ive pamphlet to the professionals. 6. This committee under-
take and effort to bring National exposure about NA and our 
approved Big Book through National media (a. nationally syn
dicated radio shows or stations. b. TV (60 minutes, 20/20, 
Good Morning America). c. Newspapers (UPI, AP

l 
Large newspapers 

New York Times, Chicago Tribune, La Times Etc •• 

2nd Piec,; of J:!'1DUt: From Tri-State: 1. compile fellowship 
experience re: public information effort at all service levels 
and experience of individual, especially in the areas of per
sonal contacts with these professionals who routinely deal 
with and refer addicts seeking recovery and people with drug 
problems. 2. contact with media, (TV, radio, newspaper) hot 
lines, help-lines etc. including answering services; prepare 
for approval; the revised PI Kit, informing ,the public about 
NA going from member to group to area to WSC sub-committee, 
especially highlighting community awareness meetings and eff
ective media contact explaining proactical application of the 
11th Tradition. A seperate pamphlet discussing hot-lines for 
use by groups and areas in 12 Step work. Hot-lines are not a 
part of PI and need seperate emphasis. 

3rd Input: Our primary subject proposal - that WSC PI Commit
tee in co-operation with begin to encourage the medical, psy
chitric, and treatment community to understand and accept that 
addiction is a disease and that recovery from the disease of 
addiction is available through NA. This would seem to require 
National Media coverage and contact with AMA. 

We have a lot of input that would take hours to read seperately 
so we summerized it as the main interest seems to lie in and 
the most inquiries in the Public Information Kit and the infor 
mation available and the structure of that information. Hot
line, again, information and structure. Working with the media 



and the AMA and CMA to contact and establish relationship with. 
Each peice of input will be answered individually. We received 
a lot of out-lines of what specific areas are doing. Their hot
lines, their PI work, with each other is pages and pages of mat
erial byt it will be addressed individually. All minutes of 
the PI Sub-committee will be sent to WSC-Administrative Committee 
plus WSO and Board of Trustees and anyone else requesting this 
in writing. The goals of the PI sub-committee will be out-
lined in the planning report. The group conscious of this sub
committee has asked for a budger of $100. per month upon request, 
if needed, from WSC. This motion will be made by Larry B. 
Larry B. made motion: to appropriate a budget of $100. per 
month. upon request. for PI Sub-committee. Page Seconded. 
Amended: by Steve-if funds are available. Seconded by Chuck. 
Call for a vote. Amendment passed. Call for a vote on motion, 
passed. 

INSTITUTIONAL COMMITTEE ••• BOB BERGH REPORTED. 

There were only 2 or 3 pieces of input that was officially put 
through the conference. One from Alaska - "We the Alaska H & I 
Committee wonder what the policies are regarding interchanging 
NA with institution therapy and policy. We feel the H & I for
mat is not clear. Please define the statement in the H & I 
format that will read. The H & I committee is not binded by the 
Traditions". We straightened this out yesterday. Bob then asked 
for questions. Someone asked "how did you straighten it out?" 
ANSWER: We are bound by the Traditions. As for as H & I is 
concerned, if we con't follow the Traditions in any hospital 
or institution then it's not possible for us to do what we have 
to do in that institution. We don't want to committ any vi01a
tions of the Traditions and we don't want no controversy. I 
have a piece of input from Marrietta, Ga. with the recommenda
tions that the H & I sUb-committee be devided into 2 sub-commit
tees, one for hospitals, one for institutions. This would allow 
the needs of the fellowship be addressed directly in each area 
of need (doctors aren't wardens; nurses aren't counselors) deal 
with addicts differently, turn the key, etc •• Different pro
blems develgp in these terms. When this was handed in we had 
already talked about splitting in this area. We've also been 
developing a letter that we could submit to doctors and the pro
fessional people in the hospitals that we will be dealing with. 
Dealing with patients and dealing with inmates are 2 different 
areas and should be handled differently. 
INPUT; World Service H & I sub-committee seek and compile fellow
ship experience in co-operation with \'ISR. Write definative 
statement regarding what an institutional meeting is, specify
ing the situations and circumstances when institutional meetings 
are discribed. Seek, compile and compare for review and input 
fellowship wide, a handbook, guidelines for H & I committees, 
with the follovring direction for various service levels: Group
initiate a sopnsor and conduct institutional meetings, carry 
the messages to institutions. Impliment the experience of NA 
fellowship area. Co-ordinate group efforts to carry messages 
into institutions, organize collective group efforts to impliment 
H & I guidelines, initiate institutional meetings where it not 



possible for groups to sponsor, initiate such meetings. Regions 
responsiblity primarly clerical. List and update list of any 
and all H & I which routinely have contacts with addicts. In
form them of NA and provide them with local contacts, distribute 
fellowship experience regarding H & I efforts to area, groups -
compile regional experience of H & I, confirm and write guide
lines proposals for World H & I and finalize at WSC. WSC-H & I 
sub committee unification of fellowship-wide H & I functions, 
to clarify H & I policy compilation, and preparation and dis
tribution for review input of H & I handbooks, as proposed 
communication between H & I committees and sharing of fellowship 
experience at all service levels. We've been, this was all stuff 
that could have been answered previously. We have material on 
this here. We've got guidelines, H & I handbook that's being 
fine tuned, the finishing products is going to be finalized as 
soon as the literature committee meets again, the have it now, 
fine tuning it. It will be out and we've been trying to co
ordinate contact with local H & I grou~s wherever possible, 
but their are some places that we haven't been in touch with 
that we will be or in the process of getting in touch with. 
We've already got a set of guidelines that were drawn up last 
year on how to conduct an H & I meeting. Most of this is stuff 
that has been distributed through the fellowship experience re
garding efforts to areas and groups. Most of this has already 
been taken care of and what we're doing now is we've come up 
with an adgenda on things that are proposed. One of our prob
lems has been that when we take literature into a place, whether 
it's a detox unit or and institution we go in there's a lit
erature rack but it's usually being taken over by some other 
thing. lVe had an input form on how to develop a literature 
rack, that we found out that up in Pennsylvania they do have 
literature racks and we got the specifications and whatever 
coming in, so if you're having problems in that area, 'we'll 
enen be able to tell you how to build a literature rack, even 
though we've only got 5 pieces of literature we could put in 
it. The object- is to get literature we can put in it and 
hopefully within the next year H & I will individually have, 
besides the 3 pieces we have now, through out individual efforts 
we will get a lot stronger. QUESTION: I have a concern about 
a statement Bob made in his report that H & I meetings must con
form to traditions. I'm wondering about institutions that say 
that people coming into their institution must have a certain 
amount of time. I believe that is a violation of our 3rd Tra
dition that anyone can be a member if they have the disire to 
stop using. But certain institutions say they don't want peo
ple coming in unless they have a certain amount of time. Is 
that a violation of traditions if a meeting adhears to that pol
icy set to them by an institutiorr, and if it is, what do we do? 
REPLY: That's kind of a touchy thing and tha's why we have an 
Institutional Committee. iVe do not only have to stick by the 
Traditions, but we have to stick by the different rules set down 
by the institution. They allow us to come in and if they have 
rules and regulations we can't tell them how to run their in
stitutions. Now if they say" We don't want no people who are 
loaded coming in our institutions," we follow the rules and 
regulations. ':Ie not only follow the traditions but the rules 
and regulations. More discussion. Trustee also gave input 
to this issue. 
2UESTION: Please repeat how your committee responded to in
put about "fellowship input into H & I, I think I heard it 



saying possible vehical to be set in place for fellowship input 
for the literature that you've got going and that you're going 
to be developing within the next year or so and how did your 
committee respond. ANSWER; fellowship input- we've been send
ing out a letter (letter read). Need IP's. We need input 
from people who have been in these institutions and found NA. 
Keyin made a motion; H & I committee work thru the Adminis
trative Committee for distribution of the information regarding 
the questions and answers of possible tradition violations. 
Seconded by Mack. Discussion. Page stated that work in progress 
to write a handbook and literature committee will work with all. 

Point of Order; called for Special Report. Not ready. Some 
discussion. Well be ready as soon as possible.' 

Joseph ameneded; change the word administrative to Policy 
committee. Larry N. seconded. Call for a vote on amendment
passed. Call for a vote on motion - passed. 

***Broke for lunch 

Meeing called to order by Steve, chairperson. Opened with 
Serenity Prayer. 

Kevin called a point of parlimentary inquiry - to re-open 
consideration of H & I report. He then made a motion- that 
recovery house meetings, subject to house rules. be defined 

der 'IISC Institutional sub-committee to delete from - Blue 
Service Manual 8 - Insert Green 0 0 
manual. pg. 19 #1. Seconded. No discussion. Call for a vote. 
Motion carried. 

Steve called for the Special Sub-Committee to give its report. 

3PECIAL SUB-COMMITTEE REPORT ••••• BOB REHMAR REPORT AS FOLLOWS; 

Bob asked if all voting members recieved a copy. 'Hhat we're 
going to do for flow and interperation, if it's alright for 
Bob Stone to come and give me a hand with this, is there any 
objections? all he is going to do id interpert the recommenda
tions that were laid out b~ this special committee. BOB STONE
at the request of the chairman I assisted in some of the dilib
eration of the committee, in attempting to define where there 
Vlas question among the members of the committee, what they were 
talking about and what they were doing with the documents in 
front of them. Specifically, what seemed to be in the committee's 
mind, and I think accurately, there is a problem in the conflict 
between the WSC and what is contained in the \'ISO articles of 
coporation and by-laws and so that you would understand, I'm 
not expressing a personal opinion, I'm expressing this object
ively, as if I were your attorney. I'm not going to be an 
attorney, but I wanted to establish that as the relationship. 
The WSO is a legally constituted Cali fornia corporation. It 
has a membership provision, and it has members of the corpor
atlgn according to its provision and it has a set of by-laws. 
The by-laws establish how the organization functions and how they 
elect officers, how many they have, and what their duties are. 



I don't have a copy but I gope that someone has one handy. The 
crust of the problem as I see it, because WSO is a corporation 
it has its own Board of Directors and Can act by itself, with
out respect to anything, anyone else does. Changing the by
laws of WSO is an essential and first ingredient. What you have 
as the first recommendation fo the committee is the first of 
2 recommendationE.necessary to create that change. The language 
in the middle of the second page of recommendations here where 
it says, "to bring the WSO to closer unity with the group con
scious of INSC. That the esisting by-laws of WSO, Inc, must be 
changedby deleting pottions of Article 16, Section 16.01. Art
icle 16 is accurately reproduced in the material you have here, 
and the first suggestion of the committee is that this lang-
uage receive the action they requested, that is that the WSO, Inc •. 
must delete this language from their by-laws immediately. I 
might point out however, before we do that, so that we don't 
get into problems later about popiety, this would require sus
pension of the rules in order to adopt these. Before you pro-
ceed to adopt these if someone wishes to make the motion you 
probably should do that. Chuck S. made the motion to suspend 
the rules of WSC to permit consideration and action on special 
sub-committee report. Seconded. Ther is no depate. Call for 
a vote. Passed •••• Report continued ••• The first suggestion from 
the committee is to adopt the motion that this be deleted from 
the VlSO bY-laws, and this requires for someone to make a motion 
to do that. Geor e H made a motion-to inst uct WSO to delete 
th t lan a e certain lan ua e e e 
Discussion. Parliamentarian addressed and clarified some points. 
BOB R. stated- what we're going to do is have this report read 
and there will be a statement after this report, then after 
the statement we'll go into this formality of looking at the 
recommendations. More discussion. Parliamentarian again 
replied. Larry N. maved to table the motion. Seconded by 
K. Bea. Not debatable. Call for a voice vote. Motion failed. 
**Call for a count of voting participants at this pOint. 
Huch more discussion. Chuck then made amendment to the motjoD
that we hear all cf the renort and information from the '!ISO and 
trustees before action is taken on any Dart of the sub-committee 
report. Seconded. Call for a vote, Passed. 

Bob R. appoliged for getting mixed up. 

Bob S.-Parliamentarian again stated- So that we don't get into' 
a problem later on, proceedurely, a motion has been made and th e 
motion has been to accept the first recommendation. That motion 
has been amended to allow additional input before you take any 
action. When you finish all of the input, before another motion 
can be made to adopt anything, you've got to, at least, act on 
this one which pertains, at this point, still only to the 
first recommendation. So when someone comes up here and starts 
to make a motion I'm going to draw their attention to the fact 
you have a main motion on the floor. As to the further recomm
endations, I understand that you now have a copy of the by-laws 
so yo~ can now see the context within which this portion of Sec
tion 16.02 is written. To additionally make correction for 
that the committee in a 2nd recommendation, suggest a changing 
by addition to Section 16.02 that language which would say," 
that the ;VSO, all members, directors, and officers shall be and 
are subject to, and will a bide by, motions adopted at each 



'iJSC meeting and impliment decissions reached by WSC, as they per
tain to operation at:,'SO. Point of information •••• Questions ••• 
Bob R. suggested that we go on. Bob S. continued, the next 
recommendation from the committee was that a fixed term should 
be set for all trustees (ex. such as 5 yrs. and direct elections 
of trustees by 'NSC). Next recommendation was that direct elec
tion by each sucessive 'NSC of 5 members to the WSO coporation 
membership. Each person to serve for 5 years, (until built to 
25 members). Three -A system of financial accountability be -
implemented for NA as a whole and all of the sub-committee (in 
the form of reports) to WSO, in order to properly report our
selves to the U.S. Government. This must be done in, order to 
comply vnth federal regulations pertainging to our non-profix 
status. Next, the WSo was legally created to be the publishing 
arm of Narcotics Anonymous as a means of accurately reproduc-
ing the message of recovery. It is appropriate and essential 
that all publications used by NA be reproduced under the direct 
control of WSO. I wouldn't add any more except a short defin
ation about items 3 and 4. From a legalistic standpoint, these 
were added in because of the responsibility of '!ISO to prepare for 
the state and federal tax agencies a financial report which 
reflects financial activities of which they are part of and re
sponsible for, and to some degree ~ou haven't been doing that 
and in theory if they wanted to ge'E nasty they could because 
substancial problems for tou so it's in the light of making 
those kinds of growth changes that these were advanced. 
Chair-Steve- then recognized Doug F ••••• Doug stated: In 1974 
in a convention in Anahyme it was voted on by the Board of 
Trustees and all those present, at what was probably called a 
mini-conference, to set up an office. I think they set aside 
about $700. to do that. Findamentally speaking, they set up 
a process to incorporate and all of the legistics envolved at 
that time to put together that situation was done, but it vias 
done under the guidance of group conscience. That is how the 
JSO originally came into being. Very simply stated, it moved 
several times, in and out of different bUildings, it vias even in 
the trunk of a man's car at one point. :'/hat acturally did 
happen in 1977 Jimmy went to the Board of Trustees and said, 
hey, we've got a bos full of shit over here and what are we 
going to do with it and said that he would be willing to take 
it for 5 years in order to get the thing together, get it on it 
feet and then he didn't care what happened to it because he's 
powerless. It was a creative effort on his part, he took it 
into his home and he did the work. He did our \'Iork for us, 
he did the worll: for most 0 f you peopl e sitting in this room. 
That~s all I can tell you, I am really grateful to have met him 
myself, I was sleeping out in the back of a building, and it ain't 
no mistru~e I met that man. Anyhow, out of the personal side
light of the whole thing here is what is occuring. ':Ve have a 
fello'llship that is just growing at such a rate it's proplexing, 
it's unbelievable, we're doubling every year. ':'ihat has occured 
at this point and time is that ther's a lot of misunderstandings. 
"Ie 1 re grovnng faster than we can come up wi th the solutions. 
That's what's happening. In our confusion of looking for solu
tions or instead of finding solutions all we're doing is finding 
each other .:Ie' re the problem and that's the bottom line. 
To bring it up to date, yesterday, we seem to have had just a _ 
litt.j.e bit of desention. 'fie have had a little dis-unity around 



the fellowship. I know that a few of us have experienced that, 
if not all, In an unpresidented move, the Board of Trustees 
and the WSO, Inc. of NA , came up with a solution for this, for 
you, the fellowship, not for us, although for us too, it was a 
tough year for everybody, it wasn't easy for nobody. And that 
solution is, that there are only 2 things inour charter, that 
makes us impregnable really, makes us answerable to nobody, it 
don't matter that their there, it's a corporation. '!Ie went to 
a lawyer and said,"Give us a good corporation" and he gave us 
a good corporation. '!Ie paid our money and we got what we paid 
for, which is unusual, but it happened. Bottom line, the fellow
ship or portions of the fellowship, not understanding why we 
have this iron-clad thing, are very upset about it. I'm part 
of the fellowship too and I don't sor of like the idea either, 
I'm a tradition man and I CQ.Il't possibly demand you t,o abide 
by the traditions if I'm not going to do it myself. I'd rather 
walk it today than talk it, to tell you the truth, so that's 
what vle're about at the ';ISO. We're walking it today. What 
we're about, right at this moment, is to try to cause a unity. 
"';e are going to gamble on you, both boards. \')e are going to 
invest in you, that you have what it takes to provide the an
swers for us, it's called letting GO. ~e have decided that this 
fellowship has what it has, and it's enough. As George said 
yesterday, "whatever the problems are, 'Ile'll swallow them up", 
we're big enough now. That piece of paper that seems so complex, 
so diverse, and all of that, all of that has to do with is re
structurning the office in as much as it is now vernable to the 
fellowship. It's that simple. All that fancy language and that 
6 OZ, up yours, who gives a • Let's get on with the inity, 
'~Ve' ve done enough business, (funny business, good, bad,) 
let's get on with it. l'here's a couple of things in there. One 
is a mistake and ,you'll have to \vork that one out and just a 
motion will get rid of it and that is "the fellovlship financially 
does not have to account to the federal government if they don' 
choose to, that' c their business, The ':iSO, Inc, is only re
sponsible to the 30vermnent for itself, it's own dealings in 
:erms of the literature it sells, tax free, as a non-profit 
institution, and it's just that slmple. Now, how you people 
account for your money or what you do with it, is none of our 
business. That's your business, that's your sobriety. All we 
have done is set up an institution that is correct in every way 
and meets with all of the needs cf the fellowship, the govern
,ent and the society which we live in. Hovl, if you want a 

':[ork form the wise, I'd try to follow our example legally and 
everything else of what we have dane to secure ourselves in 
a right manner, to do business in a legal was, so we can con
tinue to serve those people who desperately need us. tlow, those 
changes that are suggested, that came out of that committee, is 
just to be instrumental, they are if tou will, there's one 1V0rd, 
'on the first paEe _"a spirit of cemprimlze, for the benefit of 
the fellowship, brought us to these recommendations", that 
should go into Nil hsitory somewhere because 8 people got to
gether yesterday. There was not one verbage of wrong intent, 
there was a tremendous amount of dignaty, it's the first time 
I've ever felt dignaty in HA, felt like I really do matter- I 
really am a person. I'm not just wyatever we lil\:e to call 
each 0 th"r when Vie' r~ not being respec tful or responsi'/e to 
one ~nothpr. and I dldn't leave that meeting loving all those 



people, I'll be honest with you, I didn't start loving them 
until today, when I realized, after a good nights' sleep, 
what we had accomplished. I will say that I left that room 
respecting everybody in that room, we all felt very good, 
the air was clean when we left. I think it was a pretty solid 
represenative group conscience. There were seven members of 
NA that made a decission that this fellowship gave them to make. 
THe decission was in the form of these recommendations. We're 
into the traditions again, and it's not a secondary thing. It 
really is not. You wanted these people to do this thing, we 
wanted to do this thing, it's the spirit of comprimize. No
body likes to comprimize, but you can learn to love it, when 
you can see the benefit of it. I really hope that when I leave 
here today I can feel that unity and feel that benefit from tha 
comprimize because I don't like giving nothing up and somebody 
said to me today, what more do you have you got to offer? I 
said, hey, I have given it all away, I have no more to offer. 
We have let go absolutely, that's all I can tell you. The 
bottom line to the whole thing is this, in addition to the report, 
we're holding these changed ( and this is talking about the 
fellowship, the WSC) and what I'm saying to you is that you gave 
up the office in 1974 you're big enough now, tou're all grown 
up, we want to give it ~ack to you. That's what this verbage 
is all about and it's in real simple language. The only thing 
that vall stop you from dOing that is that if you don't want 
to accept the responsibility. All I can tell tou is there is 
a man, ever 70 years old, that's been dOing it for you long 
enough. 'lie are within_a period, not to exceed 1 year, we the. 
WSC of NA will at that time vote to re-affirm same, meaning 
all of the changes. Tnu are going to make those changes and 
thus become responsible and hope, with the power of God, that 
these good things eill be possible as a fellowship to trust that 
which has been intrusted to us, in the spirit of recovery. We 
place a condition on the changes based on the performance of 
all interested parties, this is to say-let the decissions come 
from the floor. It's just that fundamental. If you're willing 
to take the responsibility for it, we're willing to let you 
have it. Thank you very much. 

Chuch S., Chairperson of Board of Trustees stated: After much 
negotiations it would be nice if we could solve all world pro
plems today but we're not gOing to be able to do it and we've 
come up vath a solution that 'lie think that will work it and the 
Board of Trustees, the majority, the large majority, of the 
Board of Trustees makes this motion ••• to amend the recommenda
tion by del eating conflicting language in the committee's re
Dort and inserting this language: The WSC elect 5 members to 
the Board of Directors of :,'}SO. and they take office immediately. 
and serve 5 ears· durin each successive ear the 2 WSO Board 
members wit e ongest ime of service on the/ISO Board. leave 
the Board 0 f the :!lSO. and each sucessi ve year WSC elect 2 mem
bers to repla~e those retiring directors, further that the W50 
Inc., change the by-laws immediately to accomidate this change 
and election 0 f 1982 :NSC 0 f 5 directors to the WSO Board". I 
think this will put the fellowship back in control, it does not 
slove all world problems but at least we can get started and we 
can get back dOing the things we are suppose to do of carring 



the message to the addict who still suffers. Thank you, 

Bob S., parliamentarian, stated: Before you start seconding 
as I indicated before, you've got a motion. What I think the 
intent of this report from the WSO and Trustees is that I think 
they jointly desire both of those 2 inputs to be added to the 
motion, and the motion further amended to adopt all of the or
iginal report plus these 2 items. Discussion. Someone will need 
to make a motion to include those and you'll need to enclose 
those if you want to discuss them. Chuch G. made motion: Amend 
the motion to include approval all committee recommendations,: 
that would be Special Committee recommendations, except #3 on 
page 3, and to then include the notion and recommendations of 
the WSO and trustees. Seconded. Discussion. Parliamentarian 
stepped in to clarify proceedure and what needed to be done. 

Called for a 10 minute recess. 

Meeting called back to order by Steve B., Chairperson. 

Bob R. requested to amend the motion on the board to eleyiate 
all; to strike 2; to add 4 & 5 of the nage. Seconded. 
Parliamentarian calrified how this amendment clears up con
tridictions, etc •• 
Notion then read in its entirity. 

Bob S. again clarified motion. Much discussion. 
Chair called for a vote. Voted on--amendment. Passed 
Call for a vote on other amendment. Passed. 
Call for a vote on the motion. Parliamentarian clarified 
motion again. Much more discussion. Page made a amendment 
to say-we are holding these changes in abeyance to hensforth. 
within a period not to exceed 14 days. No second. Died. 
MUCH MORE DISCUSSION. l'~uch 0 f this discussion around the 
word "obeyance". farliamentarian again clarified. 
MUCH MORE DISCUSSION. 

20y made motion to amend the amendment to Item 7 to read: 
"not to exceed 90 days". Seconded. Parlimentarian again 
clarified. More discussion. 
Moved and seconded that W8 close debate. Called for a vote • 
.?ailed. 
Call for a vote on the main motion •. PASSED. FINALLY. 

steve B., chairperson, then made the statement: that in the 
past Bob Stone has made our conference easier, and today 
this would have been impossible without himttt 

Bob R. then stated that it's appropriate at this time, be 
cause of its improtance, that we vote in those 5 people, 
Nowl ~ have a provision that I will say, I think that we 
should look at the geographical distances and take that into 
consideration so that they can, in fact, attend the meetings, 
or Whatever. The meetings are bi-monthly or by special meet
ing. 



NOMINATIONS OPENED FOR WSO BOARD OF DIRECTORS: 

Jim M. nominated. Seconded. 
Hank M." • Declined. 
Gene H." • Seconded. 
Kevin F." • Seconded. 
Joseph P. " • Seconded. 
Tommy B." • Seconded. 
Lorrine" • Seconded. 
Bo S. " • Seconded. 
Diana " • Seconded. 
Cindy D. U • Seconded. 
Page " • Declined. 
Judy G." • Seconded. 
Steve B." • Seconded, 
Diana H." • Seconded. 
james D." • Declined. 
Joe H. " • Declined. 
Sally E." • Seconded. 
Jack B." • Seconded. 
Move and seconded that nominations be closed. 
5';SOBOARD MEMBERS ARE: Steve Bice, Cindy Porter-Dieker, 
Sally Evans, Kevin Faye and Gene Haig. 
Called for a short break. Called for a count of voting 
participants. 

Bob R. thanked the committee that participated in the Special 
Committee. 

Discussion over whether to adjourn or not. Motion made that 
we adjourn. Seconded. Amendment made- to adjourn for 20 min
utes. No second. Called for a vote. Not passed. 
George made a motion that we continue working until 7:30pm 
at whli:ch time we adjourn until 9:00am tomorrow. Seconded. 
Gene H. made an amendment statein - we ad'ourn till :OOam 
tomorrow. Seconded. D~scuss~on. Ca for a vo e on amend
ment. Passed, Call for a vote on the motion. Passed. 

'~I'rERATURE r;("iMMIT'T'EE REPORT .•. PAGE C. REPORTED; 

You knuw I really like these things, it's a big lesson in 
powerlessness and humility for me. I constantly put my foot 
in my mouth and when they said "NA ou,o;ht never be organized", 
They weren't around. The input that we got from liter-
ature committee this year fell, basically, into 3 or 4 categories, 
New Input such as "20 questions", we had a lot of input on the 
"Little White Book" as to some revisions on it, mainly "Recover 
to Recovering", and things like that, by the way, I am not gOing 
to address each peice of input we had, there's too much and too 
little time, and there's really nothing that can be done with 
it. The input will be put into committee and work will go in 
that direction, as determined by that committee. But just to 
give you all an idea of what we're talking about, we had input 
on an H & I handbook, which we will start progress on, Folishing 
and on pamphlets. The goals of the Committee this year are to 



do away with the 3 or 4 World Literature Conferences per year, 
that we have been accustom to and direct the work to the re
gions, as regional initiatives. The thought being that a Re
tions as large and knowledgable as no~th and south California, 
Pennsylvania, Georgia, Ohio and Florida in essence, there are 
2 or 3 good lit. committees in each one of those regiQns and 
if each region could form said literature committees they could 
work as a committee throughout the year, the first 7 months on' 
proposed material and then at the 7 month mark get together at 
a World Literature Conference and collectively go over all the 
mat,rial which would be at that time, in completed stage and 
approve it by committee. At that time it would be sent to WSO 
where it would be sent out to the fellowship for approval, 
some of the goals are to get us a 12 X 12. I believe, and some 
of the members in Southern Californai believe, that if we were 
to split up into the 12 Traditions coming out of this part of 
California and the 12 Steps coming out of San Francisco, that 
by the 7 month mark we could have a good, viable thing there. 
Sub-committee handbooks upon request only by that sub-committee 
as Bob Berg has done this year. Revisions of the "white Book", 
a "Forth Step Guide", and vorious IP's. I see no reason why 
in the up-coming year, we con't write anywhere from ~O to 40 
IP's. It's very possible and we have to do it. Also, we've 
gotten a lot of input on the history of NA, whic h was request
ed in the stcry part, and I've gotten some of that input and 
I don't want you regional delegates to get a",ay from here with
out giving it to me. I want to apglagize for getting mad yes
terday and giving people the bird and showing my _, but that' 
only showing my own immaturity and doesn't reflect at all on 
anybody I was being obscene to. In the spirit of what's been 
going on, today especially and yesterday with the Special Comm
ittee and the agreements that we've made between 'NSB, WSC and 
:ISO. T would like to mAKe a motion to accept the baEiC text 
approVal form as the 1st edition of our Narcotics AnonymQl1S 
BOOk. Seconded. ,Tnl jeW. added amendment that a 213 majority 
vote be required for passage of that. Parlamentarian then 
stepped in and clarified. Call for a voice vote. Not clear. 
-·Count of voting participants was taken at this time. 
Called for a standing vote on. amendment. Failed. Clarification 
that this does not include stories, only basic text. Call for 
a vote on the motion. Discussion. Motion oassed. WE HAVE A BCl'](. 

Bob B. made a motion that the 
be printed in hardback form. 
a vote. Motion passed. 

first printing of the 1st Edition 
Seconded. Discussion. Call for 

Closed meeting with the Lord's Prayer. 

Meeing ooened with the Serenity Prayer followed by the reading 
or the Traditions by George H. 

Steve, Chairperson went over the adgenda. 

Page raised a point of parliamentary proceedure to re-open 
conSideration of Literature committee Report as there were 
two more motions that should only take 5 to 10 minutes, at 
the most. Steve, Chairperson, then made the decision to do 



this, asked for objections. None voiced. 
Pare continued~ Mot jon: That the WSQ take under consideration 
the taping of NAIs Basic Text for nse by the physically diR_ 
abled, blind, etc •• Seconded by Mindy. Call for a vote •. 
Discussion. Bob B, made amendment; to change "under cons~d
eration" to "taping of". Seconded by Ed. Call for a vote. 
Amendment-passed. Motion now read: That WSO tape the "NA 
Basic Text" to use by physically disable. Vote called. PaRsed. 

Page then motioned; That the hardback coyer Of the IIBasic 
Text" be white. with the name "Narcotics Anonymous" emho§sed. 
Seconded by Roy. Much Discussion. Larry made amendment-chapge 
whjte to red. Seconded. ROland made another amendment- change 
red to purple. Chair then called for vote on second amendment, 
Not passed. Chair then called for vote on other amendment. 
Page amended that amendment to read: change to whatever color 
WSO sees fit, Passed. Voted on entire mGltion. Passed. 

Chairman, steve, then called for Sub-committee Reports to 
continue: 

FOLICY SUB-COMMITTEE •.•.. BOB RERMAR reports as fOJ J OWS; 

Due to m circumstances, what took place during the con-
ference, I was pulled away from my commi.ttee and Larry, God Bless 
Him, took the reins and in being fair to him, Larry is going to 
read the statement and then we'll get into how we're going to 
present this. I,arry thep spoke - -I feel better today about' 
the direction NA is going in. I'd like to apologize if I appear
ed bent yesterday, it was only because I was bent. Tou all weren't 
doing it my way. I will read the statement directly as that com
mittee agreed. "During the 1980 WSC a motion was carried requir
ing that all material for review be out to the fellowship 60 days 
prior to WSC. Read directly form 1980 minutes (pg. 23, top of 
page). During policy committee seSSion, this year, there was 
much discussion on this particular policy. 'lie were faced with 
approx. 70 items of input which were not sent out to the fellow
ship for review, despite conference custom, this policy committee 
feels that these 70 items should not be presented to the confer
ence at this time. We feel that in order to properly serve we 
must turn over thise 70 items to this years (1982-83) ploicy 
committee. Bob R. then addressed the conference stating - all 
that means is following structure/guidelines. Unless the 
fellowship has a chance to read all that input, as all that 
inpu t came in agter the period 0 f time that we had. There was 
no possible way that we could get it out to the fellowship under 
the,mechanism that we had to operate with. Nhat has been sent 
out to the fellowship as input is the "green l'ianual" and what 
was in the Administrative Letter. This is the feedback that I 
get. I checked with a few of the delegates and they said that 
the voting they have , is from the input here and from the ad
minj.strative letter. One of the things that I am proposeing is 
that from pages 1-13, of the Green Manual, which is talking 
about groups, up to the RSR, to be approved, possibly, in mass. 
I'm just laying this out. Now, to delete anything on ':ISO, we 
deal t '.'lith that, go back to WSC, page by page. There was one 



change, during the conference on the Board of Trustees. On 
the elections, so that's policy. We voted that yesterday, so the 
rest is intact because there was nothing touched. There was no 
input put in on the Board of Trustees. Some of the stuff in th~ 
Administrative letter may coinside with what is here so we'll 
work that out. All the items, so don't gej; scared, is going 
out to the fellowship, because see, I think something gets lost 
in style or whatever, is that the Policy Committee does not 
make policy. Recommending sometimes can be making policy. When 
people write in and there asking questions, they refer to the 
manual, that's how you answer questions. If it's a tradition 
problem, we send it to the rtadition people. A lot of times 
we sit down and a body of people will make recommendations, 
from the body of people and I don't think we have a mandate to 
do that. Some of the things are 30 unclear, when it says read 
an item point to point,.the way I feel about that in looking 
at it, ~s that we read it as policy to see if it actually is 
policy, or belongs to another committee or take a look to see 
if it's a question. Now the questions that we answer, that I 
feel are NA, come from the people's questions, come from the 
aanual, like the Blue Manual, that's the answer that we have. 
I think that this will give us a guide to understand what \'re' re 
here for and that's to serve the fellowship. So making that 
statement in terms of some of the experiences that I have had 
in terms of policy •. Many times off-the-track guidelines are 
very open and I know we're a loosly knit organization, but 
the trouble is, being loosly knit can go into craziness and I 
think guidelines are to guide us and I think so much that I 
am recommending that every committee submit guidelines to the 
fellowship to be presented next year here at WSC. I think 
that sometimes we can put the cart before the gorse, and some 
of the biggest problems, cause I'm gOing to tell you, I've 
been to left field, right field and every other place because 
of the guidelines. I think that's a very. very important item 
for every sub-committee to presen" and I think that one of the 
other things that the fellowship should mandate every committee 
to give them a guide and a job to do. I also feel that on 
30 or 90 day intervils that they should send reports of their 
progress to the Administrative Committee and A.C. should send 
that to the fellowship to inform the fellowship on what these 
Sub-committees are doing, along the way, and that's check points 
which we have been talking about throughout the conference, 
check and balance and maybe in 6 mos. period, whatever is gat
hered, at that point, workshoped, sent to the fellowship, what 
they have done and then have a poin~ with input upon the input. 
Also~ that a lot of regions are on their jobs and they have 
policy, literature and other committees and sometimes I 
scratch my head and alot of the trouble is we form committees 
here and some people will never be on that committee and it 
causes problems. I think probably we should have a policy 
'!!orkshop and explain what policy Ls to people here. I thinl{ 
that the committee should be dra'im from the committees' peo-
ple formed in the regions, for the sub-committees. People who 
are doing the 1V0rk that are envolved. To take one person form 
that committee to bring the input to someplace where the chair
man can meet at a central _ocal and they'll form the commitee 
by one individual from the committees and that the committee's 
in the Regions will be gathering input of all committees and 



I really feel that we can probably , at one time, have our ad
jendas so set, as much as possible, that when we come in here' 
we can be voting on article 5.6 and everybody will know what 
that is unless there's some explanation or something.. So all' 
I'm trying to do, and I'm not telling you what to do, I'm just 
trying to help and give what they tell me here, experience, 
strength and hope, and share my experiences this year and these 
are a few things I've come up with, only to help. I feel that 
I don't like to put time into something, and these are a lot 
of mu mistakes. The program tells me that I learn from my 
mistakes but if I don't share that then I really feel that was 
in vain, as for as that experience. So I'm presenting this to 
the fellowship to think about and maybe do something about it.' 
Under that first proposal (1-13) ••• Page then addressed the con
ference moving that - All items contained in the proposed 
revision to the 3rd Edition. included on pages 1-13 be accep
ted as nolicy. Seconded. Discussion. George H. made amend
ment - would like that motion to exclude the footnote on ng. 
13 which reads - "One way to verify members' groun conscience 
for i npllt of major si gnaficance not or the 'IISC Conference agenda, 
is for the regions tu sponsor Service Conferences simultanious 
to 'IISC Conference. This allows for immediate verification by 
telephone of their members' consciousness for the voting on ma
jor issues." Chair call for vote on amendment. Passed, 
Discussion to the motion. Chair re-read motion. Bob R. said 
we'd have to exclude World Sercie Sub-Committee, pg. 2. K.Bea 
made amendmant - That all reference, delete the word "Sub
committee" ( arag. 4p • 2) as it refers to WSO. Seconded. 
Discussion. George en wan e a e to amendment -Any ref
erence to World Service Conference as the World Service Com
mittee. Seconded. Chair clarified motion and amendments. Call 
for a vote. Amendment nassed. Csll for a vote on entire am
endment. Passed. Motion re-read. Call for a vote. Passed/ 

Bob R. then suggested we get a count of voters. Chair replied 
that we would do that at time when needed. Qu.estion and clar
ifications. At this point it was determined we count voting 
delegatos. At this point we also realized there had been a ser
ious.mistake on motion. Bob R. then restated motion as should 
have read. Motion should state - That all items in pg. 1-13 
be accected •••• Now weIll have to have a ote and defeat this 
motion. Chair them addressed conference. Vote called. ~ 
tion defeated. Motion - That the World Convention rornmittee he 
accepted as a sub-committee of WSC. Bob R. clarified what had 
just transpired. Discussion. Phil made a motion - that all 
items contained on Dages ·1-13 of the crouosed Service MamlllJ, 
be adonted, except footmote on nage 13. be accepted, and delete 
the words "sub-committee" as it refers to ';:SO and all referen
ces to the World Service Conference as World Service Committee. 
Seconded. Discussion. Call for a vote. Passed. 

Bob R. continued. OK, for the counters the chairman will not 
vote so if I'm standing back here don't count me. (there, was 
some objection to this from the floor) Bob replied - I stand 
corrected,. I may vote. I would entertain a motion, ( on pg. 14 
i!orld Sernce) that we approve page 14. Discussion. Point of 
clarification. Bob went on •••• ':Ie have 2 ways to go, #1, we 



don't have to approve anything in here and there's a lot of 
Regions here that have went through and can and are prepared 
to vote. There are Regions here that have the consciousness 
of their groups to vote on what comes up but I think that most 
of the people that I talked were prepared in terms of dealing 
with this manual. This pertains to pg. 14 - Eric made a motion: 
to change the whole service manual. No second •••• Bob then 
stated again, ph. 14, is there any discussion. I'm asking for 
a motion. Page made motion - that all references to WSO Sub
committee be changed throughout. Seconded. and to be included 
to that - that all references to WS Committee be changed tg 
World Service Conference. throughout. Chair asked for a couple 
of minutes to re-group and clear up confusion. Chair then asked 
that the moup conscience disregard that motion, out of confusion. 
We can proceed. Bob can tell how he's going to present this 
and it will wimplify all this and I'd like to ask for a voice 
vote, if I have the goup conscience we can let that lost motion 
die. Motion passed. (let it die). Bob went on ••• I reintera-
te what I'm going to do. The section that we're in now, the 
\'ISC, weill go page by page. After we vote we' 11 either approve 
or disapprove weill go on to the next page, up to page 20. This 
is the section, WSC, is that clear. I \ill make the motion from 
here on approval. Chair, Steve, them clarified what was being 
done. Par.liamentarian then clarified ••• As we continue to grow 
in our learning of parliamentary proceedure, it would be handy 
to explain one point here. Nhen a committee is appointed, it 
is responsible for a number of things to evaluate whatever 
input it gets and then report to whatever body created the com
mittee, it is the framework in Roberts Rules of Order that the 
committee making it's report has the obligation if the committee 
is making a recommendation to do sometUing, that the chairperson 
making the report or person making the report on behalf of the 
committee is suppose to make the motion form the podium as 
part of his report to adopt whatever it is they recommended so 
you don;t keep having people come up to make motions and Bob 
keeps asking for motions, but actually, Bob, you're the one 
who's suppo"!Jte to say "the committee decided this and therefore 
i move", Bob then Vlent on .... for a point of clarification-
from the Blue t1anual, if you've read this, there's stuff in 
from the Blue Hanual and if Vie disapprove this, it goies back 
to the Blue manual. This material here is been stuff that therels 
changed, in other \'lords, the input has been factored into this. 
I think it's necessary that we deal with each page in this sec
tion here, because there's a great amount of changes and input 
in here, we can, in fact, blanket approve it. 'Ne can, it' s 
up to you. I would like to make a motion that we go page by 
nage. Seconded. Discussion.(Seconded by Mindy). 
Bob continued: Now we have the 1V0rd "committee" on this motion 
again on the second paragraph. NolV I really feel that what 
we I re gOing to have to go for a blanket approval, so I malee 
a motion - that any reference to " .. orld Service Committee" be 
changed to ".'iorld Service Conference" and any reference to 

"'.iorlci Service Sub-Committee" b.e_ changed to "World Service Office" 
tbrQlJzbollt this manual. Secpnded by K. Bea. Roy then asked 
that were it refers to the "group conscienceness be changed 
to" group conscience'.' at which time Bob further amended his 
motion to read. - and references to "grou!) conscienceness" 
be cbanged to """roup conSCience". Hoved and seconded 



to close discussion. Passed. ~otion re-read in it's entire
ity. Call for a vote. Notion passed. 

Bob then made a motion to adopt page 14. Seconded. Call for 
a vote. Motion passed. 

James D. asked for point of claification on whether or not this 
years elected Finance Chairperson can vote as the present chair 
has not been here. Chair clarified. Discussion. Chair clari
fied. James appealed the chair decission. Seconded. Bob S. 
clarified. Vote called. Failed. 

Bob R. then made a motion - we adopt pg. 15. Seconded. 
cussion. James made amendment 0 addin ara raph # F to 
oara ra h which read : 
reoresenative following the word "trustee" in paras-raph 5· 
Seconded. Discussion. Lynn made a motion to add to the amend
ment under item 2. - add the word "date and", to read - the 
date and site of the next conference in set at each WSC and 
Item 4. only WSC narticipants and sub-committee snokes nerson 
may address the conference. Seconded. Discussion. Clarifica
tion. Call for a vote on amendment. Seconded. Discussion. 
Amendment failed. Re-read 1st amendment r Call for a vote on 
amendment. not passed to vote, discuss~on re-opened. Not 
passed after another call for vote on second amendment. Re
opened discussion on 1st amendment. Call for a vote. Seconded. 
Cindy then made amendment to read - to change #2 to say "the 
site of the conference will be within IOO miles Of the :USQ". 
Seconded by Gene. Discussion. Call for a vote on amendment. 
Amendment not passed, Call for a vote on' amendment. Phil 
made amendment- - that the WSC is within commutiye distance, 
25 miles of the 'usa. Seconded by Mindy. Discussion. Call 
for a vote on amendment. Parliamentarian clarified. Motion 
to table this motion. Seconded. (adding till next year). 
Call for a vote. Motion nassed to table this motion till 
next year. 

50b then stated that it seems like the style at this point 
is that Vie table this section, or this page. I'm not going 
to entertain a motion yet because there ,are some changes in 
~Jc;licy that ha7e taken ,.,lace here, the other day and that will 
be factored in. UK, now those are the 2 changes, right'? Then 
I '.vill make a motion that we table the rest of this innut until 
next year. That it goes bacl~ to nolicy. Seconded. This will 
be fom 15 to 25. Discussion. Parliamentarian then clarified. 
More discussion. [-ioy then amended this motion - with the 
exceotion of all items on the ad enda I'lh~ch was sent out to 
the felloVishin for consideratio as OOIC Sec-
onded. Discussion. Steve, chair, clarified. Discussion. 



Bob stated that the input from the fellowship letter would 
~ be addressed by Larry. 

Larry then stated: Input recieved reads: That onl RSR's 
and state Re s. be defined as votin artici ants member 
of the WSC. We as a committee make a motion to that effect, 
that gllr serv; ce mapual be changed to read that only ESR's 
and State represenatiyes be defined as yotini participants 
(members) of the WSC. Seconded. Discussion. Gene H. made 
an amemdment to read - to include a represenatiye from the 
Board of Trustees. a represenative form 'IISO and represenative 
from each sub-committee. Seconded by Lynn. Discussion. 
George made a motion to lay this wotion on the table and 
take from consideration of this body any time this year. and 
refer to sub-committee fa .consideration of WSC-8. Seconded. 
Motion restated: To lay on the tab e unti the con erence 
of 1983. Takes a majority vote. Passed. 

Gene H. made a suggestion that we write to AA and see how 
they established their organization. 

Larry resumed: The second item (item # 5 an fellowship re
port) is rather lengthly and I would rather not go into read
ing it, kicking it around because it has previously been 
delt with in this conference and a dicission has been made. 

Next item: (Item #6) has also been delt with. 
Beneith item #6 there is an item that starts with the word 
"proposal", this also has been delt with. 
Next: VI - read: Official means of WSC be defined as: 1-
quorm - 2/5th of participants. 2. all knolm participants 
be notified 90 days in advance of all planned meetings. 3. 
single issue meetings, that is to say, approval of literature 
may be held by means of registered mail, that is new literature 
conference approved by being sent out to the fellowship for 
a vote by R~R'S, etc. and collected and counted by JSC chair 
90 days later instead of~aiting till next conference. Policy 
committee comment to that was our structure provides adequate 
time for approval. 

J:tem 11 : conference already delt with this. 

Item 14: conference already delt with this. 

Item 15' ~ , conference already ddt with this. 

Item 16: conference already de1t Vii th this. 

Item 22: conference already delt with this. 

I t"m 20 : conference already delt with this. 

In[)ut: The 1,IA name never be .j.eJlt t9 any related outside fac
ility because of goals and objectives of outide enity. R~p1y 
refer to Board of Trustees as this is already in Tradition. 

Larry turned it back over to Bob. Questions from the floor 
now addressed. Kevin made a motion that the NA service manual. 
as annroved by the .L979:'iSC sUDerceed the manual now ~n nrint, 



that the manual currentJy in print be withdrawn form circula
tion and that the 79' approved material be printed and distrib
uted as the sole source of information on the NA Seryice struc
ture and up-dated with the policy changes that incured during 
this conference. Seconded by Roy. Discussion. KeYin restated 
the motion: I moye that the NA Service manual. 'as approved by 
the '79 WSC. superceed the manual now in print. that the manual 
currently in print be withdrawn from circulation and that the 
'79 approved material be printed and distributed as the sole 
source,of information on the NA Service Structure. bMt include 
chan es ado ted in WSC annual meetin sand assi n the chairman 

the Trustees the I WSC Chairman nd the P esident 0 WSO 
to edit and approve prior to publication and distribution· 
Seconded. Discussion. Chuck S. moved that we defeat this 
motion. Chair called for a vote. 
Gene H made a motion: that we table further consideration 
input on change of po icy until 19 :3 'NSC, and to instruct the 
olic comm~ttee to make an investi ation of AA Service Structure 

an relJor 0 e • C as to how the be e . . 
olJeration and structure of AA Service Hanual mi"'ht be ado e 
by NA as per lJg. 3 • item 1, Section 2 of Servic e Manual. for 
the policy chairman to develolJ that committee. Discussion, 
Seconded. Call for a vote. Motion passed. 
Steve then stated that we now need to form a committee, or 
elect a chairperson for that committee or I could appoint a 
somebody for that committee. George made a motion: That the 
out-going Administrative Committee become this committee. 
Seconded. Motion passed. steve then stated that he didn't 
think this was aimed only at AA but we would consider any other 
source of informaion. 

Steve stated that the policy committee has completed their 
report. 

All in favor of allowing Kevin to withdraw previous motion 
Bav Ie Passed, 

Bob R., policy chair, then stated: I, as policy chairman, 
am finished with my report and I would to thank the vice
chairmans, the fellowship, the rest of the committee and 
all of you, very much for your sUlJport. Thank you. 

BOA.RD OF TRUST8ES REPORT" "CHlJCH SKINNER REPORTS AS VOLUm.§: 

At the present time the Board of Trustees stands at 13 mem
bers and I want you to know that I do not carry and I am not 
at this particular moment, not carrying the board of trustees 
oponions to you. At this time I would like for the members 
of the Board to stand and introduce themselves, giving their 
name, sobriety date and job on the Board. (at this time they 
introduced theirselves from the floor and could not be heard 
on the tape). Yesterday, in a trade-Off, for what you people 
agreed to, I, not the Board of Trustees, agreed to this trade
off that I would be in no opposition and adhere to the voice 
of the conference, you people voiced your, your voice was 
hear, and it almost make impident the input to the Board which 
states: ,';xisting members of the Board be re-affirmed and voted 
on each year at ;."lSC by voting partiCipants. In the future 



that the Board of Trustees not consist of a majority of 
members from any particular geographical area or region, since 
the primary purpose of the Board cf Trustees is that of an 
advisory board, and they do not represent individually or 
collectively a group conscience t:.er-say, they are no· longer 
be voting Darticipants at this conference, canidates eligable 
for the Board be nominated and voted on each year. Yesterday, 
you approved a fixed term should ce set for all trustees, such 
as 5 years, and that direct elections of trustees at the 'NSC. 
The only fly in the ointment at this time is a fixed term. You 
have already approved the others. That is the end of my re
port. Before we go any further, aschairman of the Board of 
Trustees, and I think I can speak for the rest of the trustees

i I'm not sure, but I'm gOing to anyhow, that is to state to al 
of you that never has so many people in the history of NA, 
been so well inform~d and so well represented by their elected 
represenatives, and I think that we have said here and done 
more at this WSC in the furtherance of NA and helping the addict 
out there on the street that still suffers, than will ever happen 
again. I further would like to thank the \'fBC Administrative 
Committee, Steve Bice, your chairman, who has fell into a mind
boggeling position, who has done one hell-of-a job ... Cindy, you 
secretary, vlho in the start of this I wanted to kick her _ and 
in the last 6 months she has turned it around and done one 
tremendous job. Bo Sewell, your vice-chairman, for over the 
years has done a tremendous job with the literature committee 
and did a good job this year with the 'NBC-Administrative Comm. 
and has done a tremendous amount of work that could have been 
done by nobody but Bo Sewell, I think he deserves a well round. 
Joseph Proctor, your treasurer, who has been the butt of all 
things this year, and has got his kicked from one end to 
the other and who I beleive to be one of the most, as much 
integrity as anyone of us, I think he's done a tremendous 
job and God he deserves a gold plack in the Hall of 
Fame. Thanked all of the rest of the committee chairs (at 
this point the tape did not pick up). Tape continues with, 
Chuclt stating ••• And let me tell you, I've said this before 
and I will say it again, the ':150, this year, has reformed 
exceedingly \'Iell under the circumstances and under the structure 
that they were to work by and 1 feel that this year the Board of 
Trustees, I'll not sa:; the Board of Trustees, that Chuck Skinner 
I don't want the Board to get tainted by my actions, I'll 
tell you that. But I'll tell you this, that Chuck Skinner and 
the.'iClJ Board, have to date, come to an understanding and I 
think that we're all got one goal in mind, to carry the message 
to the addict that still suffers, further the growth of this 
conforenco and NA and my visions for this is that in 2 years 
the growth 0 f lfA vlill triple because you people passed a book 
that will go to the addict that still suffers and will no 
lunger have to rely on mouth-to-mouth recessation. I further
more believe that you made the right decissions on the Board 
of Trustees. In the first place I beleive in group conscience 
I beleive that '.7e will get more sophisticated as we go along, 
I beleive that you will come back next year more informed 
and much more qualified than you are today. lViy only thing is 
that so many of you have been shanghied into service work 



and have got 1,2,3,years of service cleanliness and have never 
been able to develQpe a program for yourself. I hope that we 
can get back into what we are suppose to and quit a lot of this 
~~~ __ and knit-picking and putting amendments to the amendments 
to the amendments, and somebody elses amendment 30 years ago an 
carryon the business of NA. I want to thank you for letting be, 
serve as your chairman of the Board of Trustees, I'm sure I 
won't again, but I don't feel that it effects my effictiveness 
in any way because over the years I have made many friends through
out the country and I am sure, youknow you can legislate away 
anything, you can legislate away the VlSO, you can legislate away 
the Board of Trustees, you can legislate away the S~rvice Manual 
but you cannot legislate away my 21 years of cleanliness and 
sobriety, I don't give a what you do. I do not believe 
that any of us who's stays clean and sober, although we make 
mistakes and make errors have been totally impident in all we 
did. As long as the lines of communication is never cut again 
to where we fail to talk, we may disagree violently about a 
method: but our prinCipals are alvlays the same, and as long as 
we can talk we can meet a reasonable method. I pray to God 
that never again that a mouth be closed or a door be shut to 
any individual. Thank you. 

Steve, Chairperson, then stated. Chuck suggested that we 
adopted this report form the Special Sub-committee, yesterday, 
and that the recommendation was: 1. that a fixed term should 
be set for Trustees (such as 5 years) and that direct elections 
of 'rrustees by WSC. and this would be the time to do this if 
we were going to. ::Ie will have to discuss how we are going to 
do this and how to nroceed. I will accept a motion from the 
floor: Bo made a motion: that we give Ii vote 0 f confidence 
to all existing member of the Beard of Trustees of NA, as pre_ 
sently constituted. Discussion. Seconded. Point of clarifi
cation. Bo withdrew the motion. }!ithdrel'l the second. Groun 
conscience taken to allow thiS, Passed. 

I 3teve re-stated that what he understood was we come up with a 
\ fixed time. Page moved: that a fixed time of 7 years be Dl1t 

\, 
on the members of BUT. Seconded, Discussion. Call for a vote. 
Bob S.-t~arliamentarian clarified. 

\ 



erson of Administr tive Committee •• 1 have same 
~npu ere a ~ s su Jec ~s I n~ y roug ~ommunication. 
The proposal was the WSC farm a sub-committee to administer the 
publishing of a monthly magizine an recovery from addiction the 
NA way ••• This was given to the literature committee either cor
rectly or mistakenly and the Administrative Committee did nat 
deal vnth it so we have no recommendation for this. Gene H. 
made motion; that funds in the amount of $l,?OO per month be 
allocated by the WS-Administrative Committee to the WSO to hire 
employees as needed to preform thir duties. Seconded. Much 
discussion. Call for a vote. More discussion. Vote called 
again. Not passed. 

Steve continued - am 1 wrong in, to my recollection there is 
a prevision in the Blue Manual that allows for hiring paid em
ployees to take care of our needs, which might have eliminated 
all that problem we just went through. Ok, next, the proposal 
was that the WSC farm a sub-committee to administer the pub
lication of a monthly magizine an recovery form addiction the 
NA way. Roy made a motion: that theHSC form a sub-committee 
to administer the Dublishing of a monthly magizine on recovery. 
Seconded by Jim. Discussion. Chair called for a vote. 
Amendment by Page; add "by VlSQ". SeCOnded by Gene. t,1otioD 
resta ted..·ISC form a sub-committee to administer the Dublish
ing. by 0S0, of a monthly magizine on recoyery from addiction 
the NA way..'le're voting on the amendment. Chuck S. amended 
the amendment by adding: by subscription. Seconded Amendment 
aassed f.i!otion Dassed. Larry then moved the motion be tabled 
till next ~ear and refered to committee. Seconded and motion 
carried. i-age Withdrew his amendment. 

next Item: ta1')es of the 1981 
both 81 and 82 participants. 
recommend tapes be available, 
at cost. 

JSC be transcribed and sent to 
Our recommendation on that was to 
upon request, from the office, 

iiext Input: due to the extreme cost of printing and mailing, 
I beleive it WQuld be advisable to distribute minutes of the 
~sc in the followjng manner: JSC mail minutes to all voting 
delegated. :Cach regional. delegate be responsible to copy and 
ci=-stribute to their area rens, each area rep be responsible 
to copy and distribute to GSR's, and each GSR be responsible 
and distribute to thier individual groun members. 'rhis will 
not only give each level of service responsibility but 
also help cut costs, and nromote unity. Our res~onse: our 
intent is to mail a. copy to all voting delega.tes and partici
~ants and to have copies available, upon request, at cost. 
Discussion. Josenh made motion: that minutes include names 
and addresses and Dhone numbers of narticipants and observers 
for lnt8r-cummunicatJ.ons purno'3es. Seconded. Discussion. 
Call for a vot8. l·iotion j'assed. 

steve then added - Sveryone who filled out a registration form 
will have a copy of the minutes. 

!Iext Item: would like to request that the '83 Administrative 
Committee Chairperson appoint an adhoc committee, as per pg. 



36, Item C, to formulate guidelines for the World Conventions 
and Regional Convention. This committee will report to the 
Administrative Committee eyery 3 months, in turn, report the 
findings to the fellowship. This committee will mal~e a final 
report on it's finding to the policy committee 6 mos. prior 
to the VlSC, who ',vill in turn give it to the Literature Commi
ttee for final staging. The final form of guidelines will be 
turned over to the fellowship, for input, 90 days prior 
to the next ':ISC. REPLY: our recommendation is that present 
chair appront adhoc committee to formulate guidelines for 
conventions in order to facilitate the need. That was not a 
motion it was a recommendation. Discussion. Bob S., parlia
mentarian, then explained v/hat an adhoc committee was. steve 
then made a motion - that the chair apuoint a adhoc committee 
to formulate guidelines for conventions. Seconded. No dis
cussion. Call for a vote. Passed. I'1otion passed. Steve 
then suggested that we give it onto the next administrative 
committee and have them consider llsing past administrative 
committee people, and request to Etate in the minutes - to 
use people who were already involved in this type of service. 

Next Item: That more clarity is needed in the monthly re
port. Important question to be answered need an astric or 
underlining. Our REPLY; was good idea and refered them to 
incoming Administrative Committee. Discussion. Joseuh made 
motion - that the 82 - 83 'fiSC Admin!strative Sub- Committee 
compile and distribute. through the }ISO. a World Service 
fellowship Reuort. at least. every 3 months to the entire 
fellowship for unity and communication. Seconded. Discussion. 
Ed made amendment - that it be cornpjJ ed and dj strlJbuted by the 
!\dministratiye Committee of )5C;. Seconded by Phil. (main 
motion seconded by Eo) Discussion. Call for a vote 00 amend~ 
ment, Jot Passed. Call for a vote on motion. Passed. 

"iqxt Item' 1, State and define pI10ceedure prior to any other 
business approved by majority of participants (if not already 
,}olicy. [li,-PLY: policy has del t with this issue. 2. Regional 
Qnd sub-committee report be given by voting represenative and 
00 other. Reply: Policy delt with this. 3. Decide at FISC 
opening whether .ISU is outf;ide issue or not. 4. Chairman should 
remain in cont,rol of conferencG, \'Ihen in doubt of what to do, 
call for a grrlUu conscious. R;';PLY: is we follow Roberts Rules 
of Order and advise of our parliamentarian. 

next Innut: .Ie have one item here tha I personally took the 
liberty of editing and go right to the intent which that I re
quest that <'ISO chairpersons and other trusted servants of ','ISC 
committees, members of the Board of Trustees be specifically 
instructed to use ,ISO of 1'11\ letterhead solely for NA business. 
m,l'LY: this j,s a good ides. Steve commented that '/Ie have 
lettarhead and shnuLd be used for NA business and not cersonal' 
business. ~ 

:,cxt lnuut: This imput 'lIas passed around to everybody here 
and it was asked if this was proper or not and the group did 
not come to a concencus. (ta~e could not be understood at 
this point). Je discussed it-serveral times and refered it 
back to l)olicy. 



Next Input: That the WSC-82 - 83 Administrativ7 Committee ~om
pile and distribute , through WSO, a World Serv~ce Fellowsh~p 
Report to the entire fellowship for communication purposes. 
Motion made to reconsider previous motion on this subject. 
Died for lack of second. (tape very difficult to understand 
at this point).' 

Steve then stated that this was the end of his report. 

TRJ'~ASlJRJ;;R' S OF WSC-82 •••• JOSEPH PROCTOR reported as follows: 

As stated before, as of 5-6-82 the balance was $3,472.20, I 
haven't received the report yet on the expenses of this con
ference, several different people have receipts and the Ad
mistrative Committee is gOing to get together after we adjourn. 
There was income on the dance and income on the food and bevera
ges so that, minus the receipts of what it cost for the food 
and beverages and the copies, will be included in this final 
report that I will make and submit to the secretary to be in
cluded in the minutes, the final accounting on it cause we have 
cash to come in, we've got some checks to write, so we can go 
ahead and get this turned over, so the final report will be 
included in the minutes. Joseoh then made a motion - that the 
Narcotics Anonymous Book be aviulable for distribution by 
September, 1982, at WCNA-12. Seconded. No discussion. Call 
for a vote. Motion passed. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~then thanked everyone who 
the conference, as well 

and prior to conference. 

steve B. Chairman, then stated, as a result of the massive 
input, both before and during this conference, we have only 
completed the work scheduled for Friday. Since some planning 
took place during the workshops, ment to address input, we 
felt that Vie could complete the format by hearing from all the 
incoming Chairpersons concerning the direction they, as a sub
committee, 'llill take in the coming year, if this meets with 
your approval. So, at this point I would like to call the 
Public Information Commi ttee. l~lease list for the minutes, 
your s,)eci fie goals and financial neeas. 

Hoy tllen made a motion to reconsider the previous motion to 
table the motion on the formation of the Recoyery Hag; zj oe ;'il!b_ 
r;ommj ttl'''. ;jeconded. Pa tliamentarian then stated: You adopted 
a motion to reconsider theis motion. The motion to reconsid~r 
at this point now brings you back to working on this motion. 
:Je have to put up the motion plus any amendments that were with 
the mo tion at the time it was tabl ed. I f no amendmends, you 
work on the main motion. I t is at this paint, when you Ire dis
cuaaioo thiS, aDen for discussion aod further amendments should 
yuu decide to do so. Steve then stated - amendment readded 
"by .i;:iu" after Dublication, 
:>teve called for a roun conscience to facil.itate soee ~ 
author of amendment would Ii e to withdraw it. flporoyed. 
Call for a vote, motion re-statedj That the HSC form a sub
committee to administer the nublishing of a monthly magizine 
on [<ecovery from Addiction the l'IA Jay. Hotion Passed. 



steve then stated that would conclude the Administrative report. 
Asked all Committees to come up, individually, and give their 
reports and financial needs. 

po~nt of clarity raised: Asked who was going to aproint this 
committee for the Recovery magizine. Discussion fo lowed, the 
group unamiously decided to deal with this matter now. 

Floor opened for aominations of this committee: 

Bill Z. nominated. Seconded. 
Jim M." • Seconded. 
Linda G." • Seconded: 
Bo S. 11 • Declined. 

Nominations closed. Each gave 
Steye, Chairman, then said: I 
lMG recommended to me, that we 
peop] e to work as a cQrnmj ttee. 
agreed. 

brief qualifications. 
have a very gOOd solntioD that 
accept all three of thSoe 

GrQUp cgDse; enee l1panj mOll 51 y 

1982-83 SUB-COMHITTEES PANNING REPORTS: 

PIfBLT C PIFORMATION to. LORRAINE DRINKWi\'CER reported: 

The PI Sub-committee has 2 major goals for the up-coming year: 
1. to collect, compile and make available to regions, areas and 
groups, up-dated information on PI (press, radio, tv, hot-lines 
and answering services. To help facilitate this goal we are 
planning to have a PI conference in Milwaukee in connection 
with,VCNA-12. 2. to actively seek a position of co-operation 
':Ii tlJ, the AHA and similar organizations. As for as finances 
we will use as much as needed 0 f the approved $100. per month. 
If no finances are needed for a particular month, none will 
be requested. ',Ve have already requested, in writing to \'ISC 
treasurer, $100. Thank you very much. 

T"I'l'EI1ATURE •.. "'AGE CULBERTSON renorted; 
The literature committee, in the up-coming year plans to and 
hopes to initate and create massive creation of literature 
through implementing the Service Gtructure. It is WY hope 
and 1 will devote a loage portion of mu time and effort to 
developing strong literature committees in, all areas and re
gions that are willing to take on this responsibility. The 
process that I have been gouing through in order to do this 
is get addresses, (pads are gOing around at this time) and 
1 intend to mail packages to them with all the information on 
how to write, edit, and rewrite, draft and re-draft, pamphlets 
input to basic text, 12 X 12, stories, etc. Tenatively, r 
intend to, by the end of this year, have a 12 X 12: of NA 
written. Also, tenatively, that will come from California. 
The stens being vrritten in the northern nart and the traditions 
I'rritten-in the southern part, because ther is most long-term 
sobriety out here on the ','Iest Coast. Ohio has accepted the 
responsibility of \'rriting an H & .I: handbook based on what we 
already have and on their very strong H & I l1egional Service 
Committee. Also, the H & I chair~an, Bob B. of San franCiSCO, 



has committed himsel f to starting work on 2 H ;J I pamphlets 
in San Francisco to help get that Regional Literature Committee 
going. I have comittments form people allover the U.S •• The 
plan of implimentation will be for these committees to write 
literature the first 7 months of the year and at the 7 month 
point tenatively scheduled around thanksgiving, have a Vlorld 
Literature Conference somewhere in the middle of the U.S. (cen
trally located) and at that time the Regions will hopefully 
send delegates (if not come in mass) with their input in a 
finished form at that time, to be approved by the WSC-LC. I 
have also gotten a committment from Doug F., on the Board 
of WSO, stating that he would try to attend that conference. 
Hopefully this will help unify us as a fellowship and get us 
all the literature that we con handle, all we nee. My vision 
is to have us 3 or 4 books and a rack of the in 
these hospitals and institutions. Furthermore, for information 
to other sub-committees, if, for example, the PI sub-committee 
if you come out of Milwaukee with a rough draft, we scheduled 
the conference at the 7 month noint so that you could send 
your handbook to us so we polish it, if you vlant us to, but 
we will not initate work on any sub-committee handbooks unless 
that sub-committee requests us to do so. I want to thank you 
all for letting me serve and I love each and everyone of 
you. 

FINANCE···MARTTN CHESS reported; 

I've written this and I suppose we are gOing to get a lot of 
mail and requests for money and what to do and whatever byt 
it really sounds good to me and I'm really excited. I am 
grateful to have the opportunity to serve the fellowship~. As 
1 stated: The finance committee of the WSC has a specific 
goal for the coming year --liTo establish written guidelines 
for the utilization of funds throughout the fellowship in 
order to further our primary purpose." In order to begin this 
effort we will circulate a questioneer to every group within 
the Service Structure of NA. This questioneer is designed, 
(it has already been designed), to provide us the information 
necessary to full fill our stated goal in the best possible way, 
to serve the fellowshin and will be in the mail as soon as 
we can get home and reproduce it. It is obvious to me, per
sonally, that the fellowship has decided on some issues which 
'1lill cause us to grow in a lot of directions and one of those 
is financial. I beleive that we, as a finance committee, are 
duty bound to provide a system of accountability which \nll 
work and allow us to grow without undo complications and un
forseen circumstances. I thank you and I too love everyone in 
this room. 

USTITUTIONAL .••• Bob Bergh reoorted: 
The first thing I would like to do is wish a happy Nother's 
Day to all you mothers who gave up something and then I'd 
like to wish all you mothers, who aren't mothers, a nice day 
too, Our proposed adgenda is to finish our handbook on the 
guidelines which Page has and when I get back to San Fransisco 
they are going to form a literature committee back there and 



I'm going to start a couple of pamphlets to. initiate the new 
literature committee ferming up in the bay area, to. get them 
started deing semething, which should be pretty interesting. 
Cempare all input and prepare for review, and establish comm
unicatien between World level H & I down to. the graup level. 
There are a lot ef H & I groups back in the mid-west and Penn. 
and up in that regian that we really haven't had much contact 
with, but due to what we've learned, right here, in this last 
5 days, it's going to. give us a geed push, it was a gaese. We 
are gaing to. establish some guidelines fer fundraising fer 
literature •.. H .. &.I is gaing to. be putting an seme variaus fund
raising fer seme H & I literature, that we've got ceming out. 
H & I is self-supporting. The miney that cemes to H & I through 
thase cans is going to. pay for those handbeoks and things like 
that. Since I've been an the H & I committee, we've never 
taken any maney frem WSC and we do. have a balance af $523. plus 
anether $100. that Joseph never mentiened that was denated to. 
H & I that they had in Stubenville, Ohio. Establish a better, 
stronger communication within aur H & I committee. We are 
geing to deveolp a custom made leterature rach, for you people 
that go aut and develepe leterature for H & I. It vall be some
thing you've never seen before. To establish a completien date 
for work to be done this year, we've set a -t v,ay paint in our 
adgenda which will be the World Convention in Hilwaukee, where 
the ':ISC-H & I Committee will have a mini-meeting to check and 
re-check what we have dane so far. So if any of you people are 
there and you want to set in an what we've dane, you're welcame 
to do that there. The last thing that I'm going to say is when 
yeu people go home SHAKE THOSE CANS!!! If yeu've got more than 
enough literature in your areas, the name of the game is fload 
the institutians because same of that literature is going to 
filter down to that person that daesn't want to. ask far help 
that daesn't want to say nathing, and then if you've got an over
abundance of leterature standing by and you've got money that's 
in reserve, that you can't think 0 f a nything to do with - send 
it to WSC-H & I because ther's areas out there just developing 
and they need help and we will help them. Thank you very much 
for letting me serve. 

POLl CY. ! ! • LARRY NOI-ITH renorted: 
The only goal I can feel comfortable in committing ourselves 
to is to act on the wishes of World-'.vide group conscious as 
expressed in this conference as well as those expressed in our 
Service Manual. To accomplish this we will with God's guid
ance, through you help and ,,100. to cover the communication costs 
do the best we can. 

,IORLD ::;ERVI C}C uF'Fl CE. IlIC ••• ! PHIL rl::REZ renorts; 

Both me and Doug and the new Board have our work cut out for us 
and beleive me we're all going to be very busy and just be pat
ient and beleive me we're not screwing around, we're just find
ing the resources and we're haveing our first meeting in 2 wks. 
and set a plan o:fi action - how we can get the book out to you 
as soon as possible, the ','!orld Directory and everything else 
thau was discussed here at the conference. We'll do the best 
16tcan, byt to be behind us in the spirit, because we have a 



lot of work ahead of us and if you have any functions around the 
country and you have any extra money laying around and you want 
to donate it, beleive me, send it to the office, weill need it. 
Thank you. 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES ••• CHUCK SKINNER reports: 
The Board of Trustees goal is the same as always, to further 
the growth of NA and protect the Traditions and advise and help 
any place we.can. Our administrative costs we have always be
fore bore ourselves, however, it. has got to such an extent that 
welre going to have to come to the fellowship and the things that 
youre asking us to submit to you youlre going to have to pay 
for them so, this is the first time that welre gOing to submit 
a budget. It Will be $500. for the year, $77 of that we are 
already in the red on, welve already paid ourselves and we 
hope to recover, again, I think this conference is right on 
the verge and I think by next conference we can really say welve 
Come Of Age. Thank you. 

','ISC-83 CHAIRPERSON ••• BOB REHNAR renorts: 
I would like to say that I hope I can do as good of a job as 
Steve Bice.has done this year. I hope I have the co-operation 
that he had had from the freat committees, Bo S., Joseph P., and 
Cindy D., and youlve heard all the sub-committees reports and 
you will have their reports and progress of what theylre doing 
every 4 months from me. We have a good committee this year and 
we hope we can keep on the vein and make progress and I Will do 
the best job I can and I vlould like to thank one person who 
hasn't been thanked today, thatls Sidney R., who did all the 
transportation and housing (standing ovation) and I would also 
like to thank the people we helped put this on. Tharu~ you. 

W:;WSL",TT8R SUB-C0M11I'l.'TEE: J IN renorts: 
::e talked about some of this before, during this week, and we 
talked about quite a few things here now, and I'm just going to 
run it dovm real fast. 1. anonymous, no names, no initials
no IDls 2. Financial report in each issue. 3. any input 
should be accompied With a release form (if you're not aqu
ainted with vlhat that is, ask Page). 4. Will have a P.O. box 
by l'ionday. 5. '.'Ie will require 2 Signatures on our account. 
6 .:fe '.'lant articles on recovery, personal stories and personal 
serVice, articles on recovery not personal stories, articles 
on recovery, possibly some group service. To the best of our 
abili ty thor ','rill be no !lropaganda. 7. Qe propose a subscrip
tion price of ~B.OO for 12 issues. B. All references to the 
fellowship be ITA instead of Narcotics Anonymous, maybe that's 
your deciscion and we Vlere going to ask the BOT and ":'ISO be
fore we do anything. 9. No references to any Structured Ser
vice bodies or activities, cause the groups don't want to hear 
about it right nor:. If you Vlant to send us input, Phil has 
said he would factor in!)ut to us until we get our P.O. Box. 
And you can sEmd it to INA.iay", -;; ';'ISO, A:ttn. Phil. 11. ~;S.OO 
charge, VIe will percona11y guarantee that anyone who gives jiB. 
to Linda today will get 8 issues, no, 12 issues of something. 
You guys are. the felloV/ship of NA and going to write it, go 
home and tell everyone "If you want it-write it and send it 



to us. Thank you. 

At this point Steve S., Milwaukee, Wis. was given his card 
for his 3 year birthday. 

steve then presented a token 
"1. " to Bob Stone 
dedica ed servan 

of our appreciation wrapped with 
"unbeleivable" narliamentarian. 

Jack B. 
Sunday. 
passed. 

made a motion: that the '83-WSC run Wednesday thru 
Seconded. No discussion. Call for a vote. Motion 

Bob R. asked if weld like to have the conference here (the 
same building) next year. Unanimous YES, 

Steve Bice. the chair1Jerson for the 1982- o,'iSC accented the 
motion to close the conference. The circle was formed and 
closed with the Lordls Prayer •.•••••••••.•.•.•...•.. , 


